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DIVE INTO CD GRAPHICS AND QSOUND AUDIO. 

No game’s ever gonna take you deeper! Incredibly 

detailed CD graphics, chillin’ digital music and 

spatial QSound audio processing plunge you into 

this dolphin’s lonely quest. 

Ecco’s world is mysterious and beautiful and 

completely unlike any game you’ve ever played. 

You swim, you jump, you even breathe like a 

dolphin, and the experience is profound. 

Bonus video segments reveal how real-life 

dolphins live. Play the game, solve the mystery, 

learn the secrets. You’ll never forget how it feels 

to be Ecco the Dolphin. SEGA CD 

WELCOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL 

Pal Sega, Genesis, Sega CD, Welcome to the Next Level, and Ecco the Dolphin are trademarks of SEGA. QSound is a trademark of Archer Communications, Inc. Manufactured under 

iEI license from QSound Ltd. © 1990 Archer Communications Inc. All rights reserved. © 1993 SEGA. All rights reserved. 



I can’t believe that this is our twelfth issue. I actually found 
eight people that are crazy enough to stay up all night sur¬ 
rounded by Mac’s and Video games. The way I see it we have 
consumed about two hundred and fifty pounds of coffee, con¬ 
tributed about ten grand to our local fast food chains and set 
several records for sleep deprivation. We’ve gone through about 
a hundred controllers melted down about ten systems, put in 
a combined total of about 12,000 hours of gameplay, 13,000 
hours of combined computer time and written over 300,000 
words about video games. We started out in a teeny tiny little 
room with two slooow Mac’s and a dim light, that place had it’s 
own atmosphere. After a couple days in there sunlight 
became a surreal experience. We now refer to that place as “The 
Dungeon” but we have fond memories...Now we are of course 
in a more corporate environment, but were still out of control 
and as much hard core gamers as ever. No salesman dare 
enter this office for fear of permanent brain damage. 

I guess we really like video games, wouldn’t ya say? As a 
matter of fact it’s 3:00 A.M. right now and I’ve slept about two 
hours in the last 48. But you know what? Me and rest of the 
staff can’t wait to do it again. As long as you keep reading and 
we can make gaming more enjoyable for all of you, we will always 
be here making sure that you know what’s what in the wonderful 
and growing world of video games. We owe a lot to our valu¬ 
able (and incredibly smart) readers and we intend to deliver you 
the best magazine of all time. Wait until you see some of the 
things we have planned for ‘94, it’s going to be a great year! 
So thanks from all of us and I’ll see you next month, I gotta get 
some sleep. 
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Few have faced Dracula and survived. Now it’s your turn! Based on Columbia 
Pictures’ blockbuster thriller, Bram Stoker’s Dracula goes straight for the jugular. 
Photo-realistic graphics, camera rotation, digitized scenes from the film and an 
awesome digital soundtrack on the CD version plunge you deep into cold, dark 

dungeons crawling with spiders and packs of bloodthirsty rats. On every 
platform you’ll experience thrilling game play and battle your way through 
the treacherous mountains and forests of Transylvania to Castle Dracula. 
And just like in the movie, the evil Prince of Darkness will rise and attack 
— as a bat, a wolf, even an old man. But whatever form Dracula 
takes...make no mistake, he must be stopped! 

Available for all Nintendo and Sega platforms. 

Bram Stoker’s Dracula is distributed by Sony Imagesoft. 2100 Colorado Avenue. Third Floor, Santa Monica. CA 90404. Sony Imagesoft and Imagesoft are trademarks of Sony Electronic Publishing Company. © 1992 Sony Electronic 
Publishing Company. Bram Stoker's Dracula™ is a trademark of Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.© 1992 Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. Nintendo, Nintendo Entertainment System. Game Boy. Super Nintendo 
System and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1992 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega, Sega CD, Genesis, Game Gear are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. 
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OPTION MODE 

ControL Pad 
: Type_A 

A - Main. Ar-io.s 
B - Opt 1 on Ar-ia 
O - Mam Ar'io.s 
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Silpheed (Sega CD) 
Voice test. 

At the title screen hold down “A”, “B” & “C” on the number 
two contoller, then go to th^ option screen. There should 

now be a “Voice Test” there. 

Mazin Saga - Mutant Fighter (Genesis) 
Big mode only. 

Go to the option screen and change the sound number to 
18 and the sound effects number to 72. Go back to the title 
screen and you can now play through just the Guardians 

by pressing start as normal. 

MATCH PLAY 

BATTLE HODE SELECT 

PAV"rny 

Street Fighter 2 Special CE (Genesis) 
For five stars on Champion Edition. 

When the building with the Street Fighter 2 logo comes to a 
stop, press “Down”, “Z”, “Up”, “X”, “A”, “Y”, “B” & “C” on 
contoller 1. You should hear Zangief’s yell. Now it’s speed, 

speed, speed! 

Street Fighter 2 Special CE (Genesis) 
Char. vs. Char, in Match Play mode. 

At the Match Play mode screen, press “Down”, “Z”, “Up” 
“X”, “A”, “Y”, “B” & “C” on contoller 2. You should hear 

Chun Li’s yell. 

Shinobi 3 (Genesis) 
Invincibility. 
At the option screen, put the cursor 
on the music test, and listen to the 
music in this order- He 
Runs/Japonesque/Shinobi 
Walk/Sakura/Getufu. The code was 

> done correctly if you do not hear 
J any music for Getufu. Start the 
” game and you should never die. 

inV&t KIMS' 50 
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Tiny Toons (Genesis) - Level Passwords 

ZYGD LDDL LDLL DDDD DDGD 
NBKD DLDL DLGL LLLD DLVD 
XBBD LLDL DLKD LLLL DLND 
DYBG LLDL DDBD LDLD DDTG 
TMBK LDLD LLBG LDLD DLTV 
GYBB DDLD LDBK DDDL LDTV 
VYBB PDLD DLBB LDLD DDDQ 
XMBB MLLD LDBB PDLD LLMQ 
GMBB TDDL LDBB MDDL DLPD 
KBBB TGLD LDBB TDLL DLNG 
NBBB TKDD LLBB TGDL LLNV 
YHBB TZNL LLBB TKLD LLNT 

QRBB TZGD LDBB TZDL LDZM 
TRBB TZKL DDBB TZGD LDTM 
THBB TZWD DLBB TZKD LDJB 
DZBB TZWG DLBB TZZL DDVH 
BZBB TZWK DLBB TZZG LDVJ 
PJBB TZWB LLBB TZZK LLVP 
TNBB TZWW DDBB TZZB DDVT 
PJBB TZQW GOBB TZZQ DLVM 
HJBB TZQW KLBB TZZQ GDRM 
UXBB TZQQ ZDBB TZZW KDPB 
JTBB TZWW ZGBB TZZQ ZDNR 
HQBB TZWW ZKBB TZZW ZGNZ 



(Fill in the fighting word of your choice.) 

Now You Can Get Game Codes And Exclusive Street Fighter Information Anytime. Just Call 1-900-680-2583. 
Call charges are 95C for the first minute and 75<t for each minute thereafter. Please ask your parents’ permission before calling. 

01993 CAPCOM USA, Inc. Street Fighter II Turbo is a trademark of CAPCOM. CAPCOM is a registered trademark of CAPCOM, Ltd. Sep and Sega Genesis 
are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. For more information, call (408)727-1665. ’Based on internal Sega testing standards. 

Hit the streets to your nearest store. 

One of 
the highest 
rated Sega 
games of 
all time.* 

The Ultimate Fight At Home. 
The most popular arcade 

game of all time - Capcoms 
Street Fighter II Special 

Champion Edition is now on 
Sega Genesis. 

You’ve Met Your Match. 
The exclusive Group Battle mode 

is found only on Genesis. 
And the Turbo mode gives you 

the speed you need. 

The Best Moves Win. 
New moves in this 

Special Champion Edition 
make the fighting more 

exciting than ever. 

CAPCOM 



Roundhouse Short Short Fireball 

Strong Strong Strong 
' £ 

Fierce 

Roundhouse Roundhouse Roundhouse 

KEY TYPE fK BCD 

A : ITEMS B : JUMP 
X : KICK Y : PUNCH 

SIAM : PAUSE 

SELECT : SELECT MENS 

TENS B : 
ICK Y : 

: PAUSE 

r : SELECT 

Rocky Rodent (snes) 
Unlimited Continues. 

While Rocky runs across the title screen from left to 
right, press Y, A, R, A, B & A and you will see an option 
screen. Put the cursor on credit ?, and voila, you’ve got 

unlimited continues! 

The First Samurai (snes) 
Level Select. 

Go to the option screen and press X, A, L and R togeth¬ 
er. Two doors will begin to slide shut. Before they do, 

press RIGHT (stage 1-2), DOWN (stage 2-1), LEFT (stage 
2-2), or UP (stage 3) and don’t forget to hold down X,A,L 

and R the entire time . 

Combo Attack Special Pt.2 by The Enquirer and K. Lee 



Arcade Style Moves. At Home. 

3 Slow Motion Options. 
Included for those Street Fighters 

who know that studying 
every intricate part of a move is 

the only way to get it down. 

4 or 8 Way Joystick 
Movement 

Essential for hitting hard 
and hitting often when you’re 

playing Street Fighter II 
Special Champion Edition 

on the Sega Genesis. 
It’s also amazing what 

you can do on other games. 

The Same Joystick and 
Buttons As The Arcades. 

Now you can fight all night 
’til you get it right - with no 

major finger wear. 

3 Turbo Settings. 
We’re talking the maximum 

fighting speed you need 
for a worthy offense against 

your opponent. 

Call 1-900-680-2583 
for Capcom Game Codes and exclusive 

Street Fighter information anytime.* 

capcojvt 
©1993 CAPCOM USA, Capcom Fighter Power Stick GS and Street Fighter II Special Champion Edition are trademarks of 

CAPCOM. CAPCOM is a registered trademark of CAPCOM, Ltd. Sega and Sega Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 

For more information, call (408) 727-1665. *Call charges are 95<t for the first minute and 75C for each minute after. 

Please ask your parents’ permission before calling. 
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PRO ACTION REPLAY CODES 

GENESIS 
CHAKAN: THE FOREVER MAN 
FFC000000C Infinite Energy 

STREET FIGHTER 2 (SP. C.E.l 
FF80C10000 
FF83410000 
FF972A0099 
FF804300B0 
FF82C300B0 

Special Air Moves Plyr 1 
Special Air Moves Plyr 2 
Stops Timer 
Infinite Energy Plyr 1 
Infinite Energy Plyr 2 

TERMINATOR 
FFFF2F0000 
FFFF4D0003 

Reece Ice Skates 
Music Speeds Up Lvl 1 

TOEJAM & EARL 
FFA2520017 
FFA253001F 
FFDE520002 
FFB72600E2 

Infinite Energy for Toejam 
Infinite Energy for Earl 
Everlasting presents 
Toejam walks backwards 

BUBSY 
FF023B0009 
FF024900XX 
FF00E90059 
FF00920003 

Infinite Lives 
Level select. XX=00-13 
Unlimited time 
Invincibility 

SPLATTERHOUSE 3 
FF00B40005 Unlimited lives 
FF00B700E1 Unlimited time 

FLASHBACK 
FFF49C000X 
FFD3D70005 

Level select. X=0-6 
Unlimited shields 

SUPER SHINOBI 2 
FF37E0000A 
FF37E9000F 
FF37E30032 
FF37E60006 
FF37A6000X 
FF377C0000 

Infinite lives 
Unlimited energy 
Unlimited Shurikens 
Unlimited Ninjitsu Power 
Level select. X=0-6 
Rapid fire (Midair jumping) 

SUNSET RIDERS 
FFB0990004 Infinite lives 

JUNGLE STRIKE 
FF6A0D0003 
FF10C70064 
FFBF87003C 
FFBFC70009 
FFBF4700E8 

Infinite lives 
Unlimited fuel 
Infinite hydras 
Infinite hellfires 
Infinite guns 

STREETS OF RAGE 2 
FFEF810068 Infinite Energy 
FFFC3C0094 Infinite time 
FFA903000X Level select. X=1-9 

SUPER NINTENDO 
TINY TOONS ADVENTURES 
FFF78D000A Buster is invulnerable 
FFF780000F Buster keep his ears down 
FFF78D0000 Loose 2 hearts instead of 1 
FFFB090002 Infinite lives 

ALIEN 3 
7E15DA0A 
7E10D8FF 
7E15DA0A 

Infinite grenades 
Invincibility 
Infinite rockets 

BATTLETOADS IN BATTLEMANIACS 
7E002803 
7E002A03 
7E0E5E10 
7E0E6010 
7E002C0X 

Infinite lives plyr 1 
Infinite lives plyr 2 
Infinite energy plyr 1 
Infinite energy plyr 2 
Level select (1-4)-(6-9) 

DESERT STRIKE 
01E59CDD Unlimited ammo 
0189BBAD Infinite lives 
0187EBAD Infinite fuel 

FINAL FIGHT 2 
7E106F8D Infinite Energy 

GOOF TROOP 
7E015703 
7E01D703 
7E011D06 

Infinite lives plyr 1 
Infinite lives plyr 2 
Unlimited energy plyr 1 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
7E03B023 Slow motion 
7E04B958 Infinite energy plyr 1 
7E02C102 & 7E00DEFF Fight Reptile 

SHADOW RUN 
7E3C0F14 Infinite money 

ROBOCOP 3 
7E185402 Infinite Lives 

GAME GENIE CODES 
GENESIS 
STREETS OF RAGE 2 
AW7T-AA7J Infinite lives both plrs 
AL7T-AA70 Infinite continues 

CHUCK ROCK 
ETCT-EA5E 
B5RA-AA3Y 
HC5A-AA8J 
AXHA-AA8J 

Infinite lives 
Infinite health 
Invincibility 
Cannot drown 

ROAD RASH 2 
ZAST-AC58 
BEST-AAEG 
BETA-AAD4 

Plyr A starts with $250,000 
Plyr 1 starts with Diablo 
Plyr 2 starts with Diablo 

SUPER MONOCO GP 2 
RE5T-6CZ6 You’re always in 1st 

,';v# , i 
■ 

THUNDERFORCE 
AAST-AA5J 
AJTA-AA20 
RZMT-A6YW 
then enter 
AT5T-AA8T 
AKWT-AA8R 

4 
You must 
enter these 
codes first 

Invincibility 
Infinite live^ 

•fiM 



The newest chapter in the ultimate 
fantasy adventure is also the first 
game to take advantage of the new 
Genesis™ 4-player adaptors. 

Arcade Mode recreates the 
original arcade hit. 

Quest Mode takes you—and up to 
3 other players—on the adventure 
of a lifetime. Intense role-playing 
action leads to the mystery at the 
heart of Gauntlet IV. 

Battle Mode pits up to 4 players against 
each other in nonstop medieval combat. 

Record Mode is a battle against the 
clock—hone your adventuring skills as 
Gauntlet IV stats measure how fast and 
skillfully you advance. 

r /- i,T 

Gauntlet IV. . . . Set out on the 
action-packed adventure of a lifetime 
And bring your friends* 
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The Legend 
rith 4 game modes, 

4 legendary adventurers 

ur command, and 

lyer action ... 

PUSH START2 

Choose your path carefully— 

that door could be the last 

you ever open. Boo! 

BGflRD 
SCORE HEALTH 

ELF 
SCORE HEALTH 

1 COIN = 
2000 HEAl TH 

You want the treasure...but 

is it worth the risk? Too bad 

you couldn’t become 

invisible! 

MANUFACTURED FOR PLAY 
ON THE SEGA™ GENESIS™ SYSTEM 

A fire-breathing dragon can 

really ruin your day. Next 

time bring back-ups! 

Grab four of your buddies 

and crash a Grunt party. 

Just watch your back! 
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lore responsive, more colorful, and up to 
50 times more powerful than ordinary systems. 
It’s 3DO technology and Panasonic makes the 
only system that has it. 

Strap yourself in; this is no armchair flying game. 

You plunge into pursuit, barrel-rolling through the atmosphere at 

Mach speeds. Pulling up to skim the planetary terrain, you lose your 

horizon and go into a spin. Earth. Sky. Earth. Sky. Earth. And your 

stomach just can't catch up. This is a video game you can feel. 

This is R-E-A-L. 

Introducing the Panasonic 

R-E-A-L 3DO™ Interactive 

Multiplayer.™ The most highly 

evolved integration of audio, 

video and interactive tech¬ 

nology available. 

What you’re 

seeing are 

near 3-D Crystal Dynamics’Total Eclipse™ 
gives you the real feeling of flight. graphics 

combined with state-of-the-art flight effects. What you’re 

hearing is full, digital CD sound. Definitely cinematic. 

Except that you're in control in a world without edges. Fly as far as you 

want left or right and the program never stops you. 

Facts. Up to 50 times more powerful than ordinary 

PCs and video game systems. With up to 16 million 

displayable colors for photorealistic picture quality. 

And a custom multimedia architecture that makes 

R-E-A-L so responsive it practically redefines interactivity. 

There’s a range of 3DO software available; from flight simulators to 

education, information, sports and children’s titles. Plus, R-E-A-L also 

plays audio and photo CDs and soon, with an optional adapter, full- 

length movies. 

Entertainment, music and more interaction than ever—the Panasonic 

R-E-A-L 3DO Interactive Multiplayer brings you the future in 

one amazing unit. And, yes, it'll fly. 

To speak directly to the dealer nearest you, call 

1-800-REAL-3DO. ■ 

MULTIPLAYER, Panasonic8 
just slightly ahead of our time.® 

3DO. the 3DO logos and Interactive Multiplayer are trademarks of The 3DO Company. Crystal Dynamics and Total Eclipse are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics. Inc. 



Here’s your chance to let all the game companies know what you’re playing and what you would like to 
see in the future, so drqp us a postcard. If your name is picked from our^monthly drawing, you will be 
the lucky recipient of one of the fabulous prizes listed below. So, what are you waiting for? Start writing 

1 Mortal Kombat (gen) 

2 SF2 Turbo (SNES) 

3 SF2 CE (GEN) 

4 Starfox (snes) 

5 Silpheed (megacd) 

6 Mortal Kombat (snes) 

7 Flashback (gen) 

8 Samurai Shodown (neo) 

9 Gunstar Heroes (gen) 

10 COOl Spot (GEN) 

MOST WAMTiD 
1 Sonic CD (sega cd) 

2 Empire Strikes Back (snes) 

3 Super SF 2 (any) 

4 Clay Fighters (snes) 

5 Mortal Kombat (sega cd) 

6 Mega Man X (snes) 

7 World Heroes (snes) 

8 Aladdin (gen) 

9 Stimpy’s Invention (gen) 

10 Secret of Mana (snes) 

& * of a cort SNES GENESIS GAME GEAR 
« Secoi ize; Your choice of one ot the Picks w tl^lonth in vIRrooint 

' 1 ?nm: L FREE 
JM&pnqratulations to the following winners gf I 
Brfan E. Shannon of Springfield, VA Paul H. IJabenart of St. Paul MINI 

*„• * jl, ThirCj^^^#aniel Franklin of Feeding Hills, MA 

M! 

i’s contest: 

/V- .pf 

ia_ 

All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the 
most that aren't out yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: 

GAME FAN TOP TEN 6400 Independence Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per month. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Drawings will be held on the 21st of each month. The three (3) winners will be notified by mail and listed on this page. 
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NAME YOUR SYSTEM AND... STEP INTO THE RING! 
Get ready for the 16-MEG mayhem of Royal Rumble® on Super NES® and Genesis™!! 
Check out the all-new, pulse-pounding action of King of the Ring™ for NES® and 
Game Boy®! Tournament showdowns... special moves...Steel Cage matchups... 
Royal Rumbles®... and more! If you’ve got the guts... we’ve got the game! 



[world wrestling! 
■federation* 
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SGT. GAMER 

about it. 

SGT. GAMER K. LEE’S PICK ■ THE ENQUIRER’S PICK 
Sonic CD goes where no CD game No problem this time, 
has gone before. Sega has been Sonic CD is my pick for 
slowly converting me to their new this month, in fact it’s 
multimedia platform and Sonic is the my pick for the year, 
game to tip the scales...easily one of It’ll be a while before 
the best games of ‘93. we see anything better. 

It’s definitely that time of year again!... 
and you know what that means. Sonic 
CD is all I could think about and play 
this month. Even with turtles and 
Jurassic Park around, nothing comes 
close to Sonic CD, NOTHING! 

QQ°/o Stimpy’s Invention has got to 

be one of the biggest surpris¬ 

es of ‘93. Not only is it two 

player simul., but the game has a lot of 

action; just like World of Illusion but 

much more interactive. Stimpy's 

Invention has great game play, good 

music and, at the harder difficulty set¬ 

tings, is an excellent challenge. 

JSome games you wait years 

for and, as expected, they turn 

out to be great games (re: 

Zelda 3, Sonic CD, etc.). Then, there 

are the games that come out of thin air 

like Ren and Stimpy. This game is a 

blast from beginning to end and I’m 

cracking up right now just thinking 

What a cool game! SOA has 

concentrated on the animation 

and sight gags that have made 

Ren & Stimpy the marquis show for 

Nickelodeon and they are way funny, 

even after playing it a hundred times. 

The other unique feature of this game 

is how you can switch back and forth 

between the two characters. This is 

one of the best surprises of the year! 

From out of nowhere comes 

one of Sega’s strongest titles 

of ‘93. Stimpy’s Invention not 

only captures the look and feel of the 

Nick-toon but it is loaded with some of 

the most innovative play mechanics I 

have ever seen in a Sega cart. It’s a bit 

short on easy but just right on normal 

or hard. I demand that all Genesis 

owners play this game, it’s the most 

fun you’ll ever have with farts and 

burps. 

Aladdin offers animation and 

game play that is truly light 

years beyond any thing I have 

ever played. While the music isn’t the 

greatest, the game is put together per¬ 

fectly. Disney, Virgin, and Sega 

deserve an award for redefining game 

play and taking 16-bit cartridge games 

to a new level. 

Qr Now, this is my kind of game. 

The programmers at Virgin 

have truly outdone themselves 

this time with a game that will surely 

become a classic. With great music, a 

long quest, detailed graphics and ani¬ 

mation (compliments of Disney) that 

has to be seen to be believed, Aladdin 

is one of the best action games this 

year...buy it! 

QQ% 1 am very impressed with 

Robocop vs. Terminator. I 

have never seen so much car¬ 

nage in a game and, even if you aren’t 

a gore freak, the game is awesome; 

level after level of great game play and 

graphics. With Robocop vs. 

Terminator, Virgin has produced one 

of the better Genesis titles of the year. 

MThe programmers at Vvirgin 

are known to make solid 

games for the Genesis and 

Robocop vs. Terminator is no excep¬ 

tion. I’ve been waiting for a game with 

a little gore in it for a long time and 

this one has that bloody appeal, with¬ 

out coming across as cheap or 

cheesy. RvT’s not going to win any 

game of the year awards, but I consid¬ 

er it a good action game... Ain’t nothin' 

wrong with that. 

The good news is that Sonic is 

back. The so-so news is that 

he’s in a pinball game. The 

game does add new twists to the 

genre and, if you love pinball, then 

you’re going to enjoy this game. As for 

me, Dragon’s Fury was better and, 

anyway, how many pinball games do 

you really need? 

M Although I’m not a big fan of 

pinball games (except for 

Devil’s Crash, which was awe¬ 

some), I do expect great things from 

any game with a blue hedgehog in 

it...Sonic Spinball is not great. The 

background coloring is a bit on the 

dark side and the sound and music is 

a little dull and full of static. Sega, if 

you’re gonna make an average game, 

please leave Sonic out of it. 

fi% Sonic Spinball is a decent 

enough game but I can’t help 

thinking that the programming 

time would have been better spent 

doing Sonic 3. Oh well...As it is, SS is 

a good pinball game with a lot of 

unique features courtesy of the blue 

hog’s appearance in the game. 

Although the game is OK, I’m going 

back to Sonic CD. 

■Jr 4 There’s not much Sonic about 

Sonic Spinball. This title was 

obviously programmed here 

because it is missing that Japanese 

edge that the action games have. The 

music is especially chunked. As a 

stand alone pinball game, however, SS 

is excellent. In fact, only the original 

Devil’s Crush is better...so fans of this 

genre should be happy. 
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new 
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SKID’S PICK 

RATED BY: 

m 
THE ENQUIRER 

Sonic CD is the only game this year 
that I didn’t beat in one day. With 
the addition of a second adventure, 
after finishing with all futures good 
and all the emeralds, this becomes 
the longest CD action title yet. And 
that music....aahhhhh. SOA, don’t 
change it to much. Now, I hear that 
Sonic 3 is better? Could the perfect 
cart join the perfect CD in 93? 

SKID K. LEE 
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0Q The development team at 

^ 4 ij J Virgin does in 3 months what 

most companies couldn’t 

achieve in a year. Aladdin is, without a 

\ | v doubt, the most visually impressive 

cartridge based game that I have ever 

j '** j jpr seen. It is also a well thought out, long 

f-['A 1, and excellent controlling action plat- 

* J ^fif ~ fl \~ form, making this the one action title 

J 4 ) i of ‘93 on the same level with Gunstar 

=< 'i ^ f . ^pr Heroes. Awards will be tough this 

MMUMMpjUl‘iu year. 

MfiMEG-l PLAYER - SEE REVIEW PG. 47 
E,ot 0002410 OO o For action and shooter fans 

| alike, R vs T is a shot-dodging 

* / carnage fest that has you con- 

- stantly dishing out and receiving pain, ; Wjust like the movies it is patterned 

after. The Robocop and Terminator 

characters are drawn perfectly and the 

game is 16 megs long with a capitol L. 

MA-13 is good for me, bring ‘em on! 

Absolutely beautiful! Aladdin, 

in addition to being one of the 

best looking games ever 

made, is an addictive, challenging 

action/platform cartoon that is to video 

games what the movie was to animat¬ 

ed features...brilliant! This game is for 

all gamers and is not to be missed. 

Aladdin is sure to be around when it 

gets close to award time. 

ft The censors be damned! 

Robocop vs. Terminator is one 

blasting, bloody good time. 

This is, by far, the best of all the 

Robocop games. The graphics, anima¬ 

tion and sound effects are top notch 

and the game is just a little on the diffi¬ 

cult side, but not enough to frustrate 

you. Blood flows and heads pop, so 

keep mom away from the TV...this 

one’s for the carnage lovers of 

America. 
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;G - 2 PLAYER - SEE REVIE1 
|0/o jTakara has really performed I’ve been waiting for the SNES 

■ " | version of Art of Fighting for a 

long time and I would have to 

say that I’m slightly disappointed. As 

we've come to expect from a SNES 

game, the music is great. The graph¬ 

ics are sharp and it even scales in and 

out smoothly, but some frames of ani¬ 

mation seem to be missing and the 

feel of the arcade game is just not 

there...Close, but no cigar. 

__1 miracles in translating this 100 

meg+ game for the SNES and 

squeezing it into a 16 meg package. 

All of the moves and characters are 

here, not to mention the scaling back¬ 

grounds and most of the animation. 

Takara has produced another quality 

Neo Geo translation on 16-bit. 

i% This is one of the few games AA% Interplay is turning out to be a 

** ^ very impressive company with 

good games like The Lost 

Vikings, Rock ‘N’ Roll Racing and, 

now, Clay Fighters. CF contains 

enough original ideas and concepts to 

attract gamers who don’t usually like 

fighting games and the challenge, 

moves and combos for all the pqople 

who do...excellent! 

AA% We’ve been playing CF for a 

W long time and it has aged very 

well. This 16 meg fighter is one 

of the most original, unique twists on 

a theme that you’ll play. Interplay has 

created a one-on-one fighting game 

that, in addition to keeping you inter¬ 

ested with its great play mechanics, 

has a sense of humor and music and 

voice that you won’t soon tire of...out- 

that will make me put SF2 

aside. Interplay has done an 

incredible job of combining great one- 

on-one fighting action with unique, 

funny characters, add to that excellent 

music, animation and voice and you 

definitely have one of the best titles of 

standing! 

OADS/DOUBLE DRAGON - TRADEWEST -8 MEG- 2 PLAYER - SEE REVIEW PG. 93 
77,0/o The Double Dragon and 

\_I Battletoads characters are in 

one gnarly side scrolling 

action game that delivers excellent 

playability, graphics and sound; just 

like you have come to expect form the 

masters of toads games, Rare. Simply 

put, if you’re a fan of the toads or the 

dragons, go buy it; you’ll be in heaven. 

i°/D It’s been a while since there’s I prefer the SNES version of 7Q% Take exactly what I said about 

■ ® the Sega version and add 

more color, better detail, way 

better music and some neat special 

effects. These guys are way better at 

SNES than Genesis and it shows. The 

SNES is short on good games right 

now so this one should be a good 

Band-aid until they open the flood¬ 

gates this Christmas. 

I11 this game to the Genesis title. 
The game play is the same but 

there are some additional special 
effects, better graphics and sound and 
scaling bosses that the Genesis game 
does not have. I do have the same 
complaints, however; the biggest 
being the inclusion of the Double 
Dragon characters. In the immortal 
words of the Joker; “It’s time to 

ww 1 been a good action/fighting 

game so BT/DD came around 

at just the right time. The game com¬ 

bines the easy playability and the 

basic layout of the 8-bit game with the 

colorful, high-res graphics and the 

rich, full sound and music that is pos¬ 

sible only on 16-bit. Way to go Rare! retire. 

IENT FIGHTERS ■ KONAMI -16 MEG - 2 PLAYER - SEI 
AA% [ If SF2 didn’t exist, I honestly 

_j think that Tournament Fighters 

would be the best fighting 

game of all time. Being that it is only 

16-meg and Konami’s first fighting 

game for the SNES, this is truly bril¬ 

liant. The graphics, sound and game 

play are perfect and the combos are 

easily executed. Fighting at it’s finest 

by Konami. 

AA% This is the next best thing to 

SF2. Leave it to Konami to 

make a game that feels like the 

King. This game is loaded to the hilt 

with fireballs, Dragon Punches, spin¬ 

ning kicks and other street fighter type 

TMNT combines all this plus 

Neo-Geo quality graphics, great voic¬ 

es, arcade playability and an Art of 

Fighting type spirit meter...a winner! 

OC% As opposed to the Genesis 

game, SNES Tournament 

Fighters does the TMNT jus¬ 

tice. Great graphics and excellent 

sound spice-up the one-on-one fight¬ 

ing action and the turtles bring it home 

with solid animation and moves 

unique to each character’s personali- 

ty...one of the better fighters this year. 

AA% Tournament Fighters for the 

SNES is the only serious alter¬ 

native to SF2 for the serious 

fighting game enthusiast. Not only 

because it is an excellent fighting 

but because it is game in every way, 

so similar in execution. This is trade¬ 

mark Konami quality, they’ve still got 

it on the SNES. 

moves. 

yg% It’s about time somebody 

_ brought this to the American 

market. Ranma is a fair fight¬ 

ing game but it doesn’t deliver like 

SF2 does. The game is good but it’s 

slow and there are not enough moves. 

The lack of moves keeps this game 

One of the most popular fight- 

! ing games in Japan has made 

its way to the SNES. I played 

the heck out of Ranma 2 when it came 

out for the Super Famicom last 

December and, thankfully, nothing 

was changed. The great animation and 

cool moves are all here, just as I 

remembered. I can’t wait for another 

1 a,one ana Dr,n”s oul Manma _J Japanese series. The play 
1/2-2 in its original form, 

bravo! . If you’re looking for a quality value is good and the mechan- 

fighter that breaks from the norm, jcs are but | just can’t get into 
well...here it is. The unique Japanese 

flavor, combined with unique charac- ,his 9ame- Ranma ? ,s occasl0nally 

ters and excellent control, make this a funny and animated well but fighting 

great alternative to SF2 burnout (if j _ . .  . . . 
a .. . v .. ,.. . with little girls and Panda bears is just 
that’s possible) Now, if they could just 

not what I got into video games for. from rising to the top in its genre. 
bring out the original. 

incredible music. QC% JP has 

graphics and game play, and 

is one 3-D game that truly 

takes the SNES to its limits-without 

the use of a Super FX chip. One 

thing’s for sure; Jurassic Park is one 
% 

of the best movie translations I have 

ever seen and a great addition to the 

SNES Christmas lineup. 

I am amazed. Anyone who Jurassic Park on the SNES is QC% Now this's a SNES game! You 
9Q want action?...done! You want 
- 3D adventure?...done! You 
want Q-sound?...it’s in there! Ocean’s 
version of Jurassic Park leaves all the 
others in the dust with the surprise 
performance of the year for the SNES. 
Of all the games I sat down with this 
month, I spent the most time right 
here. Once your past the learning 
curve, this game becomes totally 
addicting. Great 3D! No save feature 
keeps this from the top of the scale. 

plays Jurassic Park for the 

SNES will wonder why so 

much noise was made over the Sega 

version. The first thing that hits you is 

the killer Dolby Surround. The action 

sequences are a nice balance between 

an overhead Zelda-type 3/4 view and a 

first person, scaling view and it’s 

rounded-off by a high degree of chal¬ 

the game the Genesis version 

should have been. With game 

play that follows the plot of the movie 

and 3D action that captures all ef the 

suspense of being in the corridors of 

the theme park buildings, I will be 

playing this one for months to come. 

Could use a battery or passwords, 

lenge...WOW! though. 

LEGEND ■ SEIKA - 8 MEG - 2 PLAYER - SEE REVIEW PG. 100 
While there are tons of colorful Although the graphics and 

music in Legend are fantastic, 

the rest of the game leaves 

something to be desired. You would 

think that long levels are a plus, but 

they’re so long that it becomes annoy¬ 

ing. Legend does have great animation 

but what’s the use when you see the 

same enemies over and over again. 

This game had great potential, but just 

didn’t cut it. 

Looks great! Less filling! 

Legend is the type of game 

that, when you see it in 

GameFan, convinces you that it is a 

work of art. Don’t be deceived, howev¬ 

er. Legend is really just a first genera¬ 

tion Golden Ax clone with a ton of 

color. It’s pretty to look at but quickly 

becomes tedious to play...worth rent¬ 

CQ° Legend brings me back to the 

^ ^ days of old with its one dimen¬ 

sional play mechanics but 

keeps me right here in the 90’s with its 

excellent graphics. I guess if you 

never got enough Rastan then you 

(and a friend if you like) may want to 

journey down this monotonous road. 

_backgrounds and characters, 

this game just doesn’t have 

what it takes. There aren’t enough 

weapons, the music is great, but gets 

very repetitive and, at times, the char- 
t 

acters on the screen repeat too much. 

It’s not Golden Ax...not even close. ing, though. 
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The gold you earn pumps up your character’s 

speed, skill and weapon power. xrl 
You’re a mercenary mowing down every 
diamond-spitting toad and back-flipping 

lizard freak in your path. 

1,82! 

You’ll need a partner to watch your butt. Re¬ 
cruit a friend or let the computer back you up. 

Around every corner lurks another sleazeball 

with a bad attitude. 

4 064 0 

*0060 

Do you have what it takes to face the Chaos 

Engine without being reduced to a charred 

pile of gristle? ^ 

Set up crossfires and ambushes, because 

teamwork is the only way to survive. 

mkm \ 

Available on SEGA™ Genesis™ and Super NES®. 

Spectrum 
HoloByte 

For Visa/MasterCard orders call anytime: 800-695-GAME. 

Ilia ian:M Mil m 
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OF COl\fc.SE X 
WAS EXCITED- r-SO NOT^ 

ONLY WILL 
YOU 8E ABLE 
to SEE AND 
HEAR THE 

I GAME * BUI 
fVFSELfSjl 
.^yand fp 

THIS IS SO 

.COOL ! 

IT AS 
WELL 

rSOX GET HIRED! 
ro test ooir this 
\JE\a; EXPERIMENTAL 

^SENSORY " GAME 
CALL£DV'STIMK FOX "Jl 

MAN, THESE GRAPHICS 
< IND OF SUCK /ANb 
WHY ARE rAY EYe5 
. HURTING?/ ^ 

X WAS 
going 

TO QUIT, 

but THE 

controller 

I locked 

ONTO I^EJ 

X WA5 
FORCED 
to iceeP 

PlAVING.' 

SoonJ 

THINGS 
STARTED 
TO GO 

SAD. 
VERY 

BAD.' 

OKM/W, XT'S } 
MB4-T/WS MY SWW/, 
l 5MIF. J 



iAY 60t>tvi Q>or 
TO CrET Y»<A OUT 
K op HEfcE-L^ 

t (AAN, XF YOU \ Cftf&Y/ JhF^ 
HAb^T SHOWN! "gjjKz^/ - 

UP THAT DAV... I v I 

r>OMT EVEN! WANT t> £ 

TO THINK WHAT /jBf’HM 
fAlGHT HAV/JE ^ Tjfk' y -^1 

^ happened. 

I YDU1 KNlOW, my ESTABLISHMENT 

j^pc, PROTECT GAMERS LIKE 

YOU PKoM THESE KlWt>5 OF 

bad &/tMES. xw FACT we 
%Zo tASE SOME^N^TH 

POSTAL SfefLX-SjK||2w 

Such AS YMKW ’PxSSUtl 
to help the) 
gamers \ 
searching [11 jr -r yM/m 
TOR THE (Jfe^- 

truth, . %7yw yi iiu 
LFjNDlT//f V //! fJ]) 

rAHD M05T OFALi 
YOU'D BE HElPIW 
plAT AH EMt)Ti 
SCMM UKE BLOa 

MEI^TEP CoWc. 
WHO ACrtAAULY1 
A\AK£ T//£5^ 
H M £ rTHZ. /in that 
TH/N(S5/\ case... 

THANKS' 

Well, You certainly' 
HAl/E BEENi A EfcEAT 
ASSET T/> THE" r-/“ 
TEtfM/ ,—^Ly\ 

I WOW LETS SEE 
IF YOUR LITTLE 
►CONTRAPT/ON r 
t,he:Re, works J 
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SEGA VISIONS, AUGUST/SEPTEMBER ’93 

JOHNNY CAGE’S SHADOW KICK! 
NINTENDO POWER, JULY '93 

HOOO PUSH START 

LIU KAN6- 

LIU KANG’S FIREBALL! 
GAME PRO, SEPTEMBER ’93 

1H8000 PUSH START 

GB ACTION, AUGUST ’93 

mwmrmmT 

SUPER NES GENESIS 

Mortal Kombat® ©1992 Licensed trom Midway^ Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved. ©1993 Acclaim Entertainment Inc. Nintendo, Super Nintendo 
Entertainment System--, Game Boy® and the official seal are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1993 Nintendo of America nc. . 
Game Gear are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Street Fighter II is a registered trademark of Capcom USA, Inc. Screen shots shown are from Super NES format. 



Recently, GamcFan 3rd Party Liaison, Andrew with the initial offerings. So, we will wait Speaking of SGI, what do you think o\ 
Cockburn, traveled to Santa Clara, California and see how the installed user base devel- Nintendo's recent announcement and agree- 
to talk, what else?, games! with the undis- ops on both systems before committing, 
puted champions of one-one-one fight' 

ment to pursue the development of a 64- 
V/hat’s next for Capcom in the Street bit system based around The SGI worksta- 

ing, Capcom. Andrew sat down with Joe Fighter series (after Super)? Do you see tion’s R-4000 chip set? Is this announce- 
Morici, Vice President of American any competition in the arcade for your series? ment premature? 
Operations, to get his views on the gam- JM: We do have a project in the works. As JM: I hope not. I hope they actually do come 
ing industry. The following is a transcrip- far as competition goes, you must under- through with the hardware. That system 
tion of that interview... stand that we can sell 50,000 SF series arcade will truly take gaming to the next level. 

games nation wide. Games like Virtual Our designers and programmers have 
How do you feel about 32-bit and 64- Fighters are too expensive to stick in 7- been working with SGI systems for the last 

f" t^"° °jy cominS into play prior to Us and the mom and pop markets. They few years. If they can get the system out 
if/ fr * Genesis hitting their peaks? can not generate enough revenue to com- as cheaply as they say they can, they will 
JM: Nintendo’s strategy of coming out in pete with our machines and the initial hard- have the system to beat. I don’t think SGI 
95 seems to be the most sound. I haven’t ware cost is prohibitive. would step into something that they per- 
seen anything on Sega CD or 3DO that has Sega is excelling in the 16-bit market, ceived as "vapor ware’’. They must see it as 
fully implemented the technology. 16-bit With Saturn ushering in 32-bit for them, a viable plan. If the spec’s are correct, I think 
is still the most viable. 1993 should be the do you see Sega as the new leader in the that the ‘95 date is appropriate given the 
peak year for 16-bit hardware sales, then world of video games? amount of time that will be required for soft- 
it will drop off in 94 and ‘95. Software JM: I think Sega has done a very nice job. ware development, 
sales should peak in ‘94.1 imagine that we They can react a lot quicker than Nintendo Will the next Street Fighter be the one 
will be supporting 16-bit hardware through can. Nintendo, however, is more stable; you to go 32-bit? 

’J doubt anyone will support the can count on dealing with the same peo- JM: Super makes use of our latest arcade 
Atari hardware. They ve burned too many pie day in and day out. From a business per- hardware and we will probably do about half 
bridges and they don t have the retailer sup- spective, that is very important to us. a dozen games before going to a new sys- 

P*°*u°ia pr°/erdistnbutl0n network-Look Sesa tends to have more of a "revolving tem. Obviously, the Street Fighter series is 
at the Lynx, it s a great product and they’ve door" and this can be, at times, frustrating a natural to make it to the more advanced 
done nothing with it. I don’t know if there to the third party developer. I also think hardware. 

is enough consumer support for the 3DO. that Nintendo is becoming more proac- Joe, thank you for your time and insight. 
If the consumers do receive it well, we will tive then reactive. With their Silicon Graphics as you know, we’re big fans of Capcom and 
support it but we re not going to be the agreement, I think Nintendo is on the the quality software that you produce. We 
first. To my knowledge, none of the major right track at the right time. My question look forward to seeing your future games 
video game publishers have committed to is; what’s Sega going to do with their CD sys- and to covering them in GameFan. 
Atari and very few have committed to tem? There seems to be much to be resolved 
3DO. The software you will see, for the most before we talk about the “next level " from GameFan would also like to thank Ms. Laurie 
part, will simply be ports of 16-bit titles. I Sega. As it is, we have 25 games in devel- Thorton for her help in making this inter- 
don t think the consumer will be satisfied opment for both 16-bit platforms. view possible. 

UUaU/2' ill - 

™ 1 y&i-ji 



In Street Fighter II Turbo, slow doesn’t go. Because extensive 
training has not only made the 8 fighters and 4 grand mastei 
faster and stronger. It’s given them a whole new arsenal of ^ 
kicks, punches and special moves. Get rawed 

^ Ryu must blow out Chun Li’s Dhalsim executes his Yoga 
new fireball move with his new Teleport to avoid getting burned 

mid-air hurricane kick. by M. Bison’spsycho crusher 

In Las Vegas, tonight’s fight 
is Blanka's new vertical ball 

versus Vega’s claw. 

Now You Can Get Game Codes And Exclusive Street Fighter Information Anytime. Just Call 1-900-680- 
Call charges are 95<t for the first minute and 75<t for each minute thereafter. Please ask your parents’ permission before calling. 

©1993 CAPCOM USA, Inc. Street Fighter II Turbo is a trademark of CAPCOM USA, Inc. CAPCOM is a registered trademark of CAPCOM, Ltd. 
Nintendo, Super Nintendo, Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks of Nintendo of Amenca, Inc. 

licensed bv 

CAPCOM 

CAPCOMT 



Licensed by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. for play on the 
Sega™ Genesis™ System. 

SEGA and GENESIS are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. 
©JOE & MAC ™ 1991 Data East Corporation. 

BcumtoaoE- 
m/iwo oiHomR! 

• HUGE DIMf HUtf TO HEET MHO 
DEFEOT 

TAKARA 
Video Game Division 

230 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1201-6, New York, NY 10001 

Tel: 212 689-1212 

ioe « woe ore mo coke dudes 
THOT 60TT0 FIND THEIR GIRL- 
FRIENDS - THEm REEN KID- 
HOPPED BO EIIIL HEOHDERTHOIS. 
PIEK UP SOUR STOHE 0XES OS M 
SET OFF OHO PREHISTORIC RESCUE 
MISSION. BROUIHC 0 WHO OHO 
WOCKO WORLD FILLED WITH FLOW¬ 
ING UNO, ROCK SLIDES, OHO MORE 
PRIHORDIOL MONSTERS THON 00 U 
CON SHORE 0 CLUB OT. ITS TRUE 
ORCHOE OCTION, WITH BIG. COIN- 
OP STOLE GROPHICS UNO THE BOO- 
BEST TWO-PLOOER OPTION EOER. 

• EORTH-SHOKING SOUND EFFECTS 

• THE BIGGEST COLOR GROPHICS 
SINCE THE 0ISC00ER0 OF FIRE 

• SOOOGE LKHOS TO EXPLORE OHO 
CONQUER 

• FOR I OR t PIAOERS 

• MORE PREHISTORIC CREOTUBES 
THON 00U CON THROWN STICK OTI 

• HOE LEUELS ■ BOTH OERTICOL 
0N0 H0RIZ0HT0L ■ FILLED WITH 
PREHISTORIC FUN. 



NORTH OF THE VILLAGE OF 
BURG LIES A MEMORIAL TO 
A VALIANT WARRIOR. 

SOMEONE SAID THAT THE 
DRAGON IN THE CAVE HAS 
A HUGE DIAMOND!.. 

rt)U ALWAYS WANTED TO GO ON 
1 QUEST! LET’S MAKE THIS OUR 
IRST BIG ADVENTURE! 

’LL JUST STOP BY MY HOUSE 
IRST TO GET A FEW SNACKS 
AR THF TRIP. 

ALRIGHT! AN ADVENTURE! ALEX 
I CAN HARDLY WAIT! BUT, I 
BET LUNA WILL BE UPSET!.. 

___ ___ 
... 

Well all my fellow RPG fans, it has finally happened. Were 

getting an RPG! Not only that, but were getting the best one! 

Lunar the Silver Star. We owe a big thanks to Working 

Designs for not only doing it, but doing it right! Get ready 

for the role-playing adventure of a lifetime on the Sega-CD. 

Since this is only a preview, I don't want to give to much 

away, so take a look at these pages for some opening story 

and early fighting scenes, think of it as an interactive lay¬ 

out. I played through the import version of Lunar 

and I cannot express to you how much better it is 

in English, especially with the new touches that 

Working Designs has added. The acting for 

instance is brilliant! Sega Cd owners, get 

w ready for the RPG of the year, Lunar 

the Silver Star. See you next 

month with lots more. P.S. 

Wait til' you see the 

packaging.. 

-E. Storm 

AND IT’S HERE THAT A 
YOUNG BOY NAMED ALEX v 

ALEX! GUESS WHAT 
HEARD?! .. 

VISITS THE MEMORIAL TO HIS 
FALLEN HERO EVERY DAY... v 

ALEX, DIDN'T YOU PROMSE 
LUNA THAT YOU’D PRACTICE 
SINGING WITH HER TODAY? 
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THIS IS WHERE YOUR IRUt 
ADVENTURE WILL BEGIN. „ 

I’VE MODE UP MY MIND TO 
STAY HERE ON HIE ISLOND 
OND RETURN TO BURG... „ 

I' M SORRY NOLL. BUT I SOW 
THE PIT IN IN ALEX’S FATHER 
OND MOTHER'S EVES WHEN WE 
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SONIC THE HEOCEMOC CO 

Sonic CD as you will find out 
after viewing the entire ending. . — 
There is an entirely new game 
packed within! But there is only one way 
to get there......this is what you have to 
do. In the two first rounds of each zone 
you must locate and destroy Robotnic’s 
mechanical pod (thus turning the future to 
good) then after fighting Robotnic in the 
present you must destroy the required 
number of pods in the 3D bonus round 
and collect the Chaos Emerald. Repeat 
this in each of the seven zones and it’s on 
to a whole new game, equal in length but 
harder than the first, with even better 
graphics! So you get twice the Sonic 
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at half the price. Now on to the game itself. Remember Sonic one, loaded with personality, 
unique levels and intricate play mechanics? Well it’s back, just bigger, badder and better than . 
ever (sorry to steal your slogan SNK but I don't think you’ll be needing it much longer) complete 
with music that makes you want to stay in each level for as long as possible, and sound effects that will 
have you looking over your shoulder for Dr. Robotnic. Action game of the year? Well, for the CD it most 
definitely is, but overall there is some competition with Gunstar Heroes and Aladdin. So who will rei 
supreme? I guess that would be you and I since we’re the lucky ones who get to choose. • f. Storm 
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Invention Last month wc reviewed Veediots , THQ’s Ren & Stimpy game for the SNES and were 
surprisingly pleased, although some fine tuning would have made it a much happier 
experience* At that time I had no idea that Sega had a ready version of their own all 
new Ren & Stimpy adventure ready to go***oh joy! but here it is, Stimpy’s Invention, a 
game so fun it just could replace Log as the number one form of home entertainment* 
If you don’t watch Ren & Stimpy you now probably think that I am a total retard who 
plays with wood, but read on anyway. I’m gonna tell you about a really neat game* 
Not since*** ***well never have I experienced characters with this level of interaction* 
In this cartoon action extravaganza, whether you play in one or two player mode, 
both Ren & Stimpy are on the screen, one using the other as a weapon or means of 
transportation.really, check this out* You can choose between Ren or Stimpy as 
your main character at any time by simply pausing and choosing either with your D 
button* If you choose Ren, press up and A to slap Stimpy and here the familiar “ you 
stupid eediot!”, down and A to use him as a jack hammer, A alone to use him as a 

catapult, up and B to remove and throw his nose, down and B to bowl him at ene¬ 
mies, B alone to squeeze a projectile furball out of him (wurp!), C and up to 

squeeze a fart out of him for a high jump, or C alone for a regular jump* If 
you prefer Stimpy as your leader, press up and A to squeeze a burp out of 
Ren, down and A to Srad h'm the legs and use him as a hammer, A alone 
to use him as a spring for a long jump, B and down has Stimpy using a cro- 
quet stick to knock Ren at the enemy, B and up to toss him upwards, B 
alone hurls him forward, C and up has Stimpy winding up Ren’s head for 
a nice flight and C alone is a regular jump* If 

ji.vCtT Your second | 1 

Sega 
1 or 2 Players 

Action 
Avail. Nov. 
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Try this sequence to successfully negotiate the hippo cage< 
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character is off 
the screen or on a lower platform you 

even get more moves, like snapping towels or a fly swatter, and if 
you hold down A both characters will run. That’s nine moves per character and eighteen total 

at your disposal at all times, a record in the action category! What is even better is the fact that the game 
is designed in such a manner that almost all of these functions serve an important purpose in the game. Stimpy’s 

is the Mutate-O Matic which transforms ordinary household garbage into delicious food, but during a test to show Ren 
e machine overloads and explodes! Now you must collect all the pieces and turn the machine off....so, get on with it 

man! Stimpy’s invention has seven levels, each divided into at least three parts. Stellar moments include a jaunt through a freezer 
fending off Eye- Scream and Chicken Pot Pies, a trip to the zoo complete with waterlogged Hippo's and crazy Gorilla's, fart flying 

rzzz c pcrilc^s high nac, a lanuv.ni uik« riots through traffic and a spooKy level witn a Log Tilled 
sky! These and many more equally fun-filled levels, will keep Ren & Stimpy 
fans, or anyone for that matter, thoroughly 
engulfed in _ 

42 



The graphics in this one rank among the best in the field with perfect artwork that rivals the car¬ 
toon itself and an attention to detail seldom seen on cartridge. The game is also loaded with multi¬ 

scrolling backgrounds.happy? Wait, there’s even morel 
The control is perfect, the music fits like a glove, Ren & Stimpy even have balancing animation and realistic 

voices and, if you fall off the screen. Powdered Toast Man will come and save you! I guess you can tell I like 
this game. In closing, may I suggest that you play on either normal or hard? This will force you to study each 

move and the game layout more carefully and this is one game that deserves it. See you later man! 
Say good-bye Stimpy.....”WURP!” E Storm 
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I PLAYER 
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The long wail is finally over...The Sega Genesis version of Aladdin is here! This 
game has received more media coverage than Michael and Madonna combined and 

^ the Question on everybody’s mind is; “does the game live up to the hype?” The 
answer is an unqualified “Yes.” Aladdin is loaded with features that make it one of the 

most playable video games of all time. From the Agrabah Market to the Sultan’s Palace, 
Aladdin otters play mechanics that bring you into the game and offer you the chance to BE Aladdin and 
enough hidden features to keep you going back to the game long after you’ve conquered the evil Jafar. 
The secret to succeeding in Aladdin is in building up your lives over the first four levels so that, when 
you reach the Cave of Wonders, you can, hopefully, make it through the cave without using your contin¬ 
ues. This will give you a much better chance of getting through the lamp and palace levels and then of 
beating Jafar. Experienced gamers will find the first four levels to be fairly easy (on the normal difficulty 
setting) but don’t be fooled. Aladdin is designed so that you are not frustrated early on and then, when 
you’ve made decent progress through the game, it brings out the heavy game play and tests all of your 
gaming skills. Aladdin is one movie game that has remained faithful to the movie while expanding the 
theme to create an interactive play environment without equal. Genesis owners; proceed directly to your 
retailer and buy this game! While others are just beginning to talk about “Virtual Reality” and the new 
“Interactive Hollywood”, Disney, Sega and Virgin have just put it on the shelves. - Talko 
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Sega s newest release in the ongoing Sonic series, Sonic Spinball, is all-out fun and an extremely - 

Hrlirtiwo rtomo It’c ..._n __i_■ ■.. . J A y addictive game. It s not that Sonic is well represented here (he’s not). It’s that this is just a good pinball C 
U 9ame- Sonic in a pinball game you ask? Believe me, he’s a nice addition. First of all, this game is notp 
n Just for P'nball players. The programmers over at Sega Tech, made Sure there’s something for every-M 
X one- ss combines a little bit of action platform to break the usual monotony associated with pinball C 
U gafnes. So, this isn’t just a mindless sling the ball (or Sonic in this case) around the board and rack up 0 
Q points type of game. There are play mechanics involved here. In each level, you must locate and N 
Jsf snatch the Chaos Emeralds, which are carefully placed in some seriously hard to reach areas through-W 
y out each board. Once acquired, you can move on to battle with Robotnik. There are four levels in total-0 
0 P,us three bonus rounds where Sonic gets his own chance at the flippers, in a cool 3D perspective M 
m Don * be fooled though, this game is not short. There’s plenty of good clean frustration ahead. W 

1 1 Needless to say, I found Sonic Spinball to be a unique twist on the Sonic theme and definitely the 0 
- most fun to be had playing video pinball. ** 
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Last month, after viewing some recent shots of Tournament Fighters for 
the Genesis we thought we might just have another great fighting game 
on our hands. After all, the SNES version is awesome, matching up to even 
the likes of SF2. Unfortunately however, this version must have been 
rushed out because I know for a fact that Konami is capable of much bet¬ 
ter. From the graphics to the music, voice and animation this game falls 
way short. Believe it or not, you only use two buttons, one punch and 
one kick which really limits the strategy factor that six button games enjoy. 
There are the standard half and quarter circle plus button moves, along 
with the two sec. charging moves. They are very easy to execute but 
unspectacular to view as there are just to few frames of animation to 
give you any sense of drama . But the fun doesn’t stop there. There are 
no line scrolls!, and the voice is really garbled. I don’t know what hap¬ 
pened but this does not resemble a Konami title at all. I would have to 
say that the only redeeming quality here is the control and the storyline 
which has you fighting evil clones of your characters who have been 
created by Krang. He has kidnapped Splinter and its up to the Turtles 

along with Ray, Casey, April and Sisyphus to travel to dimension X 
( and save his furry butt. In the end my synopsis of TMNT TF 

j would have to be that if it came out from a lesser company 
/ w most people would probably be pleased with it. But coming 
/, from Konami it just isn’t enough. That’s the problem with 

being the best, once you set the standard people will always 
expect you to be the best, and in this indus¬ 
try that’s not always that easy. Still, I have 
high hopes for Castlevania Bloodlines and Konami’s 
future Sega titles. -rs*. ^ I 
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TENGEN 
PINBALL 

2 PLAYER 
8 MEG 

AVAIL. NOV. 
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an exceptional game Jm fact, it’s so good t=»=»=»=»=*=>='=»=f=»= 
that wilblrr minutes you’ll forget all abort, j ^ v 
Ronald because you’ll be having fun, play- \ - 

ing a'great and original action/plptform 
that is full of great play mechanics, col- 

f "* orful, detailed graphics and beyond : TffgptpBMHL 
16bit special effects. Treasure Land 

£""% • * has been picked up n=i=»=i=i==»=»=«=i=n=»= 

r=»=-t= by SOA and should be >=*=»=»= •=>=*= *=<=*=»= 
„ ig stores in time for VM ^ 

^ ** j| Christmas. Look for a ^ ^ , 
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Sony Imagesoft has done something that far to few compa 
nies are willing to do. They have taken a title that when finished jus 
didn't quite cut it and instead of just dumping it on the market anc 
letting the big license sell it they pulled it back and had the develop 

ers fix it up. I'd like to think that we played a hand in this decision 
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Well, laser disc arcade games are arriving en masse for the 
Sega CD. Is this good news or bad news? You be the 
judge. It has become obvious through the first few releas¬ 
es that full screen video just ain’t happenin’ on Sega’s disc 
spinner. Mad Dog McCree is the latest example of this. 
The graphics are so chunky...it’s made Skippy jealous and 
the colors are all done in shades of tobaccee. From the 
first time you place the CD on the tray, load the game and 
see the beautiful one color (brown) "glass” bottles in the 
target practice round, you become aware of the CD’s limi¬ 
tations with regard to motion video (at least for the time 
being). The actual game play isn’t bad. The Menacer may 
seem a little high-tech for a western shoot-out, but it 
works well and there is some memorization and strategy 
involved in the game, as well as the need for good shoot¬ 
ing skills. The lack of color and grainy graphics make it dif¬ 
ficult to see some of the bad guys at times but this is the 
only real negative as far as the game play is concerned. 
This is one game where the game play saves the graphics 
O'ust the opposite of the norm.). When all is said and done, 

the Menacer doesn’t have a whole heck 
of a lot of games available for it (nor 

does the CD for that matter) and 
Mad Dog is definitely better 
than Lethal Enforcers, so the 
question of whether or not to 
buy this game is kind of a toss- 

jmKKfer W up. If you enjoyed the game 
play in the arcade version and 
can get past the graphic limita¬ 
tions, then you’re in for a good 
time, pilgrim. If not, well...it’s 
Boot Hill for Mad Dog. - Talko 
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HOLLYWOOD 

As a kid, I was a big fan of the Pink Panther series of cartoons. As an ode to the silent era, 
PP never uttered a word (well, he did once) and the creativity of the humor was based on 
sight gags and the response of the other odd ball characters to the pinkster. Tecmagik is 
now bringing Pink Panther to the Genesis with Pink Goes to Hollywood in which you are 
Pink going through a series of Hollywood movie sets. The levels are named after some of 
Hollywood’s most famous movies, including; "Honey, I Shrunk the Pink", Cat on a Hot Pink 

Roof" and "Pinkinstein". The designers of this game seem to have 
zeroed in on the characteristics that made the Pink Panther great. 
The character graphics are good and the music is well done, cap- 

WmW turing the spirit of Henry Mancini’s original theme. The idea 
i-na' * behind Pink Goes to Hollywood is great and it seems to have the 

■|aH| Bp||l makings of an excellent game. If the game play and control are as 
' strong as the theme and idea of this game. Pink Goes to 

Hollywood could be a solid cartoon/action adventure. - Talko 
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ATTACK SPECIAL 

Stand in this corner to avoid the falling spikes. Once 
they’ve fallen, jump up and kick the boss. 

This one’s a little tricky. Be careful of the moving spiked floor. As soon 
as he lowers the chest, jump onto and whack him a couple of times. 

Piece of cake ... use the water to dowse the flames. Once 
extinguished, pummel him into submission. 

First avoid the flying chicken bones, then get in one hlfj 
and drop below the teeth so you don’t get munched. 

This boss takes some practice. Stand on the far left can¬ 
non facing right, kick the cannon ball, then kick the boss. 

Be patient. Stand on this platform, just out of Frank’s reach. 
Once he explodes, duck here, then pop out and kick the sphere, 

The Time Dominator s final morph may seem hard at first, but with this simple pattern, you’ll be watching the ending in no time. Just kick the fi 
guy, then jump over him while he’s flashing. Then when the big guy arrives, duck here and dodge the electric bolts, once they stop, work him. 

soon as he begins to die, quickly drop (don’t jump) to the bottom right and wait for the flying goo ball. Just stand here and kick him 5 times. 

Here they are! It’s all the nasty Time Dominator bosses from Socket. Although some of them are 
pretty easy to kill, you will undoubtedly end up in front of one of them with little or no energy. So here’s ~ 
some patterns to help you get by with a minimum of energy loss (Socket runs on electricity). If you 
haven t gone out and got Socket yet then DON’T LOOK!! you cheater. Go to the next page. ^ / ? * 
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Stellar Fire, (totally unique to Stellar Seven) for 
the Sega CD is finally ready. In Stellar Fire you 
patrol the six moons of the planet Arctura. The 
game is set-up in a fast first person perspective 
where you must collect a series of crystals before 
greeting the level guardian (usually a large series of 
pissed off polygons) as you encounter hordes of 
fast moving ground and air enemies. Most of the 
bosses have great animation and an almost scary 
intelligence, especially if you get to close. The ani¬ 
mated polygon objects get increasingly better as 
you advance to the higher moons where even sta¬ 
tionary polygons blow fire and the moons back¬ 
ground graphics always change but the moun¬ 
tains never get closer (the only real flaw). The 
music and introduction in Stellar Fire are phenom, 
in fact the intro, compares favorably to similar 
demo's we've seen on the Marty. Stellar Fire is a 
unique shooter that although mild at first 
becomes increasingly addicting. Although there is 
nothing ground breaking here Stellar Fire offers 
some unique play mechanics to starving SCD 
owners and offers a nice ride to shooting and 
driving fans alike. - £ Storm 

STATIONARY OUN 
SHOOTS ONLY IN ONE 

DIRECTION 
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6 MOONS OF THE PLANET ARCTURA 
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Don’t these 3D snow boarding 
scenes from Sony's Cliffhanger look 
familiar? Of course they do! it's the 
Batman engine from the driving 
portions of Batman Returns by Mark 
O’Brian* Although the side scrolling 
action (although early) leaves much 
to be desired, these 3D levels play 
as good as they look* Let’s hope 
Sony puts together a good overall 
package* We’ll review Cliffhanger 
CD next month. 

There has been a slight delay in our coverage 
of Eternal Champions due to the facfthaMke 
game has grown to a throbbing 24 meg and 
SOA wanted it perfect before we got our 

lidtids on it* The reason that this game may 
have such a wide appeal is because it is such 
a departure from SF2 rather than just another 
clone* Game Fan will feature a four page move 
guide on Eternal Champions next month* 

Another great new character is on his way to your Genesis* 
Data East’s High Seas Havoc (starring Havoc) joins the likes 
of Sonic, Socket, the Gunstar Heroes, Bubsy, Sparkster and 
Aero* Will Havoc live up to the challenge and join the action 
platform elite? Find out next month* 

Electronic Arts is about to release the third installment in the James Pond series, 
platform game* Look for it next month! 
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61 More fltti r Than 11 Roadrunner, 
re Juice Than The €le< 

UJell, ujho do you think? Of course, it's 
Socket, a heck of o duck. He's got the 
speed and he's got the attitude. UUhen 
this duck comes unplugged, he's 
charged up for some very electric action, 

ncluding a momentous duel with his revolting arch-rival, Time Dominator. 
^lug into Socket for a little FlC buzz and some fast times! 

VIC TOKAI INC. 

A 

22904 Lockness Ave., Torrance CA 90501 Tel. (310) 326-8880 
Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. LICENSED BY SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD. FOR PLAY ON THE SEGA™ GENESIS™ SYSTEM. ©1993 VIC TOKAI INC. 



YOU BRING THE LIGHTNING 

Bring terror to the terrorists. 
Cruise into town and rain on a 
guerrilla parade with your deadly 
whistler rockets. Send a mgss^ge 
to drug lords, dictators, afrimtys 
named Saddam! 

This ain't "Treasure island." 
We're not talking eye patches and 
Jolly Rogers here! These pirates 
pack enough firepower to blast 
you into the stratosphere. 

Uy creaming out of the skies over Panama . . . 
Strafing pirate gunboats on the South China Sea . 
Punishing ruthless extremists in Eastern Europe. 

As you take her into 10 battle missions around 
the world, your top-secret AH-3 ThunderStrike 
attack chopper won't be a secret much longer. 

With full-function radar and tracking systems, and 
intuitive flight and weapons controls, you'd fly 
this chopper down the throat of the devil himself. 
If that's what it takes. And it will. 

Don't play too soon after 
eating. With a dynamic 360- 
degree rotational universe, 
you'll feel like you're flying. 
And you'll view the destruction 
in grizzly detail. 

Hellacious weaponry. Locking 
on to enemy targets is a blast 
when you're loaded to the blades 
with Vulcan cannons, air-to-sea 
missiles, and AFG autocannons. TM & © 1993 Core Design Limited. © 1993 JVC Musical Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. Used under authorization. 

Licensed by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. for play on the Sega CD™ System. Sega and Sega CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. 



Popful' mail, what an odd name. 
What does it mean? I guess it must 
mean "really great game alot like 
Wonder boy in Monster world for 

your Mega CD". Popful Mail is 
Sega/Falcoms answer to Interactive 
software. In this highly polished 

action RPG every time you come 
gv across a key character you stop 
PT and have a conversation complete 

with animated faces and real voice. 
Besides that Popful Mail is a great 

action game with great music and 
incredible detail. Both your character 
and the enemies are animated com¬ 
pletely. The whole games just reeks 
of quality. Since the early rev we 
received from Falcom only had one 
complete level that's about all I can 
tell you for now. Popful Mail will be 

released this January 
Japan and will make 
it's way Stateside soon 

after. - E. Storm H 
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3D adventure ‘Microcosm” to the Mega and Sega CD, judgir 
m problem recreating the excitement of the Marty version. 

Sega of Japan is readying a 16-Meg 
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Available becember! 
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ip|^tofl;^|fej&cdfori:is finally due out this november 
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it only took two years... 

Along with Fatal Fury 2 
and World Heroes 2 
Hudson soft will 
release Art Of Fighting 
for the Super CD later 
this year. This game 
will take full advantage 
of the 16 meg upgrade. 
Could Samurai 
Showdown be next? 



So fun you could lose your 
end over it! 

SplfltterKouse 3 for the Sega Genesis is 

the kind of game rating systems were 

invented for. Check out the screen shots 

and see for yourself. 

Don't get all choked up! 

Splatterhouse 3 TNI & 

Get your kicks! 

Warning: This game contains scenes of graphic violence 
that may not be suitable for younger players. You've gotta have 

guts! 

llH 1993 Namco Ltd., All Rights Reserved. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd 

£ 16 megs of 

gruesome graphics! 

£ Deadly New Weapons! 
• • 

(ft 6 levels of monster 

bashing mayhem! 

P the kisser'"1 & Killer special moves! 

tf Non-linear game play! 

ft Multiple endings! 

ff Password support! 

Wear a mask and pack a 
powerful punch. 

Walk on the wild side! 
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David Perry is the most sousht after programmer in America. 

Not only is he brilliant with a development system, but he 

is one of the most personable people we have ever met. 

For someone of his stature, that is very rare. Our new UK 

correspondents, Nick Bruty and Nick Jones (no jokes, please) 
pulled off the scoop of the year when they managed to 

find David, the man behind such Genesis classics as 

Terminator, Global Gladiators, Spot and, quite possibly the 

biggest title of *93, Aladdin (games he created in just months!), 
and sit down with him for an extended interview and a 

preview of what is yet to come from Dave and his incred- 

ible new entertainment venture, Shiny Entertainment. 

Nick and Nick yanked David off of his unicycle, dragged 
him down to Game Fan and here's what’s up with DP. 

We all know about Global Gladiators, Spot and 
Aladdin, but what did you do prior to those games? 
DP: I have literally programmed 100’s of games dating 

back to 8-bit computers, such as the Commodore 64.1 
think that the one people will probably remember the 

most is Overlord. That game was quite successful on many 
platforms. 

How does the gaming industry in the US compare to 
Europe? It seems that most of the really good action 
games either originate in Europe or Japan. 
DP: Europe or Japan?...that’s a bit of a blow to the Americans! 
Seriously, in England, most of the programmers and game 

designers are not employed by large corporations. They 
are left to make it on their own. If they don’t, they don’t 

eat and then they have to look for a real job. There are not 

that many people that can keep it up so the best are usu¬ 
ally all that remain. I think that, as time goes on, the European 

programming houses will become more corporate...it wor¬ 
ries me, but I think it’s inevitable. With my new company, 

I’m trying to keep some of that hunger and spirit and ask 

that my people perform or move on. I want to have the 

best people and do the best work. Rewards will be based 

on performance and work generated, period. The Japan thing 
I haven't quite figured out yet. They do something right 

and I don’t know what it is. There’s something there, I 

don’t know if it’s the graphics, the feel or what. They like 

the fantasy stuff and women with big eyes and blue hair...l’m 
studying this one. 

When you get right down to it, what, exactly, does a pro¬ 
grammer do? 
DP: The programmer is actually...this is the fun part. Everybody 
involved in a project thinks that they are the center of the 

universe as far as creating the project is concerned. The pro¬ 
ducer feels that he is the center of the wheel with all of 

the spokes generating from that center. The programmer 

feels the same way. For me, it’s the point of access to the 

machine. Everything that goes into a game goes through the 

programmer. This means he has control of what goes in 
and what doesn't go in. I’ve had design documents on my 
desk telling me to do this and that. It doesn’t make a bit 

of difference. We have what we call ’programmer override’ 
which means the programmer can do whatever the heck he 

pleases. As long as each person fills his role, you will get 
a good product. If the producer has a good reason for some¬ 
thing not to go in, then it won’t go in. The message here is 
"Be nice to your programmer”. If the programmer is inex¬ 
perienced, then the artist and designers will have a more 

difficult job. For example, the programmer may tell the artist 
that he has 256 blocks of graphics to use to create his lay¬ 

out map. So, the artist goes off and does his job, then the 

programmer finds out that he hasn’t included sprite space 
and he actually has 1,000 blocks. This can be very frustrat¬ 
ing. 

You talked about European programming becoming more 
corporate. Many development houses that we are familiar 
with have a linear set-up where many of the programmers 
do nothing but crunch code. You are a game designer as 
well as a programmer. How rare is this in the field? 

DP: Once again, in America it is acceptable to have as 
many as 12 programmers on one title. I think Jurassic Park, 

or one of Sega’s titles, had that many programmers assigned 

to the job at crunch time. I have no idea how you can con¬ 

trol that many programmers on a project. When something 

goes wrong, 12 fingers are going to point in the other 

direction. My company will try to centralize the process and 
use programmers that are game designers. 

How is it that you can make a phenomenal game like 
Aladdin in just a few months while so many other compa¬ 
nies take a year or more to do a game and still come-up 
with junk? 
DP: The real solution to that was that everybody involved 

in the project knew what they had to do to get the job done. 

Everything that people brought to me went straight into the 

game. I spent more time in Aladdin putting things togeth¬ 

er then programming. It was a good team that worked well 

together. The last month of development was 540 hours of 
work for me. I was coming in with bags under my eyes but 

we handed Sega a quality product that they could run 

with. With some other companies, the development process 

is actually worse than you probably think it is. The way a 

game typically begins life is that the publisher will come 
to you and say; “If we give you 6 months to do this game 

instead of 4 and the game is only going to be a ‘bit’ bet¬ 

ter, then we would rather have the sales now.” That’s a 

more corporate view. On a spreadsheet it may make com¬ 

plete sense. You can’t argue with it. Logically, the number 

crunchers are correct. However, If you do put that extra 

bit of effort in there, that’s when you get a "Gunstar Heroes ”. 

Ultimately a company’s value can’t be entered into a spread¬ 
sheet. The value of any team goes up with the quality of 

the game. That corporate attitude is really short-term think¬ 

ing. Shiny’s first title have a fulll 2 month development 
period. 

Tell us about your new company. Will you publish games, 
develop, or both? 
DP: It’s going to be called "Shiny Entertainment”. The dic¬ 

tionary meaning of shiny is "highly polished", and that’s 

the type of product we are going to produce. We won’t pub¬ 

lish for a few years. I don’t want to expand too quickly. I 

want to know every move that everyone makes before we 

take that leap. In a large corporate atmosphere, you can 

show up to work at 2:00 PM, pick-up your E-mail and leave 

at 2:30 PM and no one would ever know, but I want to 

make sure that we get things done. We are starting with 6 

programmers/designers + support people and will probably 
grow to 8 within a few months. We will also make use of 

outside sound consultants. Our first game is going to be a 

licensed title for a major publisher. I am not at liberty, at 

this time, to tell you who it is or what the game is about. 

The company would like to publish that separately. In the 
long term, we are interested in developing our own char¬ 

acter and publishing a series of titles based on that char¬ 

acter, which could lead to cartoons, licensed products, etc.. 

In the short term however, I am not committing the com¬ 

pany to that. As you know, it’s hit or miss. That will be an 
on-going project for us. Short term, I want to do the Aladdin 
of next year. 

What type of games will you develop? 
DP: I’ve become known for Action/Platform. You've only seen 
my Genesis titles. I've done strategy, 3D flying...almost every 
genre that exists. Platform games aren’t all that I do. I’m real¬ 

ly interested in pursuing 3D and rendered objects on screen. 
I want to use polygons in the most unique way possible 
and with the fastest speed possible. I want to use the cheats’ 
that we’ve developed over the years to help us achieve 
this. I want to do something different...! don’t want to go 

into space. It will be something else. I personally like the 

sensation of flying and diving through tunnels, forests, 
etc. I’d like to do something very realistic, where you 

could ride your motorcycle, jump off of it and go through 
a building, you know, a total 3D environment. 

What are your favorite games right now? 
DP: Gunstar Heroes and Rocket Knight Adventures. 

What are your hobbies ? 
DP: People tend to think that programmers are nerdy. I scuba 

dive, play unicycle hockey, target shoot, snow-ski and jet- 
ski, swim and play tennis. 

What kind of music do you like? Will you be incorpo¬ 
rating that type into your games? 
DP: I love Techno and Classical music in video games. 

Sometimes, the best part of a game is how the music 

builds in a particularly tense situation and brings you into 

the play environment. Music can add to the whole feeling 

of the game and we are treating it with the utmost impor¬ 

tance. We are not hiring sound people in-house but are look¬ 
ing for the best team with the best drivers. 

What do you think about all of the Multimedia hype 
that we're being force-fed? Do you think that MM can be 
translated into a fun action game? 
DP: Interactive and Multimedia are two of the funniest words 

in the language.,.1 don’t know what they mean...interactive 

books, I suppose. I’ve had companies call me and ask if 

they could use my name in some interactive product that 

they’re starting. I ask them if they know what the word means 

and their answer is usually ’no’. There are many types of inter¬ 
action, there is no clear cut definition. 

Give us your opinions of the 3DO, Jaguar, Saturn and 
Project Reality. 
DP: The Saturn is what I’m excited about. It looks like Sega 

has really thought about the details and the next level of 

gaming. 3DO is just too expensive and is counting on 

drawing from the PC market. I don't know if there are enough 

of those people to support it. I really don’t have a feel for 

the Jaguar. If Atari has the games, then they may have a big 

impact on the market. As far as Project Reality is concerned, 

I don’t believe that it exists. Every time a competitor is about 

to roll-out a new product, Nintendo dreams-up some new 

fantasy project. Time will tell but, obviously, I’m skeptical. 

What do you think about the rash of fighting games 
that have been flooding the market over the last year? Any 
plans to develop one? 
DP: Gaming goes in cycles. This is the third cycle of fight¬ 

ing games. Currently, we have no plans to do a fighting game. 
I think that there is a need for something new in the genre. 

I've seen Virtua Fighters and that looks interesting. I'm not 
interested as much in the genre of game that I develop as 

much as the quality and uniqueness of that project. When 

I program a game, I do it for myself. If I can't beat it, then 

it’s probably perfect. With Aladdin, the play testing was 

showing that the game was too tough for Sega’s target audi¬ 

ence but we didn’t want to change it because we felt that 

a much larger audience would buy this game.l'm interested 
in improving the gaming experience. 

How would you go about doing that? 
For starters I would like to do a pressure-sensitive joy 

pad. Things like that are what change the level of interac¬ 
tion and, thus, the quality of the game. This is something I 
would really like to get to market. 

Talk to us about HAM, Cine-Pak and other, so-called, 
methods of squeezing more color out of the Genesis. Gau 
and Psygnosis both claim they can display more colors. 
DP: There is always a way to do more color, it’s just a mat¬ 
ter of what you lose. Besides, it is unnecessary. Additional 
colors are not going to make a game better. I’d rather see 
the time and effort going in to making a better game. On 

the Genesis, you can get all 512 colors out of the palette, 
but at what price? Memory restrictions and processing speed 
make it inefficient to use that many colors and the bene¬ 
fit is minimal. 

Where do you see the industry going in five years? 
What would you like to be working on at that time? 
DP: In five years, I think most of the industry is going to be 

in California. I don't think it will change that radically, how¬ 

ever. There will be different arms with all of the ‘Multimedia’ 
and ‘Virtual Reality’ represented. The next step will have bet¬ 
ter color, higher res. and incredible 3D but nothing really 
revolutionary. 

David, we thank you for spending time with us today. 

Good luck with Shiny Entertainment and in all your future 

endeavors. We hope that you keep us posted on the 
development of your titles and that you’ll come back and 
talk with us again. 
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“Not since Zelda and Soul Blazer 
has there been an action RPG 
like Shadowrun!” 
— DieHard Game Fan, June 1993 

mmmw 

“Shadowrun is the best reason to buy 
an SNES.” 
— Video Games S Computer Entertainment, Mat/ 1993 

“Shadowrun could be Super 
Nintendo’s best game yet. 
I literally couldn’t put the 
controller down!” 
— Game Informer, May/June 1993 

Data East USA. Inc.,1850 Little Orchard St., San Jose CA 95125. 

Shadowrun is a registered trademark of FASA Corporation, used under license by 

Data East USA, Inc. © 1992 FASA Corporation. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment 

System and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 



LICENSED BY 

(Nintendo) 

THE SOFTWARE T001W0RKS PRESENTS 
A GEOGRAPHY LEARNING ADVENTURE 

THAT’S WAY COOL!!! 



Deep within Antarctica, 

the evil Bowser has kid¬ 

napped Mario and plans to 

flood the planet by melting all 

the snow. Bowser has the 

latest in high tech - the 

Passcode Operated Remote 

Transportation And Larceny 

System (PORTALS). Using 

the PORTALS, Bowser's 

lizardly henchmen steal off to 

famous cities where they commit dastardly deeds. 

Travel the world instantly 
through PORTALS 

It's up to you and the 

"ever-true-to-his-bro" Luigi 

to travel around the world, 

rescue national treasures and 

find the missing clues to save 

the world from destruction 

by Bowser. You'll explore 

exotic locations, chat with 

friendly (and not-so- 

friendly) natives, collect 

valuables, outsmart the 

thieving Koopas, master 

the Globulator, and then 

rescue Mario in a 

surprise ending. 
Snap a perfect picture in 

famous cities of the world! 

For NES®, Super NES® 

Macintosh®, IBM® PC 

& Compatibles and 

Multimedia CD ROM 

MARIO IS MISSING! has great 2-D and 3-D graphics, 

a new Mario music soundtrack, lots of help screens and a 

fold-out map to help you keep track of facts, 

clues, photos and data. 

Best of all, it's 

Mario's greatest 

adventure yet. 

Around every shad¬ 

owy comer, in every 

exotic city - there's 

always something new! 
Keep track of your clues, 
facts and cities with your 

fold-up map 

MARIO NEEDS 
YOU NOW! 

Mario has been your true-blue friend for years. Now, he 

needs your help. The evil Bowser has your favorite plumber 

in his grasp and it's up to you and Luigi to rescue Mario and 

save the planet from destruction. 

And it's time for you to be a Mario hero! 

For the dealer nearest you 
or to order, call toll-free 

1-800-234-3088 
MARIO IS. 
MISSING! 

™ and ©Nintendo of America Inc. © 1993 The Software Toolworks, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Mario Is Missing, Mario, Luigi, Bowser, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, 
Super NES and NES are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 



|ake one Corellian smuggler, a kidnapped princess, a clod-kicker from 

Tatooine and the last of the Jedi Knights and you have the Empire's worst 

nightmare —a new hope for freedom. Join Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and 

Chewbacca on the greatest adventure the galaxy has to offer —Super Star Wars. 

jjjjj=jj|^J Blast your way through Jawa territory and into a bar room brawl at Mos Eisley 

Spaceport. Evade lethal storm troopers tenacious alien forms, and and 

challenge the Lord of the Dark Side himself, Darth Vader. 
LICENSED BY 

All this, plus the incredibly intense 3-D graphics, music and sound effects that you (Nil>,erldo) 

would expect on the Super NES and demand from the people who brought you 

this classic movie saga. So grab your blaster, strap on your light saber _ ilimu 

and take on the Evil Empire in your quest for galactic freedom! uWtnff/ff/Cffj 
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• the Pro9ram does). sAfi- 
SE also features new i#H§j 

Mode 7 3D sequences 
|j» that are patterned on those that Pfl 
L&jff were so successful in the original. 

|| f This time around, you get to pilot LpB 
31^ the Snow Speeder over Hoth; trying 

"_fi to destroy probes, bikers, AT-ST ' 
Walkers and AT-AT Walkers, fly gp 

l|| through space in the Millennium 
I Falcon destroying Tie-Fighters and 

zoom through a Technicolor sky in {JlijjH 
the X-Wing, battling Cloudcars. JBS 

Fortunately, the game is very difficult and is <B| 
not just your basic move and shoot. Super 
Empire requires that you analyze every level 
and make wise weapon selections. If you try to 
move as quick as you can-rushing through a level, 
shooting all of the way, the game will be over 
before you can blink and you’ll be staring at Yoda’s 
ugly mug once again. Take your time with Super 
Empire Strikes Back. For Star Wars fans, this game 
will be at the top of their wish list this Christmas 
and they are not going to be disappointed. Not only 
does Super Empii^Strikes Back have great 
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graphics, excellent music and sound but it also 
offers one of the best challenges to experienced 
game players available on the SNES. 
The Dark Side will not be conquered M 

easily or quickly. With Super \\ Jp 
Empire, Rebel Assault and 

Iggy Sega’s new arcade game all com- \S 
"""sOr ing soon, 1993 has turned out to be |N 

a great year for the Force. - Talko ■ 
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The Secret of Mana continues Squaresoft’s long tradition of producing quality Role Playing Games and, for RPG fans, is 
one of the most anticipated titles of 1993. With a great, involving story and excellent graphics and sound, Mana is sure to 
compete for RPG of the year. As a helpful hand in getting you through the second half of the game, Game Fan offers the fol¬ 
lowing Strategy Guide which picks-up where the game manual left off. If you look at the top screen shot on the first page of 
the Mana game manual and the first part of the Strategy Guide text, they go together. The same logic applies throughout 
the guide. So, fellow RPG fanatics, grab your swords, cartridges and this Strategy Guide and follow me...there are unknown 
dangers lurking ahead! 
1. When you are fighting the demon, arm the 2nd character with magic to keep healing everybody after you hit him. 
2. Then go upstairs and talk and you will receive many items. Then go to the blacksmith’s shop and soup-up your ax. 
3. After that, leave and go back to Pandora. 
4. At the bottom of Pandora, there’s a woman...talk to her and she will vanish. Now, go down to the castle. 
5. Explore the castle and level-up as much as possible before fighting the castle boss (it is a wall and takes about 800 
points to kill) and take a couple of Faiere walnuts...you’ll need them for magic rejuvenation. When you fight the boss, hit 
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him in the center (middle eye) and use the little girl’s Earth Magic. Four to five hits and the boss 
6. Talk to the King in the room and he will tell you to go to Luka’s Castle. Now, GO BONEHEADS, GO! 
7. At the Water Palace, Luka will tell you to go to the Gaia’s navel and rescue the Mana seed of water. 
8. At the center of the Dwarf Village, you will see the King of Pandora and a little dwarf. Talk to him and then go on to the 
ship. 
9. In the center of the ship, you will meet the boss of the Scorpion Army. He will make you fight Kilroy, his killer robot who 
has been made with Luka’s water seed. Now, go fight! He will take about 1,000 points to kill him. 
10. After beating Kilroy, you will have to travel back to the Water Palace to talk to Luka once again. 

11. Once inside the Water Palace, you will notice that there are now enemies in the room. 
Don’t worry, there are only a few. When you reach the center of the palace, a bunch of people 
will be there. One of the Empire’s bosses will send you to a dungeon to fight a 2 headed 
dragon. 
12. Beat the dragon, then go talk to Luka and she will inform you that you must go to Lofty 
Mountains and see Sage Joch. 
13. Go to where there’s a guy standing next to a cannon. You will pay him 50 gold pieces and 
be transported to the upper land. 
14. Once you arrive at the underworld, you will come to the winter section. In this section, get 
your weapons souped-up at the blacksmith. After this, go in to town and kill the three 
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After that, you will rescue the bird and the King will tell you to go to the 
desert. O* ...J 
23. Go to the cannon and pick the left name. That is the desert. In the 
desert, you will find nothing. So, just fight and, when the time is right, your characters will automatically find a ship. Don’t 
panic and think you’re stuck...that’s just part of the game. 
24. After you look through the ship, the Empire will attack. 
25. After you beat the flying motorcycle, talk to all of the men...they will tell you what to do. 
26. In the town, buy as much armor, weapons and food as possible. When you’re ready, leave and go to the Fire Palace 
northwest of the town, but not before you go to the Ice Country. 
27. Once in the Ice Country, you will have to save a deer’s master, who you will find in the Ice Palace. When you are done 
talking to the deer, go in the house and open the treasure chest, two spear orbs will be inside. 
28. When you fight the boss in the Ice Country, remember to have a lot of walnuts to get magic back. The boss has 1 000 hit 
points and should take 4-6 minutes to beat. 
29. After that, go to the town and open the kettle and you will receive Salamando, the Fire Magician. 
30. Go north to see Neko and save your game. Now, go to the palace. 
31. When you fight the boss in the palace, use as much Fire Magic as possible. Once you beat him, go back to the Fire 
Palace. 

__ 32. In the Fire Palace, there will be 3 crystals. 
,! jssssi 33. Fight the boss. After you kill him, go to the woman at the top-left corner of the 
jf j i town. She will give you the code to enter the castle. 
L fjipd 34. Once in the castle, you will find the towns people and they will tell you to go to 
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uations that the designers hove created for 
)the game. From Putty Moon and Funky Freida 
to the Tuullight Zone and Bubble Lou, Super 
Putty is not like any puzzle gome you've 
ployed before. Vour goal in each stage is to 
release the ’Sots' (robots) and get them to 
the stage's safe place. In the earlier levels, 
the bots ore frozen in ice but, later on, they 
begin moving around the levels, looking for 
their own route to safety. Another Interesting 
feature in this gome is the number of moves 
that Putty con execute. In addition to the abil¬ 
ities mentioned above, Putty con take on the 
form of some of the characters that he absorbs 
and he con inflate to catch foiling friends. 
Super Putty is the type of gome that you like 
to ’tinker’ with. Vou might ploy it for a while 
today, come bock to it next week and beat it 
two months from now because you'll wont to 
explore oil of the different possibilities in 
each stage. Its colorful graphics, great sound 
ond music and sense of humor will instantly 
grab you and the unique gome ploy will 
keep you coming bock for more. - Talko wfl 

US. GOLD • 2 PLAYER • 8 MEG • NOV. 
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) US Gold and System 3 ore about to moke puz¬ 
zle gamers very happy with the release of 

jL< 

Super Putty for the SN6S. SP has a decidedly 
European flavor to it os you control a Silly 
Putty-like blob who must use his morphing, 
Jumping, stretching and melting ability to con- 
quer cne evil wizoro uozziedoze and his side- 
kick, Dweezll the Cot, In over 6 levels (18 
stages) of puzzle action. UUhat mokes Super 
Putty stand above most other puzzle gomes 
on the market is the unique characters and sit- 
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RYO RYO > RYO RYO 

TODO TODO 

is a character that, when pitted against the other challengers, would be 
considered the weakest because he has only one move and has a very weak 
fighting style. Even though he is called the master of modern fighting, stay away 
from him as much as possible if you want to make good progress through the 
gar 

PHIL- » 

and are about the same as Ryu and Ken in Streetfighter, in that the 
control and moves are basically identical even in the way you input the com¬ 
mand. Out of all the characters, these two fighters are the best ones to choose in 
the game. 

TAKARA • H PLAYER • 16 MEG • NOV. 

The following is a character analysis that would profile each character in the 
strategy guide. This would be accompanied by screen shots and diagrams . 
explaining all of each character’s moves. 1 j f 

RYQ^ ^ROBERT ^ ^RYCJ^^ ^^ROBERT^ VV jjy ^ROBERT ^ 
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, known as the Terrible Typhoon, is one of the strongest characters and 
has a ton of special moves, which are very easy to perform and take massive ener¬ 
gy away from your opponent when performed correctly. He, like the other fighters, 
does not have many weaknesses. The only one that I found was that, after you per¬ 
form his Ultra Drop Kick or Sliding Kick, your left open for a very long time. Enough 
time to where your opponent can easily throw you or do a super move on you. In 
any case, Jack is way gnarly and one kick but fighter. 

is a Chinese martial arts fighter with 3 very special moves that, if per¬ 
formed fast enough and if you know his style of fighting, can be considered the 3rd 
best character in Art of Fighting. His speed and great skill come in handy when 
fighting very talented fighters like Robert and Ryo. Even if you are an expert with 
Lee, most people will find him to be a blast. 

, the bouncer at Mr. Big’s Restaurant, is one mean woman who kicks butt and 
asks questions later. King, the master of Muetai, is known for her deadly Whirlwing 
Kick and her awesome 2-Layer Flying Kick, which comes in handy when fighting 
slow opponents and even faster opponents. Because of her speed, veteran fighters 
will have a blast stomping on other fighters that are big and slow, like Jack. 
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the huge reggae dude, is a force to be reckoned with. AlthouZgh he has 
> moves, his punches are considered to be lethal weapons because of how only two moves, his punches are considered to be lethal weapons because of how 

much power each hit packs. In spite of his lack of speed, people that are patient and 
are willing to stay back and wait for opponents should have a blast with Mickey. 



JOHN JOHN i JOHN JOHN JOHN (JOHN 

known by his friends as the Killing Machine, is the man to play in Art 
of Fighting. John, like Robert and Ryo, has 3 special moves and is considered to be 
the 2nd best in the game because of his Flying Attack and his super combo; the 
Overdrive Kick, which hits the opponent about 4 times. John drains energy faster 
than anybody else in the game and is very easy to play. 

, who is one of the last bosses in Art of Fighting, is a great character but his 
moves are very difficult to perform. So, for gamers who wish to control Mr.Big, it's 
going to take a lot of time and practice. When mastered, however, he is one of the 
best characters in the game and will give you hours and hours of victories. 

KARATE 

, the last boss in Art of Fighting, is one of the best charactesr in the 
game. As far as control and speed go, he is exactly like Robert and Ryo. The best 
thing about Karate Man is his super combo that takes almost all of your energy and 
is almost impossible to block. 
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I have been very patient, I’ve done 
my time in the SNES waiting room 
and now finally another likely 
megahit is about to be released by 
Capcom, makers of Ghouls & 
Ghosts, Bionic Commando and of 
course Mega Man. This first install¬ 
ment on the Super NES has major 
potential. We were allowed only a 
couple of hours with this 75% ver¬ 
sion so I can’t tell you everything, 
but I can tell you these positive 
points; The first thing I noticed was 
the excellent control and animation 
of the new 16 bit character. The old 
Mega Man is gone, see ya, and a new 
shiny hero has taken his place. This 
new MM can jump much higher, 
run faster, charge his weapon 
and stick and climb on vertical walls. 
That’s in his stock suit, there are 

of course many more. The 
levels themselves in this ver- 

«=**O sion (although early) 
2£l seem a bit easier but 
==■? the end bosses again 

require complex pat- * 
terns and the right 

* o suit to defeat. — • 
4» Graphically, Mega 

■r 
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J Man X looks very unique from other 
Capcom action titles, it’s not quite 

Magical Quest and it’s not as detailed as 
Ghouls & Ghosts, it’s more futuristic, sim-” 
^ pie but effective. The character place¬ 

ment in X is more sporadic than the orig¬ 
inal but they are of course extremely 
well drawn and do there best to take off 

a little energy before you get buy. Next 
month, we will bring you an in depth fea¬ 

ture on this long awaited 16 bit sequel 
which will undoubtedly be one of the 
biggest games of the Christmas sea- 

^ son. See you then! - E Storm 



INTERPLAY • 2 PLAYER • 16 MEG • DEC 

Bad Mr. Frosty • Likes: Snow • Hates: Fire • Wants: Winter • Job: Snowplow • Motto: Chill Out! 

Helga • Likes: Food • Hates Salad • Wants: Cookies • Job: Singer • Motto: Eat!!! 

Taffy • Likes: Candy • Hates: Dentists • Wants: Candy • Job: Candyman • Motto: Stretch 

nine months after development began. Interplay presents one of the most creative, funny and exciting games of 1993. Cla\ 
Fighter breaks all of the rules for the fighting genre by concentrating on the humor of the site gag vs. the pain and blood 
Elvis (Blue Suede Goo) fires at you with his Pompadour. Ickybod Clay chucks his pumpkin head at you. Helga. the 
Norwegian opera star, sings until somebody feels pain and Taffy Man is what Gumby would become after about 6 months 

As most of you who have been reading GanieFan for awhile know, we have been following the progress of Clay 
Fighter since its inception. It became apparent early-on that Interplay had a very special game on their hands. The SF2 
phenomena was at its pinnacle and the designers wanted to do a game that, while having all of the long term play value of 
SF2. would not merely be a clone but would define an entirely different style for one-on-one fighting games. Now, a scant 

Tiny • Likes: Color • Hates: Wimps • Wants: Fights • Job: Flexing • Motto: Destroy 



Blue Suede Goo • Likes: Music • Hates: Helga • Wants Guitar • Job: Musician • Motto: Oh Baby! 

of hard labor. As great as the theme and sense of humor are. and with Claymation character graphics and voice and music 
(the intro, has a special surprise in store for you) that set new standards, it is the game play that sets Clay Fighter apart 
from ail of the SF2 wannabes. In fact, the special moves in the game are executed in a manner very similar to Street 
Fighter. The control over your attacks and combos is excellent and you won't soon tire of the Blob using his buzz saw 

Bonker • Likes: Pies • Hates: Crying • Wants: Buzzers • Job: Clowning • Motto: Play 

move to make Bonker the Clown twice as funny or Bad Mr. Frosty using his Ice Breath to freeze-dry the King’s do ("Hey, 
watch the hair man"). I can t say enough about the quality of this game. Interplay is to be congratulated on having the fore 
sight, ingenuity and creativity to take a chance on tweaking with a legend and launching a pie-in-the-face at all of the me- 
too” fighting games...absolutely brilliant! Talko 

■> A A ; 

ifiall 
Blob • Likes: Clay • Hates: Hair • Wants Clay • Job: Claymaker • Motto: Bounce! 

i 



KONAMI • 2 PLAYER • 16 MEG • DEC. 

One of the many new fighting games ready to hit 
retailers shelves this holiday season is Konami’s 
Tournament Fighters; the incredible turtles come 
back. This is one awesome 16-meg fighting game.ln 
fact, out of all of this years fighting games, this 
one ranks among the top. Although the game is let¬ 
ter boxed like most of today's fighting games on the 
SNES (they do this to save memory and so the SNES wont 
slow down), there are many things I loved about TF. First of 
all, the control, it has the best play mechanics of all the 
new fighting games, except for Super SF2, and the combos 
you can do and number of moves is truly exceptional. 
There is an average of 3 moves per character along with a 

secret move that must be found to perform. Another 
bonus is the number of characters you can pick from (10) 
and the characters are really excellent. They range from 
Shredder (he's like M. bison) to Michaelangelo (the tur¬ 

tles version of Ryu) who I believe the best character in the 
game. There's also two hidden characters that will be 

announced after the release of the game. In addition, the music 
is awesome and fits the game perfectly. It’s like turtles music 
with a kick; heavy metal, but turtleish. The game really has to be 
played to be believed- it's just that good. There are 10 characters 
to pick from, a speed adjustment feature that is as fast as SF2 
Turbo, over 10 stages and a story mode. Tournament Fighters is 
put together perfectly. - Yoshi 
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TRADEWEST • 2 PLAYER * 8 MEG - NOV. 

Battletoads, Double Dragon...Battletoads Double Dragon. Ah, a marriage made in...Corsicana, TX! Tradewest has taken the stars or 
their two most successful games of all time and combined them in a seven level, side scrolling action game that is based on the 

The star value here is with the Toads. They have the cool moves and the better play value. Billy and Jimmy are 
but Tradewest has trucked them out for this game. Save yourself the 

title of the same name, 
way old and really shouldn’t be allowed on the streets anymore,- - 
agony, go with Rash, Zitz and Pimple (they must pay big bucks to the frog dermatologist!) and forget those fem-bot punks. The game 
play is all Toads, but they manage to pull off a few classic Dragon moves like climbing chain-link fences. Although the game is pri¬ 

marily aimed at kids, the difficulty is set on the high side. 
The background graphics are colorful and it’s , \ r 
got some scrolls but the characters are a little : ^ ' 

small for my taste and the enemies don’t have a ~ \ 1: V, :c gg?' *£?*N^*V ^ 
whole lot of frames of animation. The Battletoad # vw:,A 
game play is what makes this game. So, take v \> I . 
my advice Toad fans; buy this game for wff? - 
the frogs and the play value. If HfcT/ 8 885^88^ 
you’re a Double Dragon fan inter- % 
ested in this game, I have two , t X > - ' &T , 
pieces of advise. 1) there’s a great» 4/ JK* \ 
version of Vigilante on the Turbo' yff?*- 1 Tr - 
and 2) I have two words for you, f\ \ W_ ^ ' ^ 
Street Fighter 2.,. -MR. GOO _ “j* \ _ Ji** 
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Back in December of 1992, NCS/MASAYA 

(the developers of such classics as 
Cybernator and Prince of Persia for the 
SNES) released Ranma 1/2-2 for the Super 
Famicom and that game proved to be an 
instant hit with fans of the Japanese anima¬ 
tion series and one-on-one fighting freaks 
alike. It was once thought that this game 

would not make it to these shores but, 
thanks to overwhelming demand (and 
DTMC), Ranma 2 will soon 
be available for the 
SNES. When I first heard 
that Ranma 2 was coming 
to the U.S., there was 
some concern on my 

part...visions of Street 
Combat ( SNES Ranma 1) 
were still fresh in my 
mind. Unlike Irem, DTMC 

left Ranma intact, so 
gamers familiar with 
Ramna 2 will feel right at 
home and everybody else 
will get to see what they 
were missing. As we all 
know, the most impor¬ 
tant part of any fighting 



DTMC • 2 PLAYER • 8 MEG • NOV. 

game is playability and Ramna 2 delivers. The special moves are done similar to, 
are fairly easy to pull off and the response time is very good. My favorite part of 
the game is the animation: all the characters throb when they stand still but, 
when they jump or spin around, you can see their hair move in the breeze.*.a nice 
touch. There’s even some weird stuff thrown in and this really gives the game 
some welcome character-things like a huge Panda (Genma) who can crush you 
into the ground by jumping up and slamming you with his butt, or a huge evil bull 
( Pantyhose) who flies around on tiny angel wings, or my favorite; Gosunkugi, a 

shy guy with a big wood¬ 
en hammer and candles 
on his head. If we’re 
lucky NCS/MASAYA will 
make the third game in 
the series but, for now, 
this should keep our 
hands full. K.LEE 
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Prepare yourself to be more surprised then perhaps you I fH 
have ever been with a Super NES title. Ocean has broken new mmmm—mM , J 
ground and at the same time brought us a game of Jurassic 
Park that does the visually spectacular movie complete jus¬ 

tice. This version of JP is divided into two segments, overhead 51 * I > I j Ly Vw 

action and 3D first person adventure. Although both portions II (m] rV/'lUf 
are among the best in there respective categories, where JP 
really shines is in the 3D. I had no idea that the SNES was 

capable of such smooth scaling, probably because until now no one has taken the 
time to tap these resources, but I am glad they finally have because the end result is 

refreshing break from the norm and one of the most addicting SNES games I have ever^^ 
played. You assume the role of Dr. Alan Grant, world renowned Paleontologist. As you know 

(assuming you’ve seen the flick) things have gone awry in Jurassic Park where once extinct dino’s 

now run free in the worlds most incredible animal preserve located on an island off the coast of 

Central America. It’s up to you to restore the systems and get off of the island. In order to do this 
you must first activate the motion sensors, by powering up the main generator and computer, 

secure the Visitor’s Center, stop the escaping 
Raptors, destroy their nests, radio for help and 
finally make your way to the helipad. This may 

be easy to grasp, but it is quite difficult to do, 
but man is it fun! Get ready to explore and 
memorize the beautiful but tricky 3D mazes of 

Jurassic Park. By combining spectacular 

m graphics, superb playability and mes- 

I $0% | merizing Q-Sound the designers and 

H programmers have managed to B_ ■ *1 allowyo« *o teel the action like 
lj[ r .r,. a? never before. You never know 

MNMHMMMHMHM what may lie on the other 

ft ^ ^ S'1oodaa2d°s p T^it 
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1_ hallway or it could be a nasty Spitter or 
Raptor ready to lunge, I found that hanging 

n I in the doorway, just peaking around the corner 
* I was the best way to successfully negotiate a room or 

^ I passage, survey the area then make your weapons selection 
, f*V\ ; i I and come in firing. Don't just rush in or they’ll be all over you 

I before you can react. You can only continue twice; so be 
careful, especially in the opening segments, when you are 
most vulnerable, you’ll find yourself in these mazes most of 

the game so get out a note pad and some graph paper. There is no on screen map 
and there is much to remember and return to. The overhead portions of JP take place 

mostly when you are traveling to a new location and are also done 
very well with good control, excellent, colorful graphics and a constantly changing assortment of 
tracks enhanced by Q-Sound. Watch out for Raptors and Triceratops here and if you see T-Rex 
...run!! For your defense you have an excellent assortment of weapons at your disposal including 
the cattle-prod (good for smaller dino’s but weak against the big gnarlers) a shotgun (a decent all 
around weapon) a missile launcher (now we’re talkin’)a tranquilizer gun (good for slowing down T- 
Rex) the gas grenade launcher (good for long ......... ■*-*.,..w 
distance attacks) and the bola (the most 
destructive of the lot) To put it lightly, Ocean 
successfully created a unique new game for the 
SNES combining action and 
adventure along with the length _ 
and playability a game needs to ^ "'■j f :-,f 
satisfy even the most demanding ' | 
gamer. I look forward to more J 
games that make use of this 1*1 If njd SS:^'n 
great new engine. JP is a winner; 4= 
don’t think twice when it hits the IM 
shelves this October. - E Storm 
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Remember Rastan, or how about 
Conan? Mythological warriors were 
once a mainstay in our industry. 
Games like Golden Axe and Rygar did 
good business. Then, with the incep¬ 
tion of fighting games and their super 
human characters and action games 
with such stars as blue hedgehogs 
and happy plumbers, these once 
mighty side scrollers fell from grace. 
We want play mechanics! The gamers 
cried. So, the face of gaming changed 
accordingly. If you are one of the 
many who miss these mindless, car¬ 
nage filled side scrolls, then you will 
be thrilled with Legend. Not only 
does this game sport arcade quality 
graphics and sound, but it is jam 
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- * uj-. .’s.** fb Lester the 

spsgsrosMaa? ^hm's 
• ; fl • -------- just that, an 

f a ' [*tj( unlikely 

hero in an 

unlikely 

story. You 
> a yeeb; part goober, part dweeb. He 

on an island, drenched tram the pencil 

■ Lester tails asleep on the docks and is 

y loaded on to a freighter that is then 

y pirates. Lester falls overboard and 

an uninhabited island. Like any red- 

nerican teenager, he wants to get off 

island, get back home and continue his 

daily eat and sleep routine. Lester 

must make use of his limited physical 

skills to get past all kinds of island- 

based baddies. It is your job to help 

him figure out how to survive the 

many difficult situations he will find 

himself in. For example, one level of 

VJ 
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Ocean is bringing all of the hi jinx and hilarity of Dennis the Menace to the SNES. This 
)r p action platform title is loaded with 5+ levels of mischief as the Menace unwittingly irri- 
Q { tates good ol’ Mr. Wilson, Margaret and other obstacles in Dennis’ life. The graphics in 

this game are the big standout. The cartoon char- 
sraes acters are large look fantastic and the back- 

I — grounds, especially in the later levels, are insane! If * v<% jTjl 
-- V j uMiffijg The color and scrolling is _ I] I m 

^J5i some of the best around. ln_436\ ’V II V Jj 
■Sillp addition, the game has a . vj§. ‘ ^ I .□(■I 

high degree of <f~^ ( |1_1111 
T~**l***>mt* difficulty. Tfe,. 
mmmammMmm.- - W Dennis has three JM 

. ■mi—up— i weapons to help I 
^ him get through 1 

- r M r. W i I s o n ’ s If ?mm 
& iQ house, to the ^ >iv H F\ 9 [1 
J| .>' park and beyond; £ ^ $ BHyH *g»- y 
3|) • his squirt gun, ; 02^ y ' \ ' lillL^. ^ R ] (1 
-4SU3£—-] pea shooter and, i - \ JLa 

, 8 „ ... «,* >i of course, his &cxmr .i—ttv Ivr& ' Jr. -iB B 
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4 MEG 
1 PLAYER 

AVAIL DEC. 
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A rift in what you humanoids 

call the time continuum will allow | 
Tirmat to savor your untimely death. You \ 

see, our disrupters will enter your temporal 

space and destroy your ancestors. You and 

your offspring will disappear as if sucked 

into a void. Of course, I love a challenge, 

so if you would care to slip through the 

temporal vortex and follow me toon 

§f|: earth of bygone days...But where 

* will I be? One thing is certain; 

H% your time has come. 

Official 

(Nintemio) 
Seal of Quality 

m Vic TOKAI INC. 
22904 Lockness Ave., Torrance CA 90501 

Tel. (310) 326-8880 

NINTENDO, SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM ARE 
REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. j 

1993 VIC TOKAI INC. I 1993 NINTENDO OF AMERICA 
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Obitus. During your quest, you 
must seek out weapons and useful I ■VI 
items, gather clues from the inhab- h kJVJB ■ 
itants of the land, and defeat the \ 

evil creatures that block 
your path. Obitus fea- 
tures two unique per- ■?.. - ) 
spectives: 1st. person 
and side view. The 1st. 
person viewpoint uses some incredibly 
smooth scaling previously unseen on the 
SNES which adds a sense of realism to 

Art Thou the One? Vou bear the Rina! I an 
Kafadina. thy Ally, tong have we awaited 
thy Conina! 

108 



EVIL IN ITS BLACKEST FORM HAS 

BEEN RELEASED UNTO THE WORLD. 

AND THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY 

TO RESTORE PERFECT ORDER. 
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Brought to you from the makers of the Final Fantasy® series. 

The word is out on the Secret of Mana, a new action adven¬ 

ture game from Squaresoft. Just ask those who have played. 

16 Megs of action, story, graphics, weapons and more, 

including: Eight levels of weapons and eight levels of spells 

ft Bigger characters and better animation ft- More bosses 

and enemies to wage battle against ft- Extensive use of 

sophisticated modes and special effects, including smooth, 

seamless flight animation ft- Long game play ft- Simultaneous 

3-player capability ft- Player’s strategy manual and map ft 

Battery back-up that saves up to four different games. All of 

which adds up to an exciting new playing experience. 

So what are you waiting for? Uncover the Secret today. 

Summon your dragon 

and fly from one 

exotic land to the 

next in search of 

clues for Mana. 

Wage battles with 

monsters and 

mutants. Win and 

you can absorb 

their powers. 

Lose and part of 

your lifeforce is 

drained away. 

Journey to colorful 

villages where you 

can buy special 

foods to restore your 

powers, or secret 

potions to overcome 

black magic. 

A special rotary 

select feature lets 

you easily choose 

from among differ¬ 

ent weapons, tools 

or treasures. 

Secret of Mana"* and Squaresoft™ are trademarks of, and Final Fantasy® is a registered trademark of, Square Co., Ltd. ©1993 Square Co., Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Nintendo. Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1991 Nintendo of America Inc. 



Sengoku, another Neo Geo 
translation is about to hit 
your Super Nintendo courtesy 
of Data East. This two player 
simultaneous arcade hit con¬ 
tains all the levels, moves 
and magic found in the origi¬ 
nal. Look for a full review in 
an upcoming issue of DHGF. 

The Sales Curve is about to release 
“The Lawnmower Man" under the 
T*HQ label for your Super 
Nintendo. This game features sev¬ 
eral different types of play mechan¬ 
ics including overhead driving, side 
scrolling action, first person and a 
3D shooter and basically follows 
the premise of the movie. Look for 

it in a future issue. 

baaaaack in “Pac Attack from Namco, 

ic newest entry in the puzzle genre. Just when 

»u thought he was dead, Pacman continues 

is ghost-eating ways in a Tetris style punier 

ith a new twist. This game also features head 

» head competition between Pacman and Ms. 

acman. So all you puzzle freaks out there line 

p, cause Pac Attack is on the way. 

Claymates, Interplay's second title using the art of day- 

mation will be arriving in the first quarter of '94* With all 

the excitement surrounding Clay Fighter, Claymates is 

sure to be another hit for Interplay. In the game, you can 

morph into five different characters ranging from a gofer 

to a duck, each with their own unique play mechanics. 

Look for a full review in the January issue. 
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m^rnmgii nomroiyrTo get overly excItedWai^lW^H 
Suit Gundam Is a must buy for patrons of the 
import market or collectors of this popular series. 
Not only do you get a pretty cool game, but the col¬ 
orful Japanese box looks neat In your 

collection. - Takahara m 0= 

r" made its way to the 
m, but this 

time Gundam fans get something 
completely new. Mobile Suit Gundam takes the idea 
behind such games as Cybernator, M.U.S.H.A. and 
Mpcross and applies it to the oh so popular SD 
Gundams, the pint size, heavily detailed little robotic 
warriors from Japan. You can choose between three 
different tribes of Gundams, then it’s off to war in 
space and on land. £ach round begins with your 
robot flying through space where he can turn to fire 
in both directions as enemies attack from both sides. 
Then, after defeating a mid level guardian it's on to 
the planet surface where you are greeted by multi- 
scrolling backgrounds and awesome scenery. Here 
ydur character can hyper-glide, walk and crawl as 



Official 

(Nintendo) 

OFFICIAL SWEEPSTAKES RULES 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR CLAIM A PRIZE 

1. HOW TO ENTER: Be sure to completely fill out entry form, 
stamp the entry form, and place in the mail. All entries must be 
received by Monday, December 31, 1993. Takara U.S.A. 
Corporation, and Ambassador Marketing Group, Inc. are not 
responsible for any lost, mutilated, late, misdirected or stolen 
mail. One entry per person. All entries become the property of 
Takara and will not be returned. 

ALTERNATE MEANS OF ENTRY: Print your name, aae, tele: 
phone number and complete address on a plain piece of 3"x 5" 
paper and send in a stamped envelope to Mean Streets 
Sweepstakes, Ambassador Marketing Group., P.O. Box 252, 
Paramus, N.J.,07653-0252. 
2. JUDGING: Winners will be selected on or about January 15, 
1994 in a random drawing from all entries received. All decisions 
made by official judge are final. All prizes will be awarded. Odds 
of winning depend upon the number of entries received. 

3. NOTIFICATION: Winners will be notified by mail on or about 
January 31, 1S94. Grand prize winner wiil be required to sign an 
Affidavit of Eligibility and Publicity/Liability Release form, if the 
Affidavit and Release form are not returnee! within 14 days, anoth¬ 
er winner will be chosen. By accepting prizes, winners grant per¬ 
mission to use their name, photograph/likeness for advertising and 
promotion without compensation,(except where prohibited by law), 

4. PRIZES: (1) Grand Prize Neo Geo Home System with Art of 
Fighting cartridge (approx, retail value $899), (25) Art of Fighting 
Super NES Game Pales (approx, retail value $1,750), <250) T- 
Shirts (approx, retail value $1,312), and (1,000) Pins (approx, 
retail value $1,000). Prizes are non-transferable and non¬ 
exchangeable. Total retail value of Prizes $4,961.00. 
5. ELIGIBILITY: Sweepstakes open to ail persons who are resi¬ 
dents of the United States except employees and their families of 
Takara U.S.A. Corporation, Ambassador Marketing Group, Inc., 
and their suppliers. Void where prohibited by law and subject to 
applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. 

6. GENERAL CONDITIONS: All taxes are the sole responsibility 
of the winner. Takara reserves the right to cancel this promotion 
at any time with appropriate notice. 
7. WINNERS LIST: For the names of the Grand Prize and First 
Prize winners, please send a self-addressed stamped envelope 
after January 31,1994 to Ambassador Marketing Group, Inc., 

\\ Jump feet first into the hot action - 
% enter the Mean Streets Sweepstakes. 

You could win one of the following prizes: 
• Grand Prize - Neo Geo Home System with Art of Fighting Cartridge 

• 25 - 1st Prizes, Art of Fighting Super NES Game Paks 
• 250 - 2nd Prizes, Art of Fighting T-Shirts 

• 1000 - 3rd Prizes, Art of Fighting Pins 

SPECIAL FREE GIFT! 
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. 

Every entrant receives a FREE MEMBERSHIP in the new Takara Game Masters 
Club. Each membership includes an Art of Fighting Kit with a cool poster; a 
Mean Streets strategy guide and lots more. Just send in an entry form and get 
hit with a kit! Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Entry forms must be received no 
later than December 31,1993. 

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 

Name Age 

f FORM 
or Marketing Group 
tius, NJ 07653-0252 

Address 

state Zip by December 31,1993. Only one entry per person. Employees and their 
■—.idiufiTO orrdMM u.iSTC'buiuiHtniuu,'MtiiD35Muui ivf<MRbnng"cnuup"ithj",'ajiirincH suppli6fS 3fG insliQiblc. JudQBS decisions ere lin3l.,,Not responsible for 

lost mutilated late, misdirected, or stolen mail. All entrants agree to be bound by the oflical rules which can be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to Ambassador Marketing Group. P.O Box 252. Paramus, NJ 07653-0252. Approximate retail values lor prizes: Neo Geo Home System with Art o 
ghting CarlridgeM; (25) Art of Fighting Super NES Game Paks($1,750): (250) T-shirts($1.312); (1,000) Pins($1.000). Allow lour to six weeks for delivery of 
Neo Geo is a trademark ci SNK Home Entertainment Inc. Neo Geo and Nintendo of America are not affiliated with this promotion in any way. GF 

entry form and get hit with a kit! Entry 
forms must be received no later than 

December 31, 1993. 

LICENSED BY 

Based on the super-hot 
NEO-GEO coin-op, Ryo and 
his friend Robert need all 
their strength and skills in 
South Town to rescue Ryo's 
kidnapped sister. They, 
must battle and defeat 
the toughest villains ever 
assembled. All these fight¬ 
ers are big, powerful, 
strong - each'with special 
skills you'll love to use. 

Huge graphics plus 
blazing-fast animation 

Cinematic zoom-ins and 
zoom-outs 

Big cast of characters - 
2 heroes and 8 others 

Dozens of secret moves 
to discover and master 

Extended stereo sound 
effects 

For 1 or 2 players 

/ft for Entering! 
mm ^ ^ While supplies last. 
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Determine the 
outcome of the 
opening story! 

| A vast world 
of RPG! 

Includes 
Battery-backup 
system! 

TAITO 

mtmn 

YOUR actions determine the outcome of the opening story! 

A vast world to explore in this ultimate RPC adventure! 

Help love triumph over the might of the Sinistrals! 
x 

Nintendo. Super Nintendo 
Entertainment System and 
the Official Seals are registered 
trademarks of Nintendo of 
America Inc. ©1991 Nintendo 
of America Inc. 

TM 

THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN. 
TAITO AMERICA CORPORATION 

390 Holbrook Drive Wheeling, IL 60090 

TAITO AND LUFIA & THE FORTRESS OF DOOM 

ARE TRADEMARKS OF TAITO CORPORATION. 

© 1993 ALL RIGHT RESERVED. 
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macys 
WERE A PART OF YOUR LIFE ' WE'RE A FART OF YOUR LIFE 

(SELECTED STORES) Albertsons® 
(VIDEO GAMES DEPARTMENT) 

SB/iaruL cAa/ (OM£b (Department Selected Stores) 

iFTWAi 

THE ELIMINATOR The 1st & best fighting 

joystick to offer compatibility with both the Sega-Genesis & 

Super Nintendo systems. With adjustable turbo 

speed & a slow motion option, this Alston 8-button con¬ 

troller will make you the champion of the upcoming 6-but¬ 

ton Sega-Genesis games. On games like MORTAL KOM- 

BAT & STREET FIGHTER II, if you don’t have THE 

ELIMINATOR, you better be ready for defeat. 

SUPERSONIC This is the 21st Century, wh 

are you doing with a cord on your joy pad. Alston’s a 

vanced cordless technology will allow you 180 degree mo\ 

ment with a 30 foot range of motion. \^ Add turbo a] 

slow motion options & the SUPERSONIC gives you ma: 

mum fire power and control. You will be bored-less wh< 

you play cord-less. Both SNES & Sega-Genesis are ava 

able now. 

Alston currently has Distributors throughout the United States and Canada. For dealer information, please contact your local distribr 
tor, or Alston directly. For Alston product information call (714) 572-0888. 



INGRAM 
INGRAM ENTERTAINMEN1 VIDEO GAME TRADER 

MEGAVERTER The latest Alston technology makes it 

ossible to use your SNES controllers to play both the Sega-Genesis 

6-Bit & CD Systems. With the introduction of the Megaverter, your 

avorite Super Nintendo joystick or joy pad will now offer the same 

xcitement for the Sega-Genesis Systems. So, when you SNES 

;amers are ready to play the new Sega-Genesis 6 button games, don’t 

>uy another controller, save yourself some money and buy the new 

Megaverter. Run out & buy the new Megaverter so you can enjoy 

>oth the Sega-Genesis & SNES games with your SNES controllers. 

Included in every Alston product 

package are 2 scratcher game 

pieces. These game pieces will entitle 

the bearer to a variety of prizes. With winning game pieces 

revealing prizes ranging from various Alston products, to 

the Grand Prize, a Sega-Genesis CD system, Alston makes 

you the winner. Purchase an Alston product today, and test 

your luck on the scratcher game pieces. These game pieces 

are void where prohibited by law. 

CONTROL THE WORLD OF GAMES WITH ALSTON. 



GAMETEK 

"One of the hottest, and most realistic racing games available for the super NES.. 
eye popping graphics, incredible game play, responsive controls, loads of options, 
... FIVE THUMBS UP!" 

-GAMEPRO 

"Nigel Mansell's World Championship Racing is a first-rate racing video game, 
with lots of detail, great graphics, and compelling play mechanics..." 

- ELECTRONIC GAMES 

"This is the best racing game on the market..." 

-THE MIAMI HERALD 

"Nigel Mansell includes fust about every option you can think of nigei manseu mciuaes ]usi aoour every option you can thinK ot in a racing 
game... Gametek is challenging for pole position of Super NES racing games..." 

- NINTENDO POWER 

AVAILABLE FOR SEGA GENESIS AND THE NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

Gome Hint and Tip Line: 1 -900-903-GAME (4263) 

• 8Q< per minute charge • Touchtone phone required • Minors must have parental permission before calling • Available 24 hours 

)CA to Fuji Television. Source codes ©1993 Gremlin Graphics Software ltd. Packaging ©1993 Gametek, Inc. Gametek is a registered trademark of IJE, Inc. 2999 NE 191st Street Suite 500 

Beach, Florida 33180. All rights reserved. SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. ©1991 NINTENDO OF AMERICA.' 
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HEY! IT’S MADDEN FOOTBALt FRIDAY! 
EA SPORTS HITS THE FIELD Nbtfr]9TH WITH THEIR 
NeWJIMAODEN NFL- ‘94 ON SOTlT^RENESIS 'AND ,SNES 
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This month, I’m writing my col¬ 
umn the day after the legend’s 
arm died. Nolan Ryan’s farewell 

tour was cut short by about two weeks 
when a ligament popped in his right 
arm. Ryan has been a class act since the 
day he walked on to the field at Shea 
Stadium many moons ago. As I sat back 
and reflected on what he has meant to 
baseball, I started to ponder major 

league baseball’s present and the future 
of the game. The 1993 baseball season, 
by most accounts, has been a financial 
and marketing disaster. As unrestricted 
free agency and short term contracts 
begin to establish their stranglehold on 
the game, faceless players are com¬ 
manding big time salaries and the 
names that put the fannies in the seats 
are literally bouncing from team to 
team, acquiring tons of frequent flyer 
miles and have real estate agents in 
every major city. Oakland A’s fans are 
wondering where their team went, sea¬ 
son ticket holders in San Diego don’t 
even know if the ball park will be there 
at the next home game and Dave 
Winfield, one of the greatest players to 
ever play the game, just got his 3,000th 
hit as a member of the Minnesota Twins 
while most fans still think he’s with 
Toronto and are going to be surprised 
when he’s not in their playoff lineup! 
We have lost the very core of what 
made the game of baseball America’s 
pastime; stability. Paul Simon once 
asked; “Where have you gone Joe 
DiMaggio?” The answer for the average 
“superstar” ball player in the 1990s is 
that he went for the big money in LA, 
developed an attitude, punched a 
woman and has retired because of nag- 
ging injuries (and two tries at drug 
rehab) at age 32 with a fat insurance 
policy income from Lloyd’s, a guaran¬ 
teed salary through the year 2020 and 
an astronomical income from his adver¬ 
tising agency for “just do(ing) it”. Is it 
any wonder the seats are empty and TV 
revenues are down? I’m beginning to 
long for the days when the athlete was a 
number, not a personality. You don’t 
want to raise our kids? Fine...I don’t 
want you to buy your autograph for five 
bucks a throw or wear your neon 
shoes...have we got a deal? 

€A SPORTS • 4 PLAYS* • 16 W16G-N.0V.19TH 

Here it is, the pt\z&$ j$w0l of the Madden Football Friday 
^ (November 19...mark1 your calendar!) lineup. Madden NFL 

‘94 for the Genesis...but is it really the best football game? 
/'The answer to that question depends largely on your per¬ 
spective. Madden NFL ‘94 is a great gam^'llf you didn’t buy 
Bill Walsh College Football, go buy Madden now. If you did, 
then read on... /< 

The Genesis version of Madden ‘94 is different from the 
SNES title in that it makes use of the graphic engine devel¬ 
oped for Walsty and it is 16 meg, versus the 8 meg worth of 
chips found iri Walsh and Madden SNES. fyladden Genesis 
also has battety backed-up RAM, which is used to store 
your season ih progress but does not keep statistics, i The 
game does feature 80 teams that you can play through a 
season with, including franchise teams, and 72 different 
offensive plays. 

The Genesis Version of Madden NFL ‘94 is a tremendous 
game of football With great graphics, animation and excel¬ 
lent computer game play. They have improved the passing 
mechanism to the poirrtsof near perfection and the new 
point of view allows you to freely pick-out receivers in the 
open field or when using/ the passing windows. The game 
also moves forward the traditjibVi of pin poi|nt control that 
has been the hallmark of the Madden series. When you 

122 
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rr RND1NGS LEAGUE 
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Start Cortt> i 0/0 
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SACK BY #95 
ft YARD LOSS 

play Madden, you feel and krfow thafgyou are tf^ie 
own destiny. 
*SM only issue Dliave with the game is that it doesn’t track statis¬ 
tics or league lfeaders. This is what muddies the waters somewhat if 
you’re a Walshxbwner. Are the NFL license and the great teams rea¬ 
son enougjtTto buy Madden in addition to the college gbme? Also, 
for owners of both the Genesis and SNES, you haye A real decision 
on your hands. Graphically, I prefer the SNES Version over/the 
Genesis title and there are control and game play improvements in 
the SNES gam^ ttibt equal and, in some cases, surpass that found 
in the Genesis Madden. To^ome, these comparisons hnaV Seem 
kind of picky, but football game development has gotten to a points 
where it has become these issues that separate the wheat from the s 
chaff. 

All this adds up to is a problem that most publishers can only] 
diteam about having...three of the best football games ever made all! 
'cerhpeting against each other for the title oTFootball Game of The 
Year. The question is, which one do you choose? The answer of 
any Spo/fs Editor worth his salt woul^ be “all three, of course” (this 
answer really warms the cackles of EA’s heart)/'but the average 
sports gamer will have to make a decision. In any case, you can’t 
lo!$e.:.1t’s just a matter of which way you/want to play! - Talko 
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I tell you folks, yog want a racing, game done I 
an excellent reputation for developing the.besl 
2, Lotus Turbo Esprit Challenge, Nigel Mansell 
Pole Position of the. 90’s[ Gametek’s “Nigel " 
thaJTnakes it, along with Domark’s FT Wdqi 
experienced driving game fanatjcswill pptic 
is not simply a matter of povyering up^ypurr: 
off, brake and move (remember^ h'4al-f6e,i 
to Ie) yog slide by...they see you and they’re 
where Gremlin had paid a lot of attention to th 
ment gnd you never get the fueling that you^e, _Y ....._ 
you./A? they have in the past, Gremlin has ajlSo^produced 
iec| Terrain for each —- *—'* Ti— w—'* * 
at yog all of the we; 
Pble Position/Oi 
Mansell I 
ii way too conservative on soec„ ^ 
allows, you to play through an entire 16 race 
tough to read, the clearer your screen the better). 
Cbampignshjp is one of/the best horrr- 
keeper and'| one that you wi|rfind yours; 

right? Give it to Grerpl 
* ■*jyip— —i—' 

on the SNES and 
Mansell’s Woricl Championship »v. 
d'Phampionship, one of the best raciijig 
b is the,intelligent- _. 
ar until the space shuttle couldn’t catch your taifjighti 

linv thl$(British develop 
ivtng simulations around. Just look at thit> 

J now a gamb that can I 
•—- , <or gte ,Sgga\Genesis. 

y ';!ij games for the 
ide of the computer controlled vehicle? 

;velgpment house has steadily earned 
L." rartial listfTop Gear, Top Gear 
legitimately mfakete cljlim to being the 
-!- NMWC has play value 

Genesis. The first thing 
C With Mansell^ success 

„ Y^Smust accelerate, lay 
heal-toe). If jyou are in a tight turn,.there is nojway, th^e^cbinputer drivers areAgoing 

‘ .;ass. The feel and moveirjentof yourcar is (another area 
-tv—-- Every twitpli of your control pad<has a eprresponding'yehicle move- 
[fdfoontrol oithat the car has ddpe something coniplet.ely^mawtnorizejd by 

v, , ‘ J a.graphic environment in NMWC that/isteoteV]fuhifast and has\/a^ 
h face/track. There ar<M total of ,16 courses,^presenting the 16 countries that hosM teVents, that throw 
'eather, tunnels, trees, poles and roajd sign&thatiyou can handle. In addition, y6ur!caf is shown in clabbic 

,, Run style and has quite a few/framed oTfmirnation, allowing for more realism in car movement ancf/dpihs’i 
himself isvalso at yogr disposal to offer advise! jttfrotigh a traihing(mode (although he | ' 

' "Ttive on spaed tb really help yoU/Succeed in thg FI events). The game also P ’l I0r ' 
season through a passwphl save feature (it!** „' 

Feature fpr featUrve^N|gerMansfe|rdWorld Csr . / 
ie racing games evfer made^e.game is definitely a i ^ |p.>' * »•> V 

coming back to often.\,^;Tb//fo /,[ ■' ij ) 

trying4b prevent a pa 
ie detaild. Every twitch 
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TROY 
AIKMAN 

JIM 
KELLY 

JOHN 
ELWAY 

RANDALL PHIL 
CUNNINGHAM SIMMS 

BERNIE 
KOSAR 

STEVE 
YOUNG 

WARREN 
MOON 

BOOMER MARK 
ESIASON RYPIEN 

THEIMLY WAYTO PLAY THE GAME! 
sim GENESIS 
i ;i r i n f ,i i ;\? a r u $ r i :i 

4«laim 
entertainment inc. 

The NFL Quarterback Club .s a trademark of the National Football League. All rights reserved Troy A.kman by Manny Rubio/NFL Photos J.m Kelly by Allen Dean Steele/NFL Photos John Elway by Bob Rosato/NFL Photos 
Photos. Phil Simms by Bob Rosato/NFL Photos Berme Kosar by Pete Groh/NFL Photos Steve Young by Michael Zagar,s/NFL Photos Warren Moon by Sp.nelh/NFLP/NFL Photos Boomer Es.ason JV JerrYof AcclaSStertainmenHnc ® & © 1993 
Photos Nintendo. Super Nintendo Entertainment System. Game Boy and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd LJN is a division of Acclaim Entertainment. Inc O & O 1993 

Acclaim Entertainment, Inc All rights reserved 



TOUCHDOWN ! 

1« 
Tecmo Super Bonyl 

on the Genesis is 
straight ahead arcade 
footbail action aOts 
finest. The Genesis 
version is essentially a direct port from the ^ 

enhanced close-ups dnd a few options not found in thje 8- 
bit title. When compared to the latest versions of Madden, Montana ^nd Walsh, the 
graphics and simulation qualities of Tecmo Super Bowl are not equal to ithe lofty 
standards set by those titjes. What TiSB does have/ however, is an addictive quality 
to its arcade action that is enhanced by the ability to play with all of the NFL players 
and teams and to save your season, stats and league leaders to battery. 

The inclusion of these save features is critical tp the success of the game. This is 
what ,keeps you playing TSB and gives you a level of interest beyond beating any 
particular team. The ability to play a fast action, arcade football game with stats and 
a progressive season is what makes this game fun and ejso what separates it from 
th<* competition. If you are asking yourself whether you should buy TSB or the new 
Madden or M^ptana, my answer is this; unless you are a heavy arcade-only game 
player, TSB is not going to satisfy your football heeds. On the other hand, I can’t 
Imagine any football fan hot wanting to own this game. Don’t be put off by Tecmo 
Super BoWi’s 8-bit looj<. This game has play value to burn a net .season play and 
accumulating stats that make you want to play it again and again. - Talko jjx 
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NHL® 94 is Gilmour deking by Belfour 
A Maclnnis blast from the point. Robitaille 

crushing a one-timer 
Moog smothering the 
puck with a double 
pad stack. Lindros 
enforcing with a per¬ 
fect board check. Yzerman going back door 

teams: the Mighty Ducks of 
Anaheim and the Florida 
Panthers. Plus digitized player 
images for every NHL starter 

New animations 
really deliver 

the impact. 



It’s the hottest, fastest, most realistic hockey action 
ever Penalty killing. Wrap 

around shots. 
Control of goalie 
moves. Plus 4 Way 
Pla/" for tournament 

raging. Visit your EA SPORTS 
dealer or call [800] 245-4525 
anytime. And deke your 

brains out. 

soon 
Super NES* 

Now you can go one-on-one with the 
goalie if you're tripped up on a breakaway. 
The pressure's on, the crowd's going nuts. 
Do you have what it takes to make the 
siren wail? 

SPORTS, the EA SPORTS logo, "/fit's in the game, it's in the game" and 4 Way Play are 
of Electronic Arts. NHLPA. National Hockey League Player's Association and the logo 

W( „1C(V, IL_,a,'e registered trademarks of the NHLPA and are used, under license, by Electronic Arts. NHL and the 
logo of the NHL are trademarks of the NHL and are used, under license, by Electronic Arts. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, 
Ltd. Nintendo* and Super Nintendo Entertainment System* and Super NES* and the official seals are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 
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If it's in the game, it's in the garnem 
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In November of 1991, Tecmo launched the original Tecmo Super Bowl. The demand forTecmo 
Super Bowl was so great that most stores sold completely out of stock within a very short time. 
We strongly suggest you contact your local game retailer and reserve your copy now. 

Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the Sega™ Genesis™ System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega 
Enterprises Ltd. ©TECMO,LTD. 1993 TECMO® is a registered trademark of Tecmo.lnc. 
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16 Bit 
Super 

TEClTlO 
©1993 NFLP 
SUPER BOWL and NFL Shield Design are trademarks of the 

IHSSn National Football League. 
_ ©1993 NFLPA 

A ^ Officially Licensed Product of the National Football League Players 

™ ASSOC*^ ® Association. 

Nintendo, Super NES and official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 
©TECMO,LTD.1993 TECMO® is a registered trademark of Tecmojnc. 

* The actual sales date at retail stores may vary. Please contact your local video game retailer for the exact sales date. 
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as$| the Dramamine, Walter! on Chrissi \ 

I have been con^inrited/for some time how, that tennis games have basically 
gone as far as they can go oh 16-bit'^hen, we received Davis Cup Tennis frbhi 
Tengen and Wimbledon Tennis froth Sega. These two/titles essentially rede¬ 
fined videb tennis for a hew generation on thb Genesis^ 
Now, Telenet of Japan and| Woifteam take tenhis tp an entirely new level with 
their DSP Tennis (wo/kingi title) for the SNE& For lack of a better term, this 
game is “sports rble playing” in that the game allows you to play, through an 

dal tennis centefto court #1 at 
the majors. Along the way, yoiyre^offered encouragement from your coach (and 
criticism) and cash awards for matches'Where you are victorious, all saved to 
the game’s battery back-up. ( y>> 1; K /{ X \ 

le 3D environment 
-..Lean almost 6e called 

adjusts tb the height of the ball 
|t. If you are to succeed in the 

s point of impact (wnether that 
selection, basecrbnNyQur loca¬ 
tor and your proximity to the 

^ I lj \ 
key^ eu'^ess is managing your shot selection! In DSP Tennis,ypii[ 

, „ lob, hit flat shots and direct the ball left, 
rtijht, deep^ar short. The game plays like a dream and, for anyone who has! 
played cjoinpetitive tennis, a|l of the strategy, movement and/skill required to 
succeed in the. real thing is4equired of you in this game. \ '] //v '> 
When reviewing a\sport^'tJtte, ]‘feel” is probably the most impdrtarit'aspect of 
the game arid it i^ the hardest to define. Telenet and Wglfteam have got the, 
“feel” of tennis in this game and, when yog combine that with the true 3D per¬ 
spective, you jiave the best home tenpfe game ever made. - Talko V \ yr 

What separates this tennis game 'from the! rest, however,^ 
and the incredible play mechanics. The game environment1 
“virtual [reality” in that the way the horizbn line^ad’ A< ‘ ‘ 
is just like you were moving your head to seejt. 
garoe( you have )o be abieto follow the ball fo the 
isthecourt or your racket) and make, your shot sc 
tibn on the court,jjhe position of the computer playi 

Trte other I A '_;_ ^ 
crin;Mi with'top spfn, cul/the bah 

[»****>^T ««9 0,Stt2*£ 
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rhis is a hacker’s nightmare! When Bullet Proof 
Software named this golfing fantasy world "Wicked 
18", they weren’t kidding. Imagine a miniature golf 
course from hell that plays ,^bout 6,800 yards and 
defies all of the laws of gfaVity and yqu’ve got a 
nasty, nasty day on the links. / Vl 
The game play in this title is similar to the previous 
TflE Soft golf games in that you hav^ a pseudo first 

Mil 

is )tne gameplay, however, where W18 really 
shows its stuff. By incorporating unique fan¬ 
tasy elements into the game, T&E Soft and 
Bullet Prbof have produced a golf game 
that ,y(iil appeal to casual enthusiasts and 
dedicated golfers alike. Tee time is 
October...good luck! - Talko 3 
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• “So real it Hurts!” -Nintendo Power 

• “Some of the best graphics ever seen in a sports game.” -Game Pro 

• “... a blast to play.” -Game Players Nintendo-Sega 

• “... as close to the ring as I want to get.” -Game Informer 

• “... sets new highs for realism and audiovisual effects. From now on all 
other boxing games are obsolete!” -Arnie Katz, Editor, Electronic Games 
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ELECTRO ERAISMi 

573 EAST 300 SOUTH • SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84102 • (801) 531-1867 

61993 NINT'NOO Of AMERICA INC 01993 ELECTRO BRAIN CORP. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BOXING LEGENDS Of THE RING-* IS A TRADEMARK Of ELECTRO BRAIN CCRP THIS VIDEO GAME WAS OEVaOPED BY SCULPTURED SOfTWARE. M&UE8S01^ PLAYONIK 
SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM THE RING IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF LONDON PUBLISHING CO ALL RIGHTS RESERVED LICENSED IN CONJUNCTION WITH NAMES ll^RNA^^'^ *^l^^TIGNALCOMPUTKGR(W'. INC NINTENDO. SUPER NINTENDO 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM, SUPER NES AND THE NINTENDO SEAL Of QUALITY ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO Of AMERICA INC. ELECTRO BRAIN CORP ANO THE ELECTRO BRAIN LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS Of ELECTRO BRAIN COR? 

SEGA AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THE VIDEOGAME RATING COUNCIL ITS RATING SYSTEM, SYMBOLS ANO INDICIA ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA OF AMERICA. INC © 1993 SEGA. © 1993 ELECTRO WMNW 
RESERVED BOXING LEGENDS OF THE RING'" IS A TRADEMARK Of ELECTRO BRAIN CORP THIS VIDEO GAME WAS DEVELOPED BY SCULPTURED SOFTWARE. INC LICENSED BY SEGA ENTERPRISES. LTD FOR PLAY ON TOE SEWi GENESIS SYSTER'S 
Of LONDON PUBLISHING CO ALL RIGHTS RESERVED LICENSED IN CONJUNCTION WITH NAMES INTERNATIONAL. INC. AND INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER GROUP. INC ELECTRO BRAIN CORP AND THE ELECTRO ERAIN LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF EiECTRO BRAIN CORP 
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MATCHUPS 
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NO CHILDISH CHARACTERS. 

NO MAGIC WEAPONS... 

JUST REAL-LIFE COMBAT 

IN A 20X20 WAR ZONE... 

m * 

If you're finally ready for a real challenge, get off the asphalt and step into the 

ring, where Riddick Bowe is King—and you're just another two-bit contender. 

But be warned! Red leather does things to your face you can't even imagine— 

especially when it's attached to the business-end of a 6'5" battering ram with 

the burning desire to cram your mouthpiece down your throat. 

So if you think you've got what it takes to bring down Big Daddy, put on the 
gloves...and leave the dreamland fighting to your little brother. 



isJZirl J J Xr J 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON 

GAME GEAR 

Be "Big Daddy" in 2-player mode and clean your 
buddy’s cIock with jabs, hooks, uppercuts and 
rib-cracking bodyshots. 

RIDDICK 

BOWE 

5 Extreme Entertainment Group, Inc . Sega, Sega Game Gear, Sega CD and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and Game Boy are registered trademarks of Nintendo of Amenca, Inc. 

Battery back-up allows you to create and save up to seven 

of your own contenders in Career Mode 
25 ranked fighters and 65 boxers in all—each with his own 

personality and fight style 
Fighters age realistically throughout their careers 

Individual body and head damage meters 
Cool blow-by-blow sound effects 
Extensive punch selections—even blocks and verbal taunts 

Individual round and career stats 
The largest boxer graphics on the Super NES® 

ENTERTAINMENT GROUP 

2755 Campus Drive, Suite 130 San Mateo, CA 94403 Tel: 415 525-3000 

Create your own boxer—from the color of his trunks 
to the power of his punch—and go from a no-name 
punk to a top-ranked contender. 

COMING IN DECEMBER FOR 

After each fight, unload on the speed bag, lace up 
new pair of super-lite noggin-splitters, or go a fe 
rounds with the meqa-qym. 

BOXING 





2 Low Strongs Low Forward Backdoor Roundhouse 

Double Rolling Sobat Forward 

Machine Gun Upper (4 Hits) 
Tap all 3 punch buttons 
rapidly during the 
Machine Gun Uppercut 
to recieve the full 
effect!!! 

Thrust Kick Standing Fierce Roundhouse 

Rising Hawk Standing Strong Backdoor Down Fierce 

T. Hawk 

Roundhouse 1-2 Kick (2 Hits) Low Fierce Use this killer combo to dizzy your 
opponent. After this, decimate 
the enemy with a tripple hit Rekka 
Ken (Running Punch)!!!_ 



Once again, here we are In Quitter, Crunchers shew 
local arcades and the latest comAs for the newest 
game of all time, Street Fighter HwHUe ttOperJStr) 
arcade scene with a huge rumble,fWherejt^ame Fi 
have received the game, played it for njrllSrfan IOO 
show you these exclusive combos thaWbuwon't fin 
tlon, or anywhere else for that matterrbecause your 
discovered the best and only combos seen to date tl 
correctly, they will Improve your game play by aboi 
cool ending shots from the new characters. One i Ierts out there Is, if you think you've discovered f 

ew combo that we didn't show, send It in! Sh J 
ibo and, If It's effective, we will show your con 

name will appear next to that combo. The Enquirer i 

g you What's hot at your 
iquiS w the most popular 
> Fighter has Just hit the 
nfrflly K. Lee and myself, 
JlMtd are now ready to 
fi |3np other game publica- 
Frulifend Mr. Combo have 
| iWaljy work. If masterid 
KMfeo. check out the 
(rplr for all you combo 
iiw combo or have seen 
Fr explain how to do the 
In Hocus Pocus and your 
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NEO FATAL FURY SPECIAL 
RELEASE: NOVEMBER 

WHOLESALES & 
INTERNATIONAL ORDER: 

CALL: (213) 680-8880 
FAX: (213)621-2177 

SF 2 KEY CHAIN 

ilfo™ mil,, IpM mmm, m ® 
U^H SBHffl HIM#®* JX§®H, m 

SFC TMNT MUTANT WARRIOR 
RELEASE: DECEMBER 

rEN DASHING DESPERADOES GEN DAVIS CUP TENNIS 
RELEASE NOW RELEASE NOVEMBER 

CALL: (213) 680-8880 
• Fox: (213) 621-2177 or (213) 628-9202 

YOUR #1 JAPANESE & U.S. VIDEO GAME DISTRIBUTOR 

(MIGA CD PINBALL 
NEW AMIGA CD 32 

release: now 

SFC FATAL FURY 2 
RELEASE: NOVEMBER 

SFC DRAGON BALL Z 
RELEASE: DECEMBER 

SEGA CD THUNDERSTRIKE 
RELEASE: NOVEMBER 

TURBO DUO CASTLEVANNIA X 
RELEASE: NOW 

SNES EMPIRE STRIKE BACK 
RELEASE: NOVEMBER 

i—n nn f n i _ > 
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We've been hearing 
about it for the 
past year. We've 
been waiting to see 
if the technology 
was really as 
advanced as they 
said it was. We've 
debated its merits 
and marketability 
and turned over 
every rock to find a 
review unit. Finally, 
it has arrived....3DO! 
As you all know 
by now, Crystal 

” — Dynamics' Crash & 
■^^rBurn comes packed-in with the system and it will 

_W be the only real action game to be available until 
CD releases Total Eclipse in November...this is not a 

problem. Crash & Burn, in addition to being the most technically 
advanced 3D game to ever appear on a home system, is an 
incredibly addictive, challenging and fun to play game. There are 6 
different circuits to master with 30 tracks and 



different weapon 
systems to choose 
from. The game play 
is sort of an 
advanced version of 
Road Rash but it is 
MUCH more sophis¬ 
ticated. Playing this 
game is like being 
transported to 
■MHmystical gam- 

*Yiim. The tex- 

Ul 



\ j «n a game. In 5 
v~^ Tournament mode, &r , 

>your progress is saved to 4i 
the unit s memory. The 
game allows you three continues but the 
catch is that, when you use up the contin¬ 
ues, the game is erased from memory. This 
feature adds to the challenge of an already 
difficult game. The keys to the game lie in 
understanding the different drivers' 
strengths and weaknesses and in planning 
your weapon selection. Once you are on the 
track, you've got to know when to shoot 
and when to simply move past trouble. Also, 
keep an eye on your meters. If you're flash¬ 
ing red, it’s time to hit the pits and 

always watch your rear 

f iSBi MMT- f ir\ 

Mi 11 
E fl- ^PgWpiBB 
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They will let you know if you have time to pit without losing your a 
place or if you have to try and make that last lap with flames 
shooting from your car. Crystal Dynamics has done an incredible 
job in a short period of time and have established a bench mark on 
3DO that should have gamers everywhere frothing at the mouth for 
their next release. I have seen the future and the future is 3D0... ■ Talko 
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Remember when you made the jump from 
Sbit to 16bit? When you sat in front of the TV 
staring at Altered Beast in total amazement? 
Well, that is the same feeling you’ll get the first 
time you play Crash n’ Burn on the 3DO, 
only magnified by about 10 times. Now 
that we actually have units here at Game 
Fan I can honestly tell you that this truly is 
the next level... and then some. Also pack¬ 
aged with the unit is everything you see 
below plus a whole lot more that wouldn’t fit 

Welcome 

IV 
World 

There is stuff 
to play 

with, pre- 
views to see 
and actual cartoons to watch, and it is 
all far beyond anything we are playing 
today. Now we’ll sit back and wait for 

the games since they are ultimately what 
will decide the success of the system. The 

hardware itself is absolutely mind bog¬ 
gling! See you next month with more 3DO. 

The player's world is crea 
■ Ta httft-quality realistic 30 <j 

exiting music and special mm 

For more information call 800-722-8988 
Copyright 1993 Sports Forum 

Distributed by 

■&& m '^1 
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JOT GIT 1G1Y! 

Two titans of terror are about to square off in 

the most fearsome fighting the galaxy has ever seen! 

As a Predator 

Warrior, you’ll 

battle dozens of 

deadly, double- 

jawed Alien beasts 

bent on your annihilation. But you’re ready. A cloaking 

device makes you instantly invisible. You’re armed to 

the teeth with spears, lasers, wristblades 

and killer kick-boxing maneuvers—weapons AcliVisioN 

you’ll need to survive ten treacherous levels of 

claw-to-claw combat. 

Overcome 

swarms of Alien 

drones, warriors, 

chestbursters and 

face-huggers and 

you still face your ultimate challenge: a monstrous battle 

with the Alien Queen! Alien vs Predator, now face to 

hideous face for the very first time on your 

® SNES and Game Boy, only from Activision. 

ALIEN VS PREDATOR IS AVAILABLE IN GAME BOY AND SNES FORMATS. TO ORDER: SEE YOUR LOCAL RETAILER OR CALL 1-800-477-3650. 
Alien and Predator TM & © 1993 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved. 



HANDS C 
r PORTABLES 

The Game Gear just keeps getting better 
and better. Son of Chuck is another great 
second generation winner. Developed by 
Core for Tengen, Chuck two rivals a lot 
of today’s 16 bit games. It has great 
color, excellent control, Genesis quality 
graphics and OK sound(that’s all the GG 
is capable of). Although this version 
doesn’t sport the special effects found in the 

Genesis cart (how could it, it’s a flippin’ 
handheld) it does have special qualities all 

it’s own, like big bosses, cool chucky 
voice (he whines) and smooth animation. 
I think that Sega has a good little 

■* machine here. Now that some great titles 
are popping up I take my GG everywhere 

and from now on l’ll| be takin’ Son of Chuck 
with me. I score Son of Chuck a GG 95% 

TGNGGN 

ACTION 
I PLAYGR 

2 MGG 
AVAIL. NOV. 
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Replacement Pilot For Stealth-On-Stealth Mission. 

Obituary: 

Lieutenant David 

Doody, failed to pull 

out of a dive; crashed and 

burned.Captain Billy Buc¬ 

kets, canopy failed to open on 

ejection; aircraft crashed and 

exploded on impact. Lieutenant 

Colonel Jimmie Dee, ran out of 

fuel over the Persian Gulf. 

Commander Cirrus Oakley, 

lost consciousness in the cockpit 

and crashed on deck. Major 

Lance Lott, took a heat seek¬ 

er missile; aircraft disinte¬ 

grated. Commander 

Vincent Gilgamesh, kid¬ 

napped by extremist 

commandos; 

presumed 

deceased. 

Lieutenant David Doody, failed to pull out of a 

dive; crashed and burned.Captain Billy Buckets, 

canopy failed to open on ejection; air¬ 

craft crashed and exploded 

on impact. Lieuten¬ 

ant Colonel 

^Jimmie Dee, 

, ran out of 

| fuel over 

L t h e 

[Persian 

Gulf. 

SC10US- 

ness in the 

r cockpit and crashed 

on deck. Major Lance 

Lott, took a heat seeker missile; 

'aircraft disintegrated. Commander 

Vincent Gilgamesh, kidnapped by extrem¬ 

ist commandos; presumed deceased. 

Lieutenant David Doody, failed to pull 

out of a dive; crashed and burned. 

Whether you're a top gun or an 
the flashy F-14 Tomcat, super fast To 
ground i 

ept missions in 
■ 

t to 



Welcome to Volume 1 of GaipeFans “Japan Now”. In this sec¬ 
tion each month, I’ll bring you updated information and rumors 
from Japan. We start off this month with Sega's new 32-bit 
machine-code name . Although Sega is thinking of upgrad¬ 
ing the system to 64 bit we’ll stick to the information currently avail- 

able. . I'lxVi \\ ' 
There have been many rumors concerning this next generation 

machine. Now, we’ve got the concrete facts. The system is named 
‘Saturn’ because it is Sega’s sixth new piece of hardware and 
Saturn is the sixth planet in the Solar System. Saturn makes use 
of an advanced 32-bit RISC processor and a 4x speed CD drive. 
There are multiple DSPs on the motherboard and it has 32-bit 
PCM digital sound hardware. The Saturn can simultaneously dis¬ 
play over 16 million colors on screen and can pull-off on-the-fly 
rendering, light source shading, advanced texture mapping and 
other cool graphic tricks. It can process over 30,000 polygons per 

'«~'-1 second and will support the MPEG 
system for video data storage which 
means that the system will be able to 
play video with close to SVHS quality. 
There will be no compatibility with the 
Mega Drive or MD/CD and the new 
hardware is also going to be used in 
future Sega arcade games. With 
Saturn, it is possible to port games like 

' : T , and Out 
he 3 big Magazines, FamltsuT, Runners directly from the arcade. The 
s it! Notice that there are two Saturn will be produced in two different 
timately be two price points, configurations; one that is both car¬ 

tridge and CD-ROM based and one 
that is cartridge only. These specifications are not final yet but 
Sega has announced that they plan to release Saturn in Japan by 
November, 1994. The general feeling from our sources in Japan is 
that the Saturn is superior to Sega's current 32-bit arcade hard¬ 
ware. If this is so, then there are going to be many thrilled, bleary- 
eyed gamers when the system is released next year-happily 
zooming through A/irtual Racing and Rad-Mobile. In other Sega 
news, Treasure, the incredible new developers responsible for 
Gunstar Heroes, have announced that their next title. It will be 
designed by the team who created Treasure Land and will make 

use of that same engine.more soon. 

In other news, our Assistant 
International Editor, T.J., has been 
hard at work collecting the following 
bits of news... 

Let’s get started with the latest 
information. 

We have heard that Super has been 
released just to keep consumers busy 
until the next generation Street 
Fighter game comes out. There are 

plans to release a brand new SF game (it is not SF3) by the end of ‘93/begjnning of ‘94. We don’t know anything about 3 yet, 
bit it is in development. It seems like Capcom of Japan'has a full line-up of arcade games with SF2 characters for 94, including 

a remake of SF and SF2 Turbo. <\ lVr > (\(\i t .. .... . . 
There is a sequel to World Heroes 2 called . Sounds familiar, don’t you think? Turbo?...Jet? It will be twice 

as fast as regular WH2. Herd-is some more sequel information. Samurai Spirits Two (Samurai Shodown in the US) is sched- 

Possible to process Computer 
Graphics and Texture Mapping, etc 
PCM32ch Digital Sound. 
Match MPEG (option). 
No Compatibility with 16-bit 
machines. (MD and MDCD) 
There is a possibility of “Virtua 
Fighter” or “Daytona”to be 
translated as the first Saturn title. 

Main CPU, 32 bit RISC chip 
Several DSP chips are onboard. 
Software is CD-ROM and Cartridge. 
4x access speed CD Drive. 
Re-Writable CD-ROM (can 
memorize). 
More powerful than System 32. 
16,777,216 colors on screen at once, 

1 >, 

1 1 ■■■■ ■ 1 11 ■I 
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Recently, GameFan’s Assistant International Editor, T.J., traveled to one 
of Japan’s newest game development companies, Sega Falcom. Many 
of you know Sega Falcom as the company that announced the Mega CD 
title; “Sister Sonic” and as the makers of Y’S one of the biggest RPG’s of 
our time. We interviewed theft Marketing Director, Mr. Kaz Yano, and 
here’s what he had to savfA ' N v ) 

Tell us a little bit about the history of Sega Falcom. # \\ 
: Our company is a Joint venture between Sega Enterprises and Japan 

Falcom. When Sega released the Mega CD , they wanted to make 
games that couldn’t be done on cartridge. They wanted EVERYBODY to 
play theses games, not just game enthusiasts. We call this type of 
development rriie “Multi-IVJedia Software” and this company has been 
established to create these incredibly inter-active games, such as Popful 
mail and Y’S. \ T'' ' f \ ^ \ | 

Flow many people does Sega Falcom employ? 
Sega Falconr- has 23 employees. We currently have a staff consist¬ 

ing of 5 programmers, 5 designers,; 2 musicians and a strong support 

'VV < 

Popful Mail for the Mega CD Mr. Kaz Yano Marketing 
will be available January 1994. Director at Sega Falcoro 

though the technology carries a high price tag, it will sell well in the US. 
Tkn 4-1-_i ...I___l_■_ ■ 

staff. 
How bid is the average SF employee? 

: The youngest is 20 years old...the oldest is about 25. 
Could you give us your observations off the differences between the 

Japanese and American markets? 
: This industry is really interesting because there are only two main 

platforms; Nintendo ^F/SNES and Sega Genesis. NEC also has a pres¬ 
ence, but only in Japan. It seems like Nintendo has a larger installed user 
base in Japan but, in the United States, Sega is either equal to or ahead 
of Nintendo. In Europe, Sega has definitely taken the lion's share of the 
market. When you look at their respective world-wide installed bases, 
Sega has the lead. I think that the reason for this has to do with Sega’s 
attitude toward game.development. In Japan, we tend to develop games 
for specialized, niche markets. We tend to have a narrow view of the w specialized, ni^ne/marKets. weiertd.1 
market (teenage Japanese boys) and-.our games usually don’t appeal to 
a wide audience. Ip America and Europe, there is more of a Hollywood 
approach to game design and development. Games are designed for a 
wide market add there are many'more games solcfin the US and Europe 
as opposed to Japan. The Sega CD is a good example of this. The sys- 
tem hss sold much betjqrjq the United Statejs then in Japan. At the sys¬ 
tem launch, America sold more units in 48 hours then were purchased in 
Japan in one month. The contents of CD games are different as well. 
American Sega CD games use full motion Video, scaling and bit-mapped 
graphics as well as making use of Silicon Graphics workstations. 
American programmers and designers know how to mdke new types of 
games. The Japanese reaction to This type of development is something 
along the lines of; “Those games,are not real games” and, consequently, 
thpse games don’t sell ve^well in Japan/ N ; V f j 

Do you thinking ^igut entering the American market when you 
develop your games? yuui yen i :■ 

Our companyiisM subsidiary ofs'ega scfc of course, SOA will release 
our games as well. If you don’t pay attention to the foreign market, you 
can not survive as a company. I think there are 5 to 6 software compa¬ 
nies (development houses) that c4n survive v\(itf} just tqe Japanese mar¬ 
ket, but those makers desigri games to sell specifically to the Japanese 
market and the size and economic value of jhe^mpany is structured td 

’ VTC 

ayu iDivi it i\ Japan. Those people know what multi-media: software 
is. In the U.S. Adults will buy the system and let their kids play. In Japan 
people say that interactive movies are not games, but who cares. If it’s 
fun to play or watch, it doesn’t matter. I think there is going to be a big dif¬ 
ference between the Japanese and American markets in the multi-media, 
32-bit ef^t") , v V> C\( 

Let’s talk about games tor a while. What titles do you currently have 
L ih-'pevelopment? \\ i AV' \V' 

Our first title is coming out in January of 1994 and is titled; P6p ‘I 
Mayle. This game is a translation of the Japan Falcom home computer 
action/RPG title. There are many animation scenes which we'are using 
as the story teller. We are attempting to: make this one Of the best multi- 
media titles and trying to remove the stigma of these games not having 
much in the way of play value. If it’s possible, we want to make games 
that the average person can play without much difficulty. Pop’l Mayle’s 
animation is TV cartoon quality. We are probably taking three times 
longer than normal to develop this game, but I don’t carevThe impotent 
thing is that we get the type of game that we’re looking for. We have 
made the play control as simple as possible. This a big part of our com¬ 
pany philosophy. Sega has proven this with Sonic the Hedgehog; the 
keys to the game’s success are simple play control and speed. We/re 
also currently working on Hyper Road Monarch,, Super Brandish and Y’s 
4, in that order. » Vv > : (\| > . . 

I’m pretty sure Jot of people are wondering what “Sister Sprite” is. 
Can you tell us a little bit about it? AYY> 

Our plan is to change Pop’l Mayle’s character to Sister Sonic and 
release it for fheiforeign market. SOA has OK’d the use of this character 
and many consumers are looking forward to playing an entirely new 
game based on this character: So, we decided to consider them as 2 dif¬ 
ferent concepts. Sister Sonic will be Action/RPG and there are plans, but 
nothing has been started, yet. TTM 
^VjWhy did you\pfck Po^Vf Mayle ak y^uMfejy first title for 

Well, we checked out all of Japan Falcom’s titles and we think this 
game has a good sense of humor and can sell well, wo/ld^wide. Y’s IV 
wouldn’t have the same foreign market acceptance. 

But Y’s is popular in the US as well as Japan. 

■ Iiuiiwsi UI IU me anu Cl/I 

meet the market demands. 
Right now, there are many 32 and p4-bit systems that are in various 

stages of development. What do you thlM about them and which sys¬ 
tems do you believe will become the industry leaded in ‘94, ‘95 and 
beyond?, * J j V- ^ 

There were more than 10 companies trying to produce 16-bit sys¬ 
tems but, when all was said arid done, Sega and Nintendo were the only 
two left standing. This timd around, I see many companies, but, again, I 
bplieve that opfy twp wrtF survive. Sega’s doing 32-bit (Saturn) and 
Nintendo is doing 64-bit ^Project Reality), these two companies WW sur¬ 
vive. The purchase, price for the new technology will be much higher than 
the gaming consumer is used to (paying. The systems that will survive 
are those that concentrate on producing quality games at a fair market 
price and those that support thefr third party development teams. I think 
the main market for 32-bit (and 64) will be in the United States. Even \.'-v .\v ° „J\v ..V 

. vj isj j/v/f/uiai in ii it? uu cio wen qo oapai I. 

We would like to moke a totally different Y’s for Y's 4. When yd 
think about the foreign market, it doesn’t matter hbw much they've’ sod 
in Japan. You know that Dragon Quest was the biggest hit in Japan, bt 
it didn’t sell that Well at all in the United States. 

Since you can really only play this type of game gy yourself. Wha 
do you think about games that can be played by more than two people 
like fighting games? 

I think it is a fine category. Action/RPG games have a sfory and then 
is always an ending to look forward to. You must achieve a gogfj It fi 
never ending for fighting games. It is OK for other companies to release 
them, but when the same company makes nothing but sequels, it get 
boring. Even though you change the backgrounds and add a few mdr< 
characters, it is essentially the same game. 

In closing, do you have any comments to the American gamers? 
I think American people are the ones who realise-what multi-medi< 

software (games, Interactive movies) is. We are confident that this is th 
wave of the future. So, keep an eye out for our future titles. 

Thank you very much for your time and we will be looking forwar 
seeing your upcoming titles. if. ' / Totjl} 

>r \\ \< .vp \w> 
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The ultimate shooter 

af& 

7/23/93 

Action 

Super Famicom 
1. Fatal Fury 2 

Dragon Quest 6 
Romancing Sega 2 
Dragon Quest 1&2 
Shin Megamitensei 2 
Fire Emblem 
The Night of Kamaitachi 
Yu Yu Hakusho 
Dragon Ball Z 2 
Rockman X 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 

Mega Drive/Mega CD 
1. Vertua Racing 

Phantasy Star 
Sonic 3 
Pop’l Mayle 
The Dream House 
Bare Knuckle 3 
Record of Lordos War 
Urusei Yatsura 
Shin Megamitensei 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. Lethal Enforcers 

PC Engine . 
1. Fatal Fusry 2 

Y’s 4 The Dawn of Y’s 
Emerald Dragon 
Monster Maker 
Xanadu 
Dracula X 
Record of Lorods War 
Sarah Moon 
World Heroes 2 
Shin Megamitensei 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 

So, how was it? Did you like it? From now on, I will bring you the hottest info from Japan every month. I would 
love to receive letters from you. Any suggestions for this section or any questions about Japan would gladly be 
answered. It doesn’t even have to be about games. I’ll see you next month! 
Send letters to: Gamefan Magazine/Japan Now! 6400 Independence Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

T. . OTX i!iT •K, 

If a game has an Animation hit on TV , usually that game title will get a higher ranking (kind of like your Ren & Stimpy). “Sarah Moon” 
and “Crayon Shin-chan” and also, horse racing is bigjn Japan, so there are 2 highly ranked horse racing games. y 

. HR RwPllI-l SMi N tfisii 

Sarah Moon 
Angel 8/27/93 

■*V.« - vW'li.tVv 
iMHiillMMMMi 

Namco 8/6/93 

Action 12 Meg 
y j"L6dyU5 jotcur 1 rime uum Sports 8 Meg Zj 4 

Hecto 8/27/93 Bandai 7/30/93 f\ Thoroughbred Breeder Strategy 8 Meg 
f urayon omn-v^nan Action 12 Meg 

■1 ■■■ Square 8/6/93 IMAX 8/10/93 
in.L . Secret Of Mana 1 Action/RPG 16 Meg 

O ouper ueroy Strategy 8 Meg 
—ft 

Nintendo 7/14/93 Enix | 8/27/93 y 

Super Mario Collection _1 Action 16 Meg 
y jutei oGnKi Strategy 12 Meg 

Mario and Wario 
Nintendo 8/27/93 1 0 QiaiakH \f\lr\r\r\ QCO 

T&E Soft 8/6/93 1 
1 .-Ml..-. . 

8 Meg 
IU owora vvona Dru RPG 12Meg 

=rk 
shooting players among MD users._ 

ar * " 

Sega 

Silpheed 
Game Arts 7/30/93 

Shooter CD-ROM 

Ecco The Dolphin 
Sega 8/6/93 

Action 8 Meg 

Puyo Puyo 
Sega 12/18/92 

Puzzle | ^ 4 Meg 

Keio Flying Squadron 
Victor Entertainment 8/6/93 

| Shooter | CD -ROM 

Rocket Knight Adventure 
Konami 8/6/93 

Action 8 Meg 

J-League Pro Striker Sports 

7 Bare Knuckle 2(GG) 
Sega 

4 Meg 

8 3X3 Eyes 
Sega 

RPG 

7/23/93 

9 Super Shinobi 2 

10 Jurassic Park 

I think the PC Engine has equal ranking for different types of games, but I see 4 strategy games. 

Sega 

Action 

Sega 

Action 

CD-ROM 

7/23/93 

8 Meg 

8/27/93 

16 Meg 

0 1,1 

v} svs; \ > l 

Hi S 8/ 1$: i\ 
... in. io ; ^ , 

~y\ 

.7 ^ 

1^ ^ 1 % i, *> z ft n f ! ■ ■ 

1 Graduation 
NEC Avenue 7/23/93 c Championship Rally 

Intech 8/6/93 

Strategy SCD D Race I SCD 

2 Langrisser 
Mesaya 8/6/93 ■71 J-League Greatest Eleven 

Nichibutsu 5/14/93 

Game Type SCD Sports SCD 

3 Legend Of Kabuki 
Hudson 7/10/93 " | 

8 1552 Tenka Tairan 
ASK Kodansha 7/16/93 

RPG SCD Strategy SCD/CD 

4 Street Fighter 2 Dash 
NEC HE 6/12/93 Q Bonk CD 

Hudson 8/8/93 

! Action 20 Meg Hu y Shooter SCD 

5 Orgle 
Data West 7/16/93 10 Gate of Thunder 

Hudson 4/23/93 

AVG SC^^^ Shooter SCD 



It’s Pac-Man’s dream come true: more ghosts to gobble! Video game super star Pac-Man is on the Super Nintendo 

Entertainment System in a hot new game: 
i5 F 

The object of the game is to line up 

Official 

SEiii (Nintendo) 

Seal of Quality 
Pac-Attack TM & © 1993 Namco Ltd., All Rights Reserved. Licensed for play on the 

Super Nintendo Entertainment System. Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the 
official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America. 

blocks in a row. Sounds simple, but those meddling ghosts are at it again getting in your 

way. Never fear, Pac will save the day! 

Three modes of play: 
One player! 

Two player head-to-head munch fest! 
100 level puzzle game! 

Smoking sound track! 

Cool graphics 

Line 'em up! 
Chow 'em 

down! 

Go Head-to-Head with friend 
in 2-player mode! 

Wrack your brain with the 
puzzle mode! 

Munch Fest! 

Warning: 
Pac-Attack is highly addictive 



Welcome to Other Stuff. This month, let’s begin with some exclusive new info, on the Ab. For starters, the budget for 
the feature length film will be around 30 million dollars. It will be shooting in Los Angeles and other locations -not available at press time. 
The story goes like this; late at night, Balrog, Sagat, and Vega come to the good guys’ base (Ryu, Ken, Guile, etc.) and kidnap Dhalism and 
take him back to their headquarters in Thailand. Dhalism, a scientist, has been kidnapped because of some information he is holding that 
could save the world. That’s where Bison comes in to the picture. Meanwhile, Dhalism is being held at a secret base under Bison’s castle 
in Thailand, where he keeps his submarine which carries with it a weapon capable of destroying the world. The movie is set for a summer 
release. The cast has not been announced yet but the minute we know, you’ll know. Here’s who b - Ryu, Bruce Willis, 
he’s got the hair and the attitude; Ken, Patrick Swayze, he can fight and he can act; Guile, Dolph Lundgren, who else?; Dhalism, William 
DaFoe....bald, after kissing Madonna Yoga Flames should be no problem; Vega, Jean Claude Van Damme, he’s nimble and he’s a bad ass; 
Balrog, Mike Tyson of course, get em’ a weekend pass or somethin; E. Honda, John Candy! Oh ya, dye that hair! ; Blanka, Lou Ferrigno, 
he’s used to green body makeup; Zangeief, Arnold would be perfect if he’d wake up out of his Beaver Cleaver syndrome; Chun Li, Tia 
Carrera from Waynes World, she’s got the bod! and finally M. Bison, Richard Kiel, remember “Jaws” from the 007 series?....perfect! 

In Nintendo news.... 
is real and here’s the latest news. The machine will actually make an appearance at the Winter CES in Las Vegas! This 

prototype will have actual running game demos. So, everyone can take a look and start dreaming about what could be the ultimate game 
machine . As we go to press, Project Reality has been shipped to, and prototype games have been started on by, 2 HUGE game companies 
(50 bucks says they’re Capcom and Konami). The data storage system and design spec’s are still up in the air but the latest is that PR will 
be cartridge based with an optional CD attachment. If it does have a CD drive, it could have 8 to 10 megabytes of buffer RAM (that’s about 
64 to 80 megabits), and over 32 sound channels.. The arcade version of PR will be out next year...November to be exact, and the home 
version? It will be introduced in Japan in September of 95. The first game could be either a new Star Fox, F-Zero or Mario 5, but that will 
remain a secret for quite some time. In other Nintendo news, , one of Nintendo’s big games for next year, is coming along 
very well. At this time, it is 24 meg and could go as high as 32...the game is huge!, about 100 times bigger than the original and is set for a 
March release. is now going to be between 16 and 32 meg and is set for a spring release. The FX TRAX project has now been 
given to Miyamota, the designer of Mario and Zelda, so you know it’s going to be awesome. It now has the final FX chip, which runs at 24 
MHz, and can display about 15,000 polygons per second. FX TRAX will be the first SNES game to use 256 colors on screen and now has 
canyons, transparent tunnels and dozen of tracks to conquer. FX TRAX will also have a 2 player simul. feature. The third and forth Super 
FX games should make an appearance at Winter CES as well, Nintendo is about to make a big comeback! 

Elsewhere in the world of Nintendo...They’re about to let you play the friendly skies, as their new in-flight entertainment system makes its 
way on to Northwest Airlines later this year. As announced previously in this column, the system, dubbed » will offer video 
games based on the SNES, movies, CD audio, telephone, shopping and other information services. The service will also be available 
through selected hotel chains and cruise ship lines. Nintendo expects to deliver services to 20 million people by the end of the first year of 
operation and, ultimately, would like to deliver the Gateway system to the home. 

In Sega news... 
As you know the is the big news here but that presently falls under the jurisdiction of Japan Now, since SOA has not revealed a 

specific date as of press time. So on with the show. In spite of what you may have read or heard elsewhere, is going to be released 
before Christmas. It is 16 meg and, according to our sources, is BETTER than Sonic CD (which hits U.S. retailers this November) I don’t 
know how that can be but we’ll all find out in the December issue. The first Sega DSP game, , is moving along nicely and 
sources inside SOA say that it is the fastest thing they’ve ever seen, even faster than the arcade version!. However,This technology is 
going to come at a high price, expect to see VR retail for just under $100. In spite of this lofty price, SOA is confident that the market is 
there for these revolutionary 16-bit games and they are currently working on 4-5 other DSP projects. Hey, what would you rather have, two 
games like Monaco GP or one like Virtual Racing? 
In Jaguar news... 

recently announced its initial list of third party developers. Included among the 20 companies who have already jumped on the cat s 
back are; Anco Software, Ocean, Titus, Tradewest, Trimark, US Gold, Loricel, Krisalis and Silmarils. Most of these companies have their 
roots in Europe, where Atari 16 and 32-bit computers have been popular since the middle 80’s, and have extensive experience in develop¬ 
ing for Atari hardware. Speaking of the hardware, Atari is still on schedule for a November 15 launch in New York and San Francisco. The 
initial production run is for 50,000 units, which our sources tell us have already been sold to 3-4 national retailers. Expect to see the first 
50k move off of the shelves by Thanksgiving, if not sooner...Also, the unit should be bundled with Cybermorph, the incredible looking 3D, 
texture mapped polygon shooter and most of the first set of games, which we previewed last month, should be available at launch. Next 
issue we will have played them all so we’ll give you our honest opinion on Atari’s new beast. 
Delay!, Delay! NEC has put off the production of their new 32 bit or* system in the wake of Sega and Nintendo’s recent announce¬ 
ments of their new Super Systems. Instead of trying to jump out into the early lead they intend to wait until both systems are out and then 
make there move. Could this mean they will finally start to show TTI some support over here? Lets hope so! Check out all the cool games 
coming out for the still hot PC Engine on page 68. C’mon guys what gives? Just prior to press time we heard that there are four Sonic 

planned for the years end. There’s Sonic spinball, Sonic CD, Sonic 3 and.Sonic? We’ll see if there is any truth toThis and let you 
Sonic fans know next month. Well, that’s about it for now . I’ll see ya’ right here next month in Other Stuff. 
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■ working on 
Neural 
Induction 

Monitors. These next generation 
"sensory" TV’s could be available as 
early as next year. My 

Here’s a couple'of actual 
scenes set up on 
Nintendo’s SGI hardware. 
Looks a lot like a street 
and a room to me. Show 
us some games! if Still 
looks amazing though. 

Both Sony and 
Olympus are 

Virtual Vision fell apart 
after a week, so bring 
em’ on. 

' 

It was a fight to the finish (and two shiny new Street Fighters) at the recent 
Slam Masters finals in Hollywood Ca. Here's the two finalists fighting for the 
prize. The turnout for this contest and the Super SF2 Launch were both suc¬ 
cessful. Thanks to everyone at Capcom for the great events. 

Toys, toys, toys. These Street Fighter 2, 
Dragon Ball Z, Dragon Knight and Mega 
Man toys are all available in japan and are 
of the highest quality. Our offices are full 

Here’s what Lawnmower 
Man will look like on the 
Mega-CD,CDTV, PC and 
3D0. This is the PC version, 

just close your eyes and 
imagine 64 colors...that’s 
the Mega CD version. Look 
for the MCD version 1st 
quarter 94. 



Now if you screw up, 
at least you got teammates to blame. 

Our new 4 way Play™ adapter for Sega™ Genesis™ changes everything. 
Instead of 1 on 1 or 2 against the computer, now you can also play 2 on 1. 

2 on 2. 3 on 1. Or 4 against the computer. Which makes the EA Sports™ 
Tournament Series games 4 times better than anything you've ever played. 

SPORTS 
ELECTRON IC ARTS 

IP IT'S IN THE GAME, IT'S IN THE GAME?1 

4 Way Play,™ EASports,™ Bill Walsh College Football™ and If it's in the game, it's in the game™ are trademarks of Electronic Arts. 
Sega™ and Genesis™ are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. NHLPA, National Hockey League Players'Association and the logo 

of the NHLPA are registered trademarks of the NHLPA and are used, under license, by Electronic Arts. NHL and the logo of the NHL 

are trademarks of the NHL and are used, under license, by Electronic Arts. NFL logo is a registered trademark of the NFL. 



SUPER NES 
Jurassic Park. 
Might & Magic 3. 
Tecmo Super Bowl. 
Secret Of Mana.. 
Clay Fighter.. 
Super Putty. 
pigskin footbrawl. 
Dennis The Menace. 
MVP Football. 
Untouchables. 
Side Pocket. 
Caeser's Palace. 
Super Empire Strikes.. 
Ramna 1/2 Hard Battle 
Super Bomberman. 
Inspector Gadget. 
Sim Ant. 
Plok. 
Bio Metal. 
T2 Judgement Day. 
Arcus Odyssey (RPG). 
Troddlers. 
Legend. 
Dracuia. 
Art Of Fighting. 
Actraiser 2. 
Equinox. 
Aladdin. 
Football Fury. 
Eye Of The Beholder... 
Super Nova. 
Super Putty. 
Lufia. 
Lawnmower Man. 
Lock On... 
Ciiffhanger. 
Ren-n-Stimpy.. 

SUPER NES(C0llt.) 
Claymates.. 
Run Saber. 
Battlecars. 
Last Action Hero.. 

Tecmo superbowl. 
Turtles Trmnt FIGHTER 
Addams Family. 
Dashing Desperados. 
Joe & mac. 
Robocop 3. 
Son Of Chuck. 
Robocop Vs Terminator 
WWF Royal Rumble. 
Star Trek Next Gener. 
Aladin... 
NFL football 94. 
NBA 94 Action basket.... 

NEO GEO SPECIALS 
Ninja Combat (used) 
King of the Monsters 
Top Players Golf. 

SUPER NES SPECIALS 
Lethal Weapon. 
Smash TV. 
Baseball 1000. 
Combatribes. 

SEGA CD 
Joe Montana Football 
Sonic CD. 
AH-3 Thunderstrike.... 
Silpheed. 
Microcosm. 
Dune. 
Dracuia . 
Terminator. 
ESPN Baseball. 
Jurassic Park. 
Cool Spot. 
Jeopardy . 
WWf Rage in the Cage 

TURBO GRAFX 
John Madden Football 
Dungeon Explorer 2.... 
World Heros.. 
Godzilla. 
King Of Monsters. 

NEO GEO 
Samurai Showdown.... 
Fatal Fury Special. 
Top Hunter. 
Art Of Fighting. 

muv /KriffffTTHrr’ 

GENESIS SPECIALS 
Aquatic Games. 
Trouble Shooter. 
Chiki Chiki Boys.... 
Bonanza bros. 
Crue Ball..... 
Little Mermaid. 
FatALI Labyyrinth.. 
Batman Returns. 

$54.99 
$49.99 
..CALL 
..CALL 
..CALL 

TURBO GRAFX SPECIALS 
It Came From The Dessert cd .$24.99 
Jaki Chan J.$29.99 
New Adventure Island.$29.99 
Prince of persia scd.$39.99 

$219.99 
....CALL 
....CALL 
....CALL 



CAPCOM 

CAPCOM CAPCOM 

Sumo Fighter... 
Shining Force 2 .... 
Vay (RPG) CD. 
Sonic CD.. 
Eye Of The Beholder CD 
Al Shark cd. 
FI Circus CD. 
Lethal Enforcers CD. 
Popoul Mail CD. 

BUY ANY 2 MEGA CD GAMES AT REGULAR 
PRICE AND RECEIVE A THIRD GAME FOR 

ONLY (ON SELECTED GAMES) 

\ . w V' b3s;<> . 

,$69.99 
,$79.99 
..CALL 
$69.99 
..CALL 
..CALL 
..CALL 
..CALL 
..CALL 

SF2 Mini Dolls (set of 12) only $24.99 
SF2 Pewter Set.$44.99 
SF2 Keychains.$2.50 
SF2 Music CD's.$39.99 
Stuffed Large Sonic Doll.$29.99 
LTD. Ed. Ninja Sonic.$14.99 
LTD. Ed. Ninja Tails.$14.99 
Mario Kart Cars..$34.99 
Ryu Posable Figures.$69.99 

.$69.99 

..CALL 

.$69.99 

.$69.99 

.$89.99 

..CALL 

.$69.99 

.$69.99 

.$69.99 

g Total Eclipse. 
y Road Rash. 
z John Madden. 
b Space Shuttle. 

Mad Dog Me Cree w/gun 
' Jurassic Park. 
p twisted. 
S Dragons Lair. 
ft Out of this world. 

IMPORT MUSIC CDs 
World Heros 2 .$39.99 
Y's Perfect Collection.$69.99 
Sonic Team.$24.99 
Fatal Fury 2.  $39.99 
Landstalker.$49.99 
Final Fantasy ADV.2.$59.99 
SF 2 MUSIC (3 TO CHOOSE) $39.99 
MADARA 2.$39.99 
SAMURAI SHOWDOWN.$39.99 

SD Gundam 2.  $89.99 
Ramna 1/2 RPG.  CALL 
Sarah Moon (fighting).$89.99 
Ghost Sweeper ..(action)$89.99 
Fantastic Story Wrestling (4plr) $89.99 

Macross (prebook).CALL 
Actraiser 2.CALL 

Y's IV Mask Of The Sun.CALL 
Art Of Fighting.CALL 
Fatal Fury 2.CALL 
Dragon Ball Z fighting...........$99.99 
Final Stretch Racing.$84.99 

$99.99 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
.CALL 
.CALL 

Crescent Galaxy. 
Cybermorph. 
Tiny Tunes... 
Alien’s Vs. Preditor.. 
FI Jaguar Challenge 
Kasumi Ninja. 
Checkerd Flag II. 
Raiden. 

PC ENSINE CD ROM 
Pat Labor Super CD.$79.99 
MIGHT & MAGIC 3.$79.99 
MONSTER MAKER.CALL 
Dracula X Super Cd -preorderCALL 
STARTLING ODESSEY.$79.99 
Record Of Loduss War.$69.99 
Galaxy Gayvan.CALL 
Cocoron.CALL 

For Fast Overnight Delivery Call Super Chinese World 2 

3DO System.  $699.99 

Atari Jaguar System.CALL 
Pioneer Laser Active.CALL 

Commodore 32.CALL 
Sega CD 2.$219.99 
Sega Genesis 2.$124.99 
Turbo Duo System.$269.99 
Neo Geo Gold System.$579.99 
FM Townes Marty.CALL 

Mega Drive 2.$139.99 
v Mega CD 2.$339.99 
3 WE ALSO CARRY USED SYSTEMS ALL!!! 

Or If You’re In The Area Check Out Our Store At 

18612 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356 

FM TOWNS/MARTY . |\ > 
3X3 EYES.CALL 
Vain Dream 2 (RPG).CALL 
Scavenger 4.CALL 
Indiana Jones & Atlantis.CALL 
KUZ .CALL 
Microcosm.CALL 
Chase H.Q.CALL 
After Burner...CALL 
AND MANY MORE, CALL FOR DETAILS 
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Inspector Gadget .........$50.00 
Itchy & Scratchy.......$50.00 
James Bond Jr.......$50.00 
James Pond 2.........$47.00 
Joe & Mac 1 or 2.$48.00 

.$49.00 Journey Home...$48.00 

.$48.00 Jurassic Park...$56.00 

.$50.00 KingofKarura...$58.00 

.$53J)0 Lawnmower Man..........$49.00 
!$5o!oO Lester the Unlikely.$53.00 
!$47^00 Lethal Weapon 3.$50.00 
.$44.00 Lost Vikings.$48.00 
.$50.00 Lufia.  S51.00 
$54 00 Magic Boy.$49.00 

Mario is Missing.....$50.00 
Mario’s Time Machine..$51.00 
Mega Man X...$56.00 
Metal Jack...........$48.00 
Mickey’s Magical Guest.$58.00 
Mickey’s Ult. Chall. ,...,.$53.00 
Musya.  $51.00 
Operation Aliens.$49.00 
Out to Lunch...549.00 
Outlander.$49.00 

SNES 
SIMULATION cont. 

ONLY Actraiser 2 $54.00 Zombies Ate My Neighbor {SNES] $45,00 

We have the Atari 
Jaguar; $249.00 SNES 

ADVENTURE 
We now carry Turbo Grafx, Game Boy, Game Gear, 
Jaguar games. Lynx & Neo Geo at Fantastic Prices! 
49.00 Choplifter 3.$43.00 Bulls vs. Blazers.$54.00 TKO Boxing.$44. 
55.00 Clue........$45.00 Cal Ripken Baseball.$48.00 True Golf Classics.$48. 
50.00 Conflict.$49.00 Chavez Boxing.$47.00 TuffENuff.$53. 

Death Valley Rally.$49.00 WCW Super Brawl.$55. 
Diamond Challenge.$51.00 Winter Olympics.$54. 
Dig & Spike Volleyball .$48.00 World Cup Soccer.$48. 
ESPN Baseball.$53.00 Wrestlemania...$52. 
ESPN Football.$54.00 riurc 
Football Fury.$47.00 
Hit the Ice.$48.00 FIGrlTtlO 
Hockey™....™.....$49.00 Aero Fighters.$50 
Hole in One Golf.$49.00 Art of Fighting.$58. 
Hyper Volleyball..$48.00 Brawl Br90lher9s.$53. 
J. Connors Tennis.$48.00 c, Fi ghter.$55 
J. Madden Football‘93 $49.00 DooVms9ay Warriors.S48 
Kawasaki Carib. Chal...$51.00 Doub|e Dragon.$54 
Mecarobot Golf.$50.00 Fata| F.S55 
Mountain Sports $55.00 Rna| Rghl.S46 
Mutant League Football ...S43.00 Rna| Rgh, 2.S55 

M»odcy W FootbaNLethal Enforcers.$64 
MW F°ot.bal1 ..Mortal Kombat.$60 
NBA All-star Challenge$48.00 powef Moves.$48 
NBA Jam Session.$60.00 Dil,alTllrf t4ft 

Basketball.$48.00 jj* Combai'ZI.lls 

NHLPA Hockey...$52.00 street Rghter 2 Turbo $65 

P?'*'™""..e^onn SuperCombatribes.$54 
Riddick Bowe Boxing ..$49.00 P Blastman.$48 
Rock and Roll Racing..$47.00 T r„„ano ?aq 
Super Aquatic Games..$40.00 a,® R-hter.m 

. „„ Super Baseball 2020....$52.00 ^™ff„Fght. 
.$56.00 ABC Monday Football..S55.00 Super Bases Loaded ...$52.00 “ *ra^a";""". 
*“nn. $49.00 Super Bowling.$49.00 World Heroes.$58 

.$49.00 Super Dodgeball.$53.00 SNES 
$48.00 Super Goal.$50.00 SHOOTERS 
.$53.00 Super High Impact.$48.00 
.$45.00 Super NBA Basketball .$53.00 Axeley.$53 
.$49.00 Super Slam Dunk.$49.00 Cybernator........S50 
.$49.00 Super Slap Shot.$50.00 Mechwarrior.$48 
.$49.00 Super Tennis.S48.00 Star Fox.$58 
.$50.00 Super WWF Royal Rumble..$58.00 Super Smash TV..$46 
.$55.00 Super Widget.$50.00 Warpspeed.$5C 

Actraiser 2. 
Addams Family.. 
Airborne Ranger. 
Aladdin. 
Alien 3. .. 
Alien vs. Predator....$44.00 p|^ ^^"”]"”"Z!Z!»$53!oO 
Alfred Chicken.$49.00 Pocky & Rocky"Z!Z!!!$50.00 
Arcus Odyssey...$53.00 popeye.  $52.00 
Bart’s Nightmare.$49.00 prehistoric Man.$48.00 
Batman Returns.$53.00 Putty.$48.00 
Batman Revenge of Joker$48.00 Ren & Stimpy.......,$55.00 
Battle Clash.$42.00 R0b0 Cop 3.  $53.00 
Battletoads Dbl. Drag. .$52.00 Robo vs. Terminator....$48.00 
Beethoven.$49.00 R0Cky & Bullwinkle......$37.00 
Bubsy.$55.00 Rocky Rodent...........$49.00 
Bugs Bunny Rampage.$55.00 RUn $aber...$48.00 
Cacoma Knight.$59.00 Snow White Happily.$47.00 
Captain America.$51.00 socks the Cat.$45.00 
Castlevania IV.$49.00 Soldiers of Fortune.$57.00 
Chester Cheetah.$55.00 Spanky’s Quest........... $50.00 
Chester Cheetah 2.$44.00 Spiderman & X-Men.$53.00 
Chuck Rock.$49.00 star Trek....$49.00 
Claymaster......$48.00 star Wars..........$49.00 
Claymates.$49.00 striker.  $49.00 
Congo Capers.$44.00 Sunset Riders...$52.00 
Cool Spot..........$49.00 Super Adv. Island....$48.00 
Cool World.$53.00 Super Battleship.$45.00 
Daffy Duck.$51.00 Super Battletoads.$52.00 
Dennis the Menace.$51.00 Super Mario All-stars...$54.00 

$49.00 Super Mario World...$48.00 
. “ “ .$55.00 

.$48.00 

.$48.00 
.$51.00 Super Troll Land.$47.00 
-- .$48.00 

.S56.00 

.$49.00 

.$50.00 

.$49.00 

SNES 
RPG 

7th Saga...$56.00 pacman2. 
Arcus Spirits.$48.00 PT0... 
Dungeon Master.$60.00 Pushover. 
Equinox..$48.00 Q-bert3... 
E.V.O.$58.00 Shanghai 2. 
Eye of the Beholder.$56.00 Side Pocket. 
FF-Mystic Quest.$35.00 Solo Flight. 
Final Fantasy II.$56.00 Spin Dizzy World. 
Gem Fire...$56.00 Super Bombermas 
Golden Empire.$59.00 Super Buster Brol 
Inindo...$59.00 Super Conflict. 
Lord of the Rings.$50.00 Time Slip... 
Might and Magic 2.$55.00 Troddlers. 
Might and Magic 3.$58.00 Vegas Stakes. 
Mr. Nutz.$51.00 Wheel of Fortune. 
Nobunaga’s Ambition.$56.00 Wordtris. 
Rampart...$49.00 SNE 
Romance 3 Kingdoms .$59.00 c n 
Shadow of the Beast....$49.00 31 U H 
Shadow Run..........f 
Spell Caster..$54.00 Aero the Acrobat. 
Spell Craft....$48.00 Ali Heavyweight.. 
Star Trek: Next Gen.$48.00 Amazing Tennis.. 
Ultima-False Profit.$56.00 American Gladiat 
Utopia......$50.00 Battle Blazers. 
Zelda: Link to the Past.$49.00 Ra«ie cars 

Dino City.$48.00 Super Megaman 
Dracuia......S48.00 Super Ninja Boy 
Dream Probe.$48.00 Super Nova. 
EektheCat 
Empire Strikes Back ....$54.00 Super Valis 4. 
Family Dog.$50.00 Suzuka8Hours 
Feival Goes West.$50.00 Syvallion. 
Fido Dido.$45.00 Tazmania.... 

.$60.00 Terminator. 

.$52.00 T-2 Arcade Game...$49.00 

.$55.00 T-2 Judgement Day.$49.00 

.$54.00 Thomas Tank Engine...$49.00 

.$52.00 TimeTrax.$49.00 

.$49.00 Tiny Toons...$52.00 

.$49.00 TMNT4........$53.00 

.$53.00 Tom and Jerry..$48.00 Championship Pool 

Godzilla 
Goof Troop. 
Ghouls & Ghosts 
Hammerin’ Harry 
Home Alone 2. 
Incredible Hulk... 

Faceball 2000. .$53.00 
Humans. .$48.00 
Jeopardy........ .$48.00 
King Arthur’s World .$51.00 
Lock On... .$49.00 
Mario Paint. .$58.00 
Monopoly. .....$46.00 
Operation Logic Bomb $52.00 
Pacman 2......... .$49.00 
PTO... .$58.00 
Pushover. .$48.00 
Q-bert3... .$48.00 
Shanghai 2... .$46.00 
Side Pocket. .$47.00 
Solo Flight. .$55.00 
Spin Dizzy World. .$47.00 
Super Bomberman.. .$54.00 
Super Buster Brothers $49.00 
Super Conflict. .$49.00 
Time Slip. .$48.00 
Troddlers. .$44.00 
Vegas Stakes.... .$49.00 
Wheel of Fortune. .$48.00 
Wordtris. .$42.00 

SNES 
SPORTS 

With the initial purchase of fit system hardware or any games, you will receive a . Buy 10, receive re 
choice of any game from our lists at our prices! (Neo-Geo not included.) 

TERMS: Cash, check or money order with order. To keep our prices low, we do not accept credit cards!! C.O.D. orders accepted. NY residents, kind¬ 

ly add your local sales tax. _ 
SHIPPING: Shipping charges are extra. Add $5.00 per total order on games only. C.O.D. orders have an additional $5.00 charge. Overnight & two 

day service call for charges. Availability subject to manufacturer's release date. All sales final. Prices are subject to change without notice. 

Ask to be placed on our 
mailing list for game 

(518) 623-5022 ■ FAX (518) 623-4143 > FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL 1-800-70-GAMES updates at no Charge. 
P.O. BOX #212, WARRENSBURG, NY 12885 



THE POSTMEISTER 
Postmeister, Dear Postmeister, 

I would usually congratulate you 
and the rest of the Game Fan team 
on how great and wonderful your 
magazine is, but this is an emer¬ 
gency! 

In your September issue of Game 
Fan, my man E. Storm made a small 
little comment on pg. 88 about 
Wolfteam. At the bottom of the page, 
and I quote, E. said the following: 
“It’s too bad they broke up, more 
games...”. 

It’s too bad ‘who’ broke up? I know 
he is not referring to WOLFTEAM! 
No! Tell me it isn’t so! The creators 
of my two favorite multimedia games 
(Cobra Command and Road 
Avenger) broke up?! Clear this up 
for me, PLEASE! Who will produce 
the ‘cartoon’ games for Sega CD? 
I’m tormented...I can’t bear it any 
longer...the torture...the pain...why, 
oh why... 

Sincerely, 

Wolf4Ever 
Bensalem, PA 

Dear W4E, 

You think you were upset? 
Storm totally threw a rod!, as all 
hope of an Earnest Evans, 
Granada or Arcuss Odyssey 
sequel went right out the window. 
So far, we know two members 
went to Sega of Japan, one went 
to Gau ( Ranger X remind you of 
Earnest Evans a little?) and one 
went to Zamus, who just finished 
up Macross for the Super 
Famicom. So, say good-bye to a 
great company and hold on to 
those WolfTeam classics. 

P.S. If you see the WT logo in 
the future, it’s just a Telenet logo. 
Sorry man, catch ya later. 

I am a SNES faithful and was won¬ 
dering when Nintendo’s going to pro¬ 
duce some 24 meg games like Sega. 
If the SNES can handle 32 megs of 
memory, why no 24 meg games? 

Thanks, 

Nick Bishop 
Alabaster, Alabama 

Dear Nick, 

24 and larger meg SNES games 
are on the way! Currently in 
Japan, Fire Emblem is on the way; 
a 24 meg hard-core RPG and, over 
here, Super Metroid (a vast 32 
meg game) is set for a 1st quarter 
‘94 release. From what we have 
heard, it should be phenomenal. 
Oh, by the way, look for a lot more 
20 meg and higher games in ‘94. 
Currently, Nintendo has over 25 
new games in development. 

Postmeister, 

I just got your issue #10 in the 
mail and almost couldn’t believe it 
when I saw it was DieHard GameFan! 
What a way to grow. All pages are 
packed with solid game information 
and superb graphics with none of 
the fat and bones I have put up with 
in other game magazines. Keep up 
the great effort and you will surely 
bag more loyal fans like me. 

Now, I hope you will allow me to 
pass this on to SNK management. 
I have become sick and tired of hear- 
ing those video game watchdog 
groups ranting about censoring vio¬ 
lence while neglecting their kids and 
allowing them to play whatever they 
want at the arcade. If these watch¬ 
dogs can’t even pay attention to what 
their kids play at the arcade (or at 
home), they have absolutely no busi¬ 
ness playing God with other peo¬ 
ple’s right to legitimate entertain¬ 
ment in their own homes. 

What really makes me mad with 
SNK’s Samurai Shodown is the fact 
that, while the company is targeting 
its 99.9% adult customers to fork out 
$240 for the game, it is also treat¬ 
ing us as thumb sucking, 8 year 
old kids who can hardly distinguish 
between depiction of cartoon vio¬ 
lence and that of real life. SNK’s deci¬ 
sion to remove cartoon blood color 
from the home version, that is to 
be purchased by adults, while keep¬ 
ing intact all the coloring in its arcade 
version for any kid to play is noth¬ 
ing short of an intentional insult to 
its adult customers and sheer hyp¬ 
ocritical ignorance on the part of 
its management. I hope that SNK can 
drum-up enough future sales from 
those watchdogs, because I refuse 
to be treated as a thumb sucking 
grown-up. GOOD-BYE SNK AND MY 
NEO GEO SYSTEM! 

Sincerely, 
Chatt Matayanant 
Garland, TX 

Dear Chatt, 

I cannot tell you how many let¬ 
ters I have received regarding this 
beyond stupid move by SNK. 
First, they hose us by releasing 
fighting games only and then they 
censor them to double the blow. 
Why don’t they just come to your 
house and steal your money? At 



Ultimate Gome Club Has It All! 
3D & JAGUAR Hurry^ore^TheyVpGoiie! 

To Order Call 203-395-3092 Or For More Information Call 203-395-3095 
.<,,r. ^ ..X. 

sen your TV at home 
the same as the diffi 
Game Gear™ withoi 

IPAD 

The Super Pad for SNES 

Innovation 

Arcade Stick 

Super Cable for SNES & Genesis The Arcade Stick The Ultra Stick 
For SNES, Genesis, Neo, Duo For SNES, Genesis, Neo, I 

Simple 
We know what YOU want! Solor Gear for Game Gear™ 

Say you want to buy Sonic 3 or Super Mario Bros. 5 and you want unlimited lives or invin 
Well... you could buy a Game Genie and wait a few (like maybe six) month's for a new 

r... you could buy the Innovation Game Wizard with it's built in code-maker and figure out your 

Power Gear for Game Gear™ 

Months or Minutes? Gee, it doesn't take a rocket scientist to make 

Game Wizard for Genesis™ Gam« 
Tired of confusing clumps of MM 
and RF cables connected to your 
TV? Turn your spaghetti night¬ 
mare into video heaven with the 
Video Link! Connect up to 5 dif¬ 
ferent video systems with 3 
stereo MM inputs and 2 RF inputs. 

P.O. Box 360, Old Saybrook, CT 06475 (203)395-3090 
rtainment System, NES, SNES, Nintendo, and Super Nintendo are trademarks of Nintendo Of America. 
jys, Inc. Innovation products are not designed manufactured, sponsored, or endorsed by any of the 

ime Wizard for Game Boy™ Game Wizard for Game Gear™ 
pnWH You could buy a sausage link or a 

chain link but they wouldn’t do much 
f°r your Game Gear™. Or, you could 

VI 'Bv V buy the Master Link™ and connect 
b any Sega control pad to your Game 

I Gear™ for two player simultaneous 
L. . ji action on one Game Gear™.* 

‘Works with Master Link compatable 2-player Game Gear 
Master Link games and Sega Master System 2-player games that require a 

For Game Gear™ Master Gear converter. 

For a free catalog send $1.00 for postage to: Innovation - 
ga, Genesis, and Game Gear are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Game Boy, Nintendo Ente 
ari, & Lynx are trademarks of Atari Corporation. Game Genie is a trademark of Lewis Galoob t< 
ove companies. Photos by Daniel M. Studio, Westbrook, CT. 

Video Link 



least that way you wouldn’t have 
to feel the long term hosing. How 
about all the rumors (that they 
obviously created themselves) 
about upcoming titles like 
Crystalis, Magician Lord 2 and 
Reactor (just to name a few.) 
Where are they SNK? What?, you 
don’t think you’ll make enough 
cash at the arcade so you 
scrapped ‘em? C’mon tell us! 
Look, if you’re going to abandon 
the home user, let us know 
because all we see is fighting 
games and, although you can 
make a ton at the arcades, not all 
of us want to play Fatal Fury and 
World Heroes until our fingers 
bleed. You’ve got fighter of the 
year with Samurai, so put the 
blood back in and give it a rest. 
We’re starving out here! 

Thanks for the letters all you 
hopeful Geo owners, censorship 
must be stopped!! 

Dear Postmeister, 

First, I would like to really thank 
you and your colleagues for bring¬ 
ing out the baddest, coolest, most 
informative magazine to ever come 
out. As a Game Fan video game mag¬ 
azine reader, I look for statistics, 
great pictures and extremely exten¬ 
sive coverage of the Japanese video 
game market. Although you seem 
a bit biased (you praise Sega at every 
turn), you guys are the best in the 
industry. 

Now, for the questions. What is the 
thing with the 32 Hudson machine? 
Can you give me some pix, specifi¬ 
cations and some news on its soft¬ 
ware? Also, could you please show 
me the actual pix of those Super 
CD Arcade Card games? You cov¬ 
ered this technological breakthrough 
in your last issue (what is Warriors 
of Fate, anyway?). Please, more 
details! 

What’s up with TTI? Why are they 
bringing rubbish here? As a hard¬ 
core RPG fan, I would like to see 
TTI bring out all Far East of Eden(s), 
Ys IV, Record of Lodess War, Angel’s 
Poem II, Legend of Xanadu, Snatcher, 
Magicoal, all Burai(s), Monster Maker, 
Emerald Dragon, all Xak(s) and PD3 
here. The Digital Comic format 
should be introduced here, espe¬ 
cially Patlabor. Konami games 

should also appear here. 

How can anyone like Time Killers? 
The point of games is to have fun, 
not to watch others’ heads being 
chopped off! If people want violence, 
they can watch that on TV. I am not 
anti-violence, because I believe that 
it can be shown if, and only if, the 
game has good game play (like 
Samurai Shodown and Snatcher). 
Mortal Kombat is not that great of 
a game and people should really not 
rate games on the amount of blood 
it shows. 

Lastly, I would really like Square, 
Enix and Capcom to start making 
PC-Engine games. Imagine the entire 
Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest 
Sagas all on one CD! Imagine 
Capcom making Super Street Fighter 
II on the arcade card! Don’t you agree 
that it would be cool? 

Thanks, 

Raymond Pat 
Santa Rosa, CA 

Dear Raymond, 

Hudson’s new 32-bit super sys¬ 
tem, the Ironman, is set for a 
March release in Japan, where the 
PC-Engine CD is still going strong 
due to the new 16 meg upgrade, 
the upcoming Dracula X and sev¬ 
eral popular fighting games. 
Meanwhile here in the states, the 
existence of any NEC consoles is 
rapidly coming to an end. TTI sim¬ 
ply has not received the coopera¬ 
tion from Japan that they needed, 
thus the Ironman is not scheduled 
for a U.S. release. Don’t look for 
any of the titles you listed either. 
In fact, chances are that, by ‘94, 
there will be next to nothing 
released for the Turbo-Duo. It’s 
always sad when a system dies 
but in this case there’s really no 
reason to mourn. If you’ve got a 
telephone, you can order import 
games from several mail-order 
co.’s for your Duo and, if you 
want an Ironman, I’m sure that 
they will be available here as well. 
If you’re into RPGs however, well, 
you’re sorta out of luck. None of 
the games you mentioned are 
scheduled and, as for Square, 
Enix and Capcom, well, they have 
all three recently announced they 
will begin producing Sega titles. 

So, the chance of a PC-Engim 
affiliation is next to impossible 
Sorry, chief. Time Killers is ; 
major log of a fighting garni 
which is kind of a gross attempt t< 
exploit the whole blood thing tha 
MK started. Shame on them...yoi 
want me to kick the crap out o 
‘em? Finally, for some info, on thi 
Iron Man system (we’ll have an in 
depth very soon), check out lssu< 
11, Other Stuff. Thanks for writin; 
and remember, it’s almost Jagua 
time. 

Yo Postmeister, 

Recently, I noticed a disturbing tren< 
in the American gaming industry 
a serious lack of RPG games. Is i 
just me;, or do the fat cats at th< 
American publishing houses thinl 
that all “we” want is shooters, actioi 
and fighting games? I’m just a wee 
bit fed up with SF2 clones, Mark 
clones and senseless destruction 
Now, don’t get me wrong, I like m^ 
fair share of mindless destructior 
of hordes of Kamikaze enemies, bu 
this is getting to be a habit! Now, 
bought a Sega CD when it hit the 
shelves...big mistake. You see, I wen 
by what games were available ir 
Japan at the time, but I end up witf 
such gems as Marky Mark, INXS 
Criss Cross (if I spelled CC wrong 
they can sue me), Sewer Shark 
Wonder Dog, Black Hole Assaul 
(which, by the way, has the mos 
pathetic cinema scenes that I have 
endured) and, best of all, Sega’s 
hey, Bob the janitor can prograrr 
today!, Batman Returns! Man, 
shoulda kept my Duo! i’ll end m\ 
bitchin’ with a question. Are we evei 
gonna see Cosmic Stories or 3X2 
Eyes over here in this wonderful 
clean and holier-than-thou nation? 
So, until next time, run ovei 
Nintendo’s and Sega’s Presidents 
and mail me the pictures. 

The Bionic Gamer 
Sardis, OH envelope art! 

- Postmeister 

Dear Bionic Gamer, 

Welcome to the struggle. Those 
fat cat, ex-toaster salesmen are 
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making all the wrong decisions for 
us and, worse, they actually think 
that they’re right! The problem is 
that most companies are still 
catering to the 8-10 year old 
gamer who they, number one, far 
underestimate and, two, think buy 
the most software. The reason 15- 
40 year old gamers don’t buy 
more games is because they are 
mostly made for young children. 
Fact is that most of us (10 year 
olds included) would buy a lot 
more games if they were more 
serious (such as RPGs and 
uncensored games like Mortal 
Kombat). I don’t know about 
them, but my 10 year old cousin 
loves MK. He thinks the blood is 
funny and cool and he is very 
aware that it’s just a game. 
Today’s kids are smart, but the 
game co.’s think they’re all a 
bunch of Beaver Cleavers, a kid 
that wouldn’t make it ten feet 
down the road in 1993. So, how do 
we wake them up? We’ll write 
them letters, call and, finally, don’t 
buy censored games. When the 
cash starts dwindling, these types 
run for the hillsL.Let’s chase ‘em!! 
As for the Sega CD, well I think 
Wonder Dog and Batman Returns 
(especially Wonder Dog) are 
excellent games, but you’re right, 
there is way too much junk out 
there. Who do you think the dufus 
is that sunk big cash into these 
lamer than lame, make your own, 
no talent, top-ten, bubble gum 
music video games....it’s the ex¬ 
toaster salesman, brainstorming 
with the overpaid, non-gamer mar¬ 
keting dept.! The Sega CD is 
quickly becoming a relic ( besides 
Silpheed, Sonic and a handful of 
others there ain’t much there, and 
who’s got another year to wait?). 
As for the Duo, well, it already is a 
relic. But look at the quality 
Genesis carts like Gunstar Heroes 
that are just coming out,(and wait 
till you see Sonic 3, oh my) the 
Genesis has been around long 
enough for the programmers to 
really figure it out. Companies like 
Core, Sonic Team, Treasure and 
Capcom just to name a few will 
never let you down, and next year 
the SNES is going to knock your 
socks of. Or just wait and buy a 
3DO (it’s brilliant), but it’s $700 
and only a couple of games are 
available. Stay tuned to GF for 
monthly updates on that situation. 
Oh-ya, 3x3 eyes come to the US? 

Noooo wwwaaay! The bonehead 
special interest groups would be 
on CNN claiming the end of the 
world. I’m off in my postal 
4x4. 

Dear Postmeister, 

One of the failures of the SNES is 
its changes to the original Mortal 
Kombat game. Who makes the deci¬ 
sions on the limitations of violence 
in video games? Some groups claim 
that children exposed to violent 
games and television become more 
violent in their play and more tol¬ 
erant of violence in others. What a 
bunch of baloney! I meet the nicest 
people at arcade places and the scary 
ones behind dark alleys, not watch¬ 
ing television nor playing SF2. 
Suppressing the distribution of 
Mortal Kombat by parents would 
be a big mistake. The graphic images 
of blood and gore in Mortal Kombat 
was part of the entertainment pack¬ 
age. When Nintendo took that out, 
what was left was a happy Sega of 
America who agreed to leave the 
original game alone with a new MA- 
13 rating system. If Nintendo was 
willing to sacrifice some revenue 
to make the parents happy, they 
shouldn’t have signed Acclaim in 
the first place because, now, those 
die hard MK arcade players will be 
left disappointed. Nintendo is obvi¬ 
ously trying to please both sides and 
it’s causing a commotion. What lures 
children to martial arts games will 
indeed repel many parents. Nintendo 
is producing brochures called 
“Parents’ Guide to Video Games” 
that will be available later this month. 
I think the parents can decide for 
themselves on the appropriateness 
of video games for their children. By 
selling mortal Kombat and pass¬ 
ing out the brochures, the big ‘N’ 
is a bunch of hypocrites. If one is so 
concerned about the violence in 
video games, one should not even 
consider selling Mortal Kombat. 
To me, Nintendo is nothing more 
than a greedy, hypocritical, kiss-butt 
corporation. Maybe next time they 
can make Blanka’ bite squirt out 
“sweat” in stead of the, oh 
my goodness, horrifying, 
realistic blood. What do 
you think, Postmeister? 

Respectfully Yours, , 
Betty Nguyen 
San Jose, CA 

Dear Betty, 

Mom!!! You’re awesome! I her( 
ya. Do you think the high-ups a 
Nintendo go outside? I wonder i 
they have TVs, or live in rea 
American neighborhoods. Sadly, 
think not, talk about out of touch 
They make Disney look like 
Mother Theresa. Those Parents 
Guide to Video Games are a joke 
Nintendo acts as if they know 
your kids (and acts as if they are 
really naive and misguided). How 
about MTV, HBO, Geraldo Rivers 
(what a freak show) and the res 
of the real world.how about the 
freakin’ news!, talk about carnage 
Will Nintendo go after them too' 
Or will we simply watch our chil¬ 
dren and teach them right frorr 
wrong ourselves? The only people 
who will benefit from Nintendo’s 
censorship will be the other game 
companies as they go flyinc 
by...in the real world! Thanks foi 
the letter, very intelligent...an\ 
daughters? 

P.S. The envelope art starts next month! 
So draw! 
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Enter the dark world of the Kilratlii, where men are 

treated like animals. Only you can save the human race! 

The evil Kilratlii are back with a vengence. 

It's your job to settle the score once and for all! 

AS YOU KNOW, AMERICAN 
RELEASE DATES CHANGE 
FREQUENTLY. THIS IS THE 
LATEST SCHEDULE AVAIL¬ 
ABLE DIRECT FROM THE 

COMPANIES REPRESENTED. 
WE WILL INFORM YOU OF 

ANY CHANGES. 

Movie-like scenes, incredible scaling, a hot audio track 

and great animation take you to new levels! 

New attack ships and weaponry are included with 

WING COMMANDER 

SECRET MISSIONS 

GENESIS % SUPER NES 
League Hockey Spt. EA Sports Illustrated FB/BB Spt. T*Hq 

tnther Act. Tecmagik, Dennis the Menace Adv. Ocean 

7" *J™\ IenB!H Int’l Tour Tennis Spt. Taito 
/Beast Adv. > Sunsoft ' ' ' 
Enforcers Stp.\ Konami ^**itus jtdv. BPS 

Fatal Fury Special Ftg. SNK 
J* ^ "V I* ‘ H 
Top Hunter Act. SNK 

ISpt. Data East 

. Aqt. jvfe 3D0 
Act. VicTokai , . 

Spt. BPS Total EcR|)se StP. 

^Ac\. Tradewest twisted Act. 

’'Act. DTMC Out of this World Adv. 
Electro 

Flying Edge Dp- F|,anke» 
Arena 1 Sunset Riders 

JVC 
Flying Edge 
Data East 

Interplay 

WolfcliDd Act. 
WWF Royal Rumble Spt. 
Dashin'^esparados 'Act. 
Indiana Jones Adv. 
Dragonfury i , Act. 

Genghis Kahn 2 RRG 

Super Battleship Stg. 
Fun & Games Pzi. 

John Madden FB Spt. EA Sports 

Zombie Land > Adv. ‘ EA \ 
Ranma 1/2 Hard Bat. Ftg. DTMC 

Lufia RPG , Taito 

Super Rlova Str. Taito 

Actraiser 2 Act. Enix 

Mindscape Battlecars Drv. Namco 

Tradewest champ. Pool Spt. Mindscape 

Legend Act Selka 

Madden '94 Spt. EA 

Mario’s Time Machine, Adv. Mindscape 

Laqiborghini Chay. Drv. , Titus 

Lawumower Man Act. T*HQ 

TMNT Tourn. Ftrs. Ftg. Konami 

FI fLc 2 tart). Seta Cli 

Hyper V Ball Spt. McO River Ka 

Troy Aikman Football ,Sp|. Tradewest 

Str. Activision 

SR.t. , Atlus 

Spt. Tecmagik 

Crescent Galazy Str. Atari ~ ' 

Alien vs. Predator 'Adv. Atari 

Raiden Str. . Atari 

SEGA CD 
Whefel of Fortune Sim. Sony 
AH3 Thunderstrike \ Str. JVC 
Euro Racers Sim. Revell 
Joe Montana Spt. Sega 
NFL's Greatest Teams Spt.' Sega 
Out of this World Adv. 
Microcosm Str. 
Sonic CD Act 
Silpheed Wars 
kvxsL ' 
My Paint > 
Spiderlhan 
Dracula 
Lethal Enforcers 
Son of Chuck 
Terminator 

Sega ' Agassi Tennis 

Sony Magic Boy 

Virgin T2 Judgement Day Act LJN 
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WING COMMANDER9 

‘ ■SECRET MISSIONS " 
For dealer info or to order, call toll-free and weMI do the'rest.' One year of 

Same Fan costs only $24.99 that’s 
st $2.09 per issue. That means you 
i«e like fifty bucks! So rtovyyou can 

buy an extra game! 
FROM 

The Software 
TOOLWORKS 

\ •'■i - 1 ■ * *1 
Str. Atari 



fi missions 

CAN you SCREAM 
SPACE? 
The Secret Missions™ is the 

futuristic space combat sequel to the 

blockbuster Wing Commander", 

winner of five "Game of the Year" 

awards. With all the action and 

adventure of the original, The 
Secret Missions brings you 16 new 

missions with a new look and feel. 

It includes a new flight interface to 

allow novice players to begin immedi¬ 

ately and experience unparalleled 

intensity and excitement. 

The Secret Missions is the amazing 

3-D space combat game for all ages 

and a must for Wing Commander fans. 

Winn Commander is a reted trademark ami The Secret Mfcion* is aHademark of ORIGIN SYSTEMS, INC/O1990 ORIGIN SYSTEMS. IN (^ 1993 MIN DSC A PE Inc. All Rights 
Rescued ! icei.scd In MINIiSt ARE. Inc.. A Soli ware Toolworks Company. MINDSCAPE and its Iggn are registered trademarks of MINDSCAPE. Inc. >per Nintendo Entertainment . 

Svsiem is a registered nademart ill NINTEMX) 01 AMERICA. Inc. • 



Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the Official Seals 

D°'by Sna ** symbol a 

A WHOILi 
MEW IPi^$IPiCirD¥iS 
This is first-person, 

in-your-face, 

eyeball-to-eyeball, 

full-motion 3-D 

action like 

you've never 

experienced 

before. 

If the movie shook you, Jurassic Park 
for the Super NES will rip you apart. ly STUDIOS, INC. & AM 

DOLBY SURROUND | 

Ocean of America, Inc. 
1855 O'Toole Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95131 
408-954-0201 
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Nintendo, (Ninfawlo) 
A. Scot o< Oualrty J. 

If you thought the movie was hot... 
Wait until the razor-sharp intensity of 
full-motion 3-D graphics gets a hold 
of you! 

Hey Dr. Grant! Never underestimate 
your opponent... Especially when 
he's 20 feet tall and weighs over 
seven tons. 
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There are no words 
to describe how 
fast it really is. 

At least; no Wj 
clean words. 
DIEHARD Game Fan magazine tried. / 

They called FORMULA ONE "the / T / 
fastest racing game on the ^*#**^2 ~ « /%m 
planet." Not bad. A&m 
But they would have 

Available on 
GENESIS™ & 

GAME GEAR™ ! 

/ Hurtle 
jr down 

■VjJr the race 
I ' track at a 

blistering 
":W 220 mph! And it’s 

speed you can hear 
f and feel! Race against 

f- . 'V; the real pros of Formula 
One World Championship on 12 
real tracks — from Monte Carlo 

to Australia. Or go head-to-head 
against a friend in split-screen action. 
You can even customize your machine 

right down to the tire design and air foil! 

Sold and distributed in America exclusively by 
Vt* •' • V 

FORMULA ONE: An Official Product of the FIA Formula^ne World 
Championship. Licensed by FOCA to Fuji Television Network Inc. This game 

is related to the 1993 Formula 1 season. SEGA, GENESIS and GAME GEAR are 
trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 993 Domark Group Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Screen displays shown are from Sega Genesis version. 
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